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COMPLETE LIST OF ALL PARTIES IN DISTRICT COURT
All parties in the district court are listed on the caption of this case.
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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT
Jurisdiction in this Court is proper under Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4-l 03(2)G) and the
Utah Constitution, Article VIII, Section 3. The Court of Appeals does not have original
appellate jurisdiction, but this appeal was transferred to the Court from the Utah Supreme

~

Court pursuant to Rule 42, Ut. R. of App. Pro. The district court entered its final order in

Federated Capital Corp. v. Deutsch, Case No. 139918085, on May 12, 2014 (R. at420.), and
Federated Capital Corporation ("Federated") filed a Notice of Appeal on June 10, (2014 R.
at 439.)

STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
Federated appeals the district court's grant of summary Judgment. Summary judgment
is appropriate when the evidence shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any material
fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Federated Capital Corp.
v. Libby, 2016 UT 41, if 7,384 P.3d 221. Because a summary judgment challe~ge presents

only legal issues, the court reviews the grant of summary judgment for correctness. Id. This
case also presents issues of statutory interpretation which are also reviewed for correctne~s.

Id. This case presents the issue of whether the Court should rule consistent with over 100
years of Utah Supreme Court precedent that, for purposes of interpreting the Utah borrowing
statute, the cause of action arises where performance under the contract was to be made.
Federated did not argue to the trial court that the choice oflaw provision required that
its cause of action arise in Utah. It, thereby, waived the argument and failed to preserve the

6
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~

argument which is now made for the first time on appeal. By not considering Federated' s
vs)

argument, the trial court did not commit plain error and Federated's counsel invited error by
failing to make the argument. The standard of review for these issues is correctness, but since
most of the issues are "highly fact sensitive" the trial court is granted a "fairly broad measure
of discretion" in making the determination under the facts in this case. Fibro Trust, Inc. v.

Brahman Financial, Inc., 1999 UT 13,~8, 974 P.2d 288.
vj

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES

I.

Utah Code Ann.§ 78B-2-103.

2.

42 Pa. C.S.A. § 5525(a)(8).
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I.

Nature of the case.

Federated sued Mr. Deutsch alleging that he owed Advanta Bank Corporation
("Advanta") on a credit card account. (R. at 1-17.) Federated alleged that Advanta assigned
the account to it. Id. at 2. Mr. Deutsch answered Federated's complaint alleging that the suit
was barred by the Pennsylvania four year statute of limitations for contracts. (R. at 24.) Mr.
Deutsch moved for summary judgment arguing that by virtue of Utah's borrowing statute,
the Pennsylvania four year limitation period controlled and it barred Federated's suit. (R. at
33-47.) Federated fully defended this motion, arguing that the Utah six year limitation period
applied because of the forum selection clause within the credit card agreement. Federated's
pleadings and argument were detailed and comprehensive. (R. at 129-191.) Never once did

7
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Federated argue or mention to the trial court in its pleadings, at oral argument or even after
the judgment dismissing its suit was entered that the choice oflaw clause required the cause
of action to have arisen in Utah making the borrowing statute inapplicable. Id. at 139-146. 1
Federated makes that argument only now, on appeal.
II.

The course of proceedings and disposition in the court below.

Federated filed its lawsuit on November 5, 2013. (R. at 1.) This was five and a half
years after it allegedly purchased Mr. Deutsch's account from Advanta. (R. at 159.) Like the
vast majority of the defendants in the over 3,000 lawsuits that Federated brought in Utah on
the Advanta credit cards, Mr. Deutsch did not live in Utah. He lived in Florida. (R. at 18.).
Mr.DeutschmovedforsummaryjudgmentinDecember,2013.(R.at33.)Federatedopposed
the summary judgment. (R. at 129.) Mr. Deutsch filed a reply memorandum. (R. at 198.) In
order to block the trial court from ruling on his summary judgment, Federated filed a motion
to stay the case and submit it to arbitration under the alleged arbitration provision of the
credit card agreement. (R. at 231.) Mr. Deutsch opposed the motion to compel arbitration.
(R. at 249.) On March 7, 2014, the trial court heard argument on the pending motions. It
denied Federated's motion to compel arbitration and granted Mr. Deutsch's motion for
summary judgment, dismissing the case as being barred by the Pennsylvania four year statute
oflimitations. (R. at 310.) After two months of bickering over the provisions of the Court's
written order and judgment, the trial court entered its final order on May 12, 2014. (R. at
The summary judgment pleadings upon which this appeal turns are attached within the
Addendum as Exhibit "A".
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420.) The trial court entered its memorandum decision concerning an award of attorney's
fees to Mr. Deutsch on May 13, 2014. (R. at 435.) 2 Federated appealed on June 10, 2014.
(R. at 439.)

III.

Statement of facts.
Federated sued Mr. Deutsch alleging that he owed Advanta on a credit card account.

(R. at 1-17.) Federated alleged that Advanta assigned the account to it. Id. at 2. Mr. Deutsch
answered Federated's complaint alleging that the suit was barred by the Pennsylvania four
year statute of limitations for contracts. (R. at 24.)
The account was allegedly governed by a written contract entitled "Advanta Business Card
Agreement" (the "Agreement" herein). (R. at 36.). A copy of the Agreement is attached to the
Addendum as Exhibit "C". The monthly credit card statements produced by the plaintiff in its
initial disclosures show that the account was charged off by Advanta in March, 2008, and the
account was in default at least by that date, but likely much earlier. (R. at 36.) The Advanta monthly
credit card statements indicate that payments were to be sent to an address in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. (R. at 37.) Federated claims that certain payments were made by the internet and the
Advanta statements show that they were received in Utah. See Fed. Mem. at 6. This fact is irrelevant
because the Agreement provides, as set forth below, that the payments are "not effective" until
received by Advanta at its offices in Pennsylvania. (R. at 37.)
The account was assigned to Federated in June 2008. (R. at 159.) It sued Mr. Deutsch on
November 5, 2013. (R. at 1.) Federated is not a citizen of Utah, but is a Michigan corporation with

2

The trial court's judgment is attached in the Addendum as Exhibit "B".
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its place of business in Farmington Hills Michigan. (R. at 37.)
The Agreement attached to the plaintiffs Complaint and attached to the Addendum hereto
as Exhibit "C", states the following at ,r 6.
"You agree to make all payments in US dollars payable through a US Financial
Institution, either by check or money order payable to us at the location and in the
manner specified on your periodic billing statement or in any other manner (such as
by electronic fund transfer or wire transfer) that we agree to and provide procedures
for." [Emphasis added.]
In the next to the last paragraph of,r 6, the Agreement also states:
"Account payments are to be mailed to the address for payments shown on your
periodic billing statement. Payment must be received by us at that address on or
before the specified time on the Payment Due Date stated on your periodic billing
statement, and must conform to any specific requirements for making payment which
appear with or in your billing statement."
The next sentence of,r 6 states:
"Payments tendered to and accepted by us or our agent at a location other than the
address stated on your periodic billing statement are not effective until received by
-----~.-~-,,·~- us at the address specified." [Emphasis added.] (R. at 37.)
Advanta selected Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as the place that payments were to be sent on
each and every monthly account statement. (R. at 3 7.) See statements in Addendum as Exhibit "D".
This case was filed on November 5, 2013. (R. at 1.) Mr. Deutsch answered Federated's

complaint alleging that its claims were barred by the Pennsylvania four year statute of
limitations for written contracts. (R. at 24.) Mr. Deutsch moved for summary judgment. (R.
at 33.) He argued that the Pennsylvania four year limitation period controlled and it barred
Federated's suit. (R. at 35-47.) Federated fully defended this motion, arguing that the Utah
six year limitation period applied because the Agreement contained a forum selection clause.
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(R. 139-146.) Federated's pleadings and argument were detailed and comprehensive. Id.
Never once did Federated argue or mention to the trial court in its pleadings, at oral argument
or even after the judgment dismissing its suit was entered that the Utah borrowing statute did
not apply because the Agreement contained a choice oflaw provision. Id. 3 Federated makes
that argument only now, on appeal.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
VP

Federated did not argue to the trial court that the choice oflaw provision required that
its cause of action arise in Utah. It, thereby, waived the argument and failed to preserve the
argument which is now made for the first time on appeal. By not considering Federated' s
argument, the trial court did not commit plain error and Federated's counsel invited error by
failing to make the argument.
The Court should rule consistent with over 100 years of Utah Supreme Court
precedent that, for purposes of interpreting the Utah borrowing statute, the cause of action
arises where performance under the contract was to be made. It should do so because there
is no compelling reason to overturn that precedent. The majority in Libby did not comment
VP

on whether the precedent should be overturned. Justice Lee in his concurring opinion was
not convinced that the subject rule should be overturned. He even questioned his own
speculation about a different rule. He simply presented no compelling reason for overturning
the precedent which reason is required by Utah law for doing so. In its brief, Federated failed

3

See summary judgment pleadings in Addendum, Exhibit "A".
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to point out any compelling reason for overturning the century oflaw. It simply failed to meet
its substantial burden of persuasion that this precedent should be overturned.
Justice Lee merely speculated in Libby that a test might be considered other than the
test supported by over 100 years of precedent. In his speculation, he even questioned whether
a new test should be considered. Such speculation provides no guidance to this Court and
should not be considered.
Finally, Federated's analysis of the issue of where the cause of action arises under the
borrowing statute is not supported by Utah case law, including the cases cited by it.
ARGUMENT

I.

Federated did not argue to the trial court that the choice of law provision
required that its cause of action arise in Utah. It, thereby, waived the argument
and failed to preserve the argument which is now made for the first time on
appeal.

Federated lost its appeal in Libby based upon an opposition memorandum and oral
argument virtually identical to the opposition memorandum and oral argument made by
Federated in the present case. See Deutsch opposition memorandum (R. at 129.), Addendum
Exhibit "A", transcript of Deutsch oral argument (R. at 747-760), Addendum Exhibit "E",

and Libby opposition memorandum, Addendum Exhibit "F". Federated never intended to
raise any additional argument in defense of Mr. Deutsch' motion for summary judgment
other than the arguments raised in Libby and Chapa. This intent is evidenced by Federated' s
"Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment and
Approval ofAmount for Supersedeas Bond" ("Stay Mem.") filed inDeutsch. See Addendum
12
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Exhibit "G". In the Stay Mem., Federated asked the trial court to limit a supersedeas bond
to a low amount. It argued to the court that a low amount was justified because:

~

"Additionally, there are two additional cases which are being appealed
[including Deutsch], which will most likely be consolidated wit~ this case
[Deutsch], the Chapa case and the Libby case because the issues are nearly
identical. Those cases are Federated Capital Corporation v. Abraham, Civil
No. 119901843; and Federated Capital Corporation v. Nazar, Civil No.
129909968. [Both cases are also presently on appeal to this court; Appeal No.
20140570-CA and Appeal No.20140569-CA, respectively.] The legal research
and argument will be virtually identical in each of these cases at the appellate
level." [Emphasis added.]
It is clear from this statement to the trial court and from the fact that Federated's

l£)

Opposition Memorandum to Mr. Deutsch's summary judgment is "virtually identical" to the

Libby and Chapa Opposition Memorandums, that it never intended to raise additional
y}

arguments in this appeal that it did not make in Libby and Chapa.
Federated now makes a new argument before this appellate court, hoping for a
different outcome than achieved in Libby. This argument is that the language " [a] cause of
action which arises in another jurisdiction" in Utah's borrowing statute must fall to
Federated' s choice of Utah law provision in the credit card agreement. Yet, Federated never
once made this argument at the trial court level in this case or in any of the six cases that it
appealed. It simply did not preserve this argument for appeal.
Federated tells this Court to look to the Record at pages 137-146 and 745-747 for its
preservation of this issue. The first cite is a portion of Federated's Memorandum in
Opposition to Mr. Deutsch' summary judgment ("Fed. Opp. Mem. ). Attached within Exhibit
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"A" to the Addendum is the entire opposition memorandum. Federated only argues at length
that the "forum selection clause" of the agreement "governs this case." (R. 139-143, 144146.) This concept was clearly rejected by the Utah Supreme Court in Libby at

~

8.

Federated next argues in its opposition memorandum that the most significant relationship
test should govern. (R. at 143-144.) That test was not adopted by the majority in Libby and
was expressly rejected by Justice Lee's concurring opinion. Id. at 134.
Federated also failed to argue at the trial court hearing the issue that it presents for the
first time on appeal. It cites the transcript of the hearing at the Record, pages 745-747. No
where in those pages, or at any other point in its argument, does Federated mention that the
choice of law provision should control where the cause of action arose. See transcript

Exhibit "E" of the Addendum. Federated's counsel only argues the forum selection clause,
the issue on which it lost the Libby appeal. (R. at745-748.)
Justice Lee states that the Libby case should not foreclose consideration of the choice
of law issue "in a future case." Libby at, 33. However, this is not "the future case."
Federated never once raised that issue before the trial court. It, thereby, waived and failed to
preserve the issue. It also indicated in its Stay Mem. that it believed that this case, and the
Abraham and Nazar cases, were bound by the decision in their identical cases of Libby and
Chapa. Federated lost the consolidated Libby decision. It loses here.

The Utah Supreme Court stated in Pratt v. Nelson, 2007 UT 41,, 15, 164 P.3d 366:
"Generally, in order to preserve an issue for appeal the issue must be presented
to the trial court in such a way that the trial court has an opportunity to rule on
14
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'41)

that issue. We have set forth three factors that help determine whether the trial
court had such an opportunity: (1) the issue must be raised in a timely fashion;
(2) the issue must be specifically raised; and (3) a party must introduce
supporting evidence or relevant legal authority. In short, a party may not claim
to have preserved an issue for appeal by merely mentioning an issue without
introducing supporting evidence or relevant legal authority. Ultimately, the
preservation requirement is based on the premise that, in the interest of orderly
procedure, the trial court ought to be given an opportunity to address a claimed
error and, if appropriate, correct it." [Internal quotes and citations omitted.] 4

v;

Federated did not raise the issue presented to this Court today. It failed to introduce
supporting evidence or relevant legal authority. It failed to even mention the issue in any
fashion. It failed the test of preservation, committed a waiver and is judicially estopped from
I.@

doing so today.

II.
vJ

The trial court did not commit plain error and Federated's counsel invited error
by the trial court if counsel really believed that Federated had the defense for
which it now argues.
Federated may try to argue another issue in its reply brief; that the trial court

committed plain error by not advocating on behalf of Federated and coming up with the
argument that it now makes in this appeal. If Federated makes that attempt, the argument
should be summarily rejected because it was not raised in its initial brief. Further, the
vJ

argument will fail on its merits. In Pratt v. Nelson, 2007 UT 41,

,r 16, the Utah Supreme

Court stated:

Vib

"In cases where a party raises an issue on appeal, but the party did not properly
preserve the issue below, we review it under the manifest injustice or plain
error standard. Under plain error review, we may reverse the lower court on an
See also, Mitchell v. ReconTrust Co. NA, 2016 UT App 88, ,r,r 36 & 37,373 P.3d 189;
and Allen v. Allen, 2014 UT App 27, ,r 19,319 P.3d 770.
4
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issue not properly preserved for appeal when a party can show the following:
(i) an error exists; (ii) the error should have been obvious to the trial court; and
(iii) the error is harmful, i.e., absent the error, there is a reasonable likelihood
of a more favorable outcome for the party, or phrased differently, our
confidence in the verdict is undermined. Nevertheless, under the invited error
doctrine, we have declined to engage in even plain error review when counsel,
either by statement or act, affirmatively represented to the trial court that he or
she had no objection to the proceedings."
Federated's argument fails the first test of plain error. No error was made. As
discussed at length below, this court should not upset more than 100 years of precedent based

~

on Justice Lee's concurring opinion that provides no guidance whatsoever in support of a
new test for "where the cause of action arises." Second, any error was not obvious to the trial
court. It ruled consistent with over 100 years of precedent. Indeed, Federated' s own counsel
failed to recognize or make the argument. Federated simply failed to advise the trial court of
the argument that it makes today and give it an opportunity to rule. Finally, the trial court had
no duty to advocate on behalf of Federated and make such a fresh argument on Federated' s
behalf.
By failing to raise the issue with the trial court, Federated's counsel would have
affirmatively represented to the court that he had no objection to the proceeding based on the
argument that Federated now makes on appeal. He would have invited error by the trial court
and would seek to take advantage of that perceived invited error. As the Utah Supreme Court
stated in Pratt,
"Our invited error doctrine arises from the principle that a party cannot take
advantage of an error committed at trial when that party led the trial court into
committing the error. By precluding appellate review, the doctrine furthers this
16
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Ciw

principle by discouraging parties from intentionally misleading the trial court
so as to preserve a hidden ground for reversal on appeal. Further, parties are
not entitled to both the benefit of not objecting at trial and the benefit of
objecting on appeal. Thus, encouraging counsel to actively participate in all
proceedings and to raise any possible error at the time of its occurrence
fortifies our long-established policy that the trial court should have the first
opportunity to address a claim of error." Id. at iJ 17. [Emphasis added.]

III.

'vi

The Court should rule consistent with over 100 years of Utah Supreme Court
precedent because there is no compelling reason to overturn that precedent.
Utah has over 100 years of precedent that holds that a cause of action for breach of

contract arises where the parties determined that the contract was to be performed. That

v>

precedent should not be disturbed, especially in light of Justice Lee's concurring opinion in
Libby. As set forth below, Justice Lee could not come up with any compelling reason to
overturn that precedent and no such reason exists in the present case or is argued by
Federated.
Statutes oflimitations are procedural laws. Records v. Briggs, 887 P.2d 864,870 (Ut.

~

Ct. App. 1994), citing Lee v. Gaufin, 867 P.2d 572, 575 (Utah 1993). Matters of procedure
are governed by the law of the forum, i.e. the law of the state in which the lawsuit is brought.
Trillium USA, Inc. v. Bd. ofCounty Comm ofBroward County, Florida, 2001 UT 101,

iJ 14,

vi)

37 P.3d 1093, citing Morris v. Sykes, 624 P.2d 681, 684 n. 3 (Utah 1981). As a general rule,
Utah's statutes of limitations apply to actions brought in Utah. Financial Bancorp, Inc. v.
Pingree and Dahle, Inc., 880 P.2d 14, 17 (Ut. Ct. App. 1994); the Utah statutes oflimitations
govern suit on a note or loan in an action brought in Utah.
Federated brought this suit in Utah. Thus, the statutes oflimitations of Utah apply to
17
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this lawsuit. These statutes include the Utah borrowing statute. Libby at ,r 9; and Financial

Bancorp, Inc. at

,r 17. This statute, Utah Code Ann. §78B-2-103, which is attached within

Exhibit "H" of the Addendum, provides:
"A cause of action which aries in another jurisdiction, and which is not
actionable in the other jurisdiction by reason of the lapse of time, may not be
pursued in this state, unless the cause of action is held by a citizen of this state
who has held the cause of action from the time it accrued." 5
A cause of action for breach of contract arises in the state in which the parties
determine that performance was to be performed. Brown v. Bach, 17 Utah 435, 53 P. 991
(1898), overruled on other grounds, Sanipoli v. Pleasant Valley Coal, Co., 31 Utah 114
(1906), a cause of action for non-payment of a note or breach of a contract arises where the
note was to be paid or the contract performed. See also, Lawson v. Tripp, 34 Utah 28, 95 P.
~

520 (1908), when the parties stipulate to performance of a contract in a certain state, the
cause of action for breach of that contract arises in that stipulated state, 'adopting

the rule of

Brown; Hecla Gold-min.Co. -v. Gisborn, 21 Utah 68, 59 P. 518 (1900); and Financial
Bancorp. Inc. -V. Pingree and Dahle, Inc. at 17; unless the contract states otherwise, a cause·
of action for breach of contract generally arises where the parties determined that the contract
was to be performed.6

5

The exception in the last phrase of the statute does not apply to Federated. The cause of
action in the present lawsuit is not held by a citizen of Utah. Federated is a-Michigan corporation
with its primary place of business in that state. Even if Federated were a citizen of Utah, it
received the account after it was in default and after the cause of action had already accrued.
6

Justice Lee acknowledged in his concurring opinion in Libby at if 37, that this is the

current state of law in Utah.
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~

The credit card agreement and monthly statements required that payment be made in
~

Pennsylvania. In fact, the agreement stated that any payment made in other states was not
"effective" until it was received in Federated's offices in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has a

~

four year statute of limitations for beach of contract. 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 5525(a)(8), a copy of
which is Exhibit "I" of the Addendum. See also, Cooper v. Sirota, 37 Fed.Appx. 46 (3 rd Cir.
(Pa.) 2002); Pennsylvania statute oflimitations for breach of written contracts is four years.
Federated sued Mr. Deutsch well after five years had passed from the date of any breach and
from the date of his last payment.
The Utah Supreme Court stated in WolfMountain Resorts, L.C. v. ACS, 2010 UT 65,

if 23, 245 P.3d:
"(L]ong standing precedent should not be overruled except for the most
compelling reasons. Any party asking a court to overturn prior precedent has
a substantial burden of persuasion. This burden is mandated by the doctrine of
stare decisis. A court will follow the rule of law which it has established in
earlier cases, unless clearly convinced that the rule was originally erroneous
or is no longer sound because of changing conditions and that more good than
hann will come by departing from precedent." [Internal quotes and citations
omitted.]

vJ

Justice Lee joined a unanimous Court in Vorher v. Henroid, 2013 UT 10, ,r 13,297
P.3d 614. In that opinion, the Court wrote:
"Under the doctrine of stare decisis, a party asking us to overturn prior
precedent has ·a substantial burden of persuasion. Long standing precedent
should notbe overruled except for the most compelling reasons. Specifically,
we may overturn our precedent if we are clearly convinced that the rule was
originally erroneous or is no longer sound because of changing conditions and
that more good than harm will come by departing from precedent." [Internal
citations and quotes omitted.] Id.
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A.

The Utah Supreme Court was not "clearly convinced" that the subject
rule should be overturned and presented no compelling reason for doing
so.

In Libby, the Supreme Court was not "clearly convinced" that it should overturn the
common law rule that a cause of action in a contract case arises where the contract was to be
perform. The majority opinion did not discuss the issue and Justice Lee in his concurring
opinion was not committed to overturning this precedent that has stood for well over 100
years. He stated:
"I see arguments going both ways on this question. Our precedent, after all,
long ago interpreted the borrowing statute as incorporating the place of
performance test. See Lawson v. Tripp, 34 Utah 28, 95 P .520, 522-23 (1908).
And it is certainly possible to view the statute as retaining that test going
forward .... But it also seems possible to interpret the statute as embracing
whatever evolving standard our law has adopted for choosing the governing
law. If so, a claim arising under a contract with an enforceable choice-of-law
clause would arise in the state whose law governs its disposition." Id. at iJ 37.
Neither the majority in Libby, nor Justice Lee in his concurring opinion set forth a
"compelling reason" for overturning the precedent. The majority does not mention any reason
for doing so. Neither does Justice Lee. He only states that it is "at least arguable" that the
precedent should be overturned. But, in the same breath, he states that "it is certainly possible
to view the statute as retaining that test [the 100 years of precedent] going forward." This
position hardly meets the compelling reason standard necessary for overturning long standing
precedent. Nor does it give this Court any guidance on the test to be used or facts and issues
to be considered in overturning the precedent..

B.

Federated has not met its "substantial burden of persuasion" that this
20
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~

precedent should be overturned.
Federated argues three points as justification for overturning the precedent. Its
argument does not meet the "substantial burden of persuasion" required by the Utah Supreme
Court.

1.

The existing precedent does not inhibit the right to contract.

Federated argues that all men and women have the constitutional right to contract and
that overturning the 100 years of precedent will enhance that right by allowing them to
submit to the personal jurisdiction and law of a chosen state. Fed brief at 16. Federated
further states, without argument, that freedom to contract aids other policy considerations
including protecting a party's rights of expectation, certainty, predictability and uniformity.

Id. The precedent that a cause of action arises in the forum where the contract was breached,
i.e. payment was to be made, in no way inhibits the right of parties to contract. For over one
hundred years, Utah citizens have had that right notwithstanding the precedent presently
y

before the Court.
Forum selection clauses and choice oflaw clauses have been fully enforceable. Parties
have always been able to select the substantive law to be applied to a contract. Federated
simply complains that Utah Courts have chosen to apply the law of the forum to procedural
issues such as the statute of limitations. The procedural law of Utah includes the borrowing
statute. Libby at ,r 9. For over one hundred years, interpretation of the Utah borrowing statute
includes an understanding that a cause of action for breach of a contract arises in the state
~
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where performance was to be made, which in the present case was Pennsylvania. What
Federated is really complaining about is that it or its attorney's did not know Utah law or
made a mistake about Utah law when it chose to sit on its Advanta accounts for almost six
years after it purchased them before it brought suit. It now asks this Court to dig it out of its

Cw

predicament by overturning over 100 years of precedent based on a meritless argument that
the precedent inhibits its right to contract.
Advanta had every right to include in its credit card agreements a provision that
required the Utah six year statute of limitations to apply to any lawsuits. It chose not to do
so. Federated had every right to walk away from its purchase of thousands of Advanta's
credit card accounts because this provision was missing. It chose not to do so. Federated had
every right to timely file suit. It chose not to do so. Federated is asking this Court to limit,

~

under existing Utah law, the contractual rights of the card holders such as Mr. Deutsch
because it made a mistake. It received what it should have "expected" under the agreement
and Utah law, which was clearly "predictable" and should be "uniformly'' applied to all of
the identical agreements in Federated's several appeals. 7

2.

The existing precedent is the most "judicially economical."

7

The argument that Federated makes sounds very similar to the argument that it made in
Libby with respect to the forum selection clause. In Libby, it complained to the Supreme Court
that it did not receive the benefit of its contractual bargain of the forum selection clause. Id. at ,r,r
15 & 16. The Court stated that the district court "gave the company precisely what it bargained
for [when it dismissed its suit]." Id. The forum selection clause required the agreement to be
governed by all of Utah's laws, including the borrowing statute. Id. "In fact, on appeal Federated
essentially asks this court to give it a better deal than it bargained for." Id.
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Federated next argues that "[h]onoring the parties' freedom to contract, and their right
to avail themselves of the forum and law governing their dispute helps spare the courts the
complex and tedious choice of law analysis under the 'most significant relationship' test."
~

Fed. brief at 16. First, no Utah appellate court has adopted the most significant relationship
test for a detennination of where the cause of action arose in any situation including
interpretation of the Utah borrowing statute. In fact, Justice Lee expressly rejected the most
significant relationship test in his concurring opinion in Libby at il .34 as did the full Supreme
Court reject it for a test of procedural law in Trillium at il 14.
Next, the obvious solution to protecting the courts from such a "tedious task" and
"fractured opinions" is to apply a simple, bright line test that does not require factual findings
and legal conclusions on numerous issues as argued by Federated. The simplest and brightest
line test that could be created by the courts would be application of the place of performance
test that has been the test in Utah for over 100 years. All the court needs to do is determine
where the contract was to be performed; one simple fact. The court would then apply the
limitation period of the state in which the contract was to be performed.

3.

The existing law is quite simple to apply.

Federated next argues for simplicity. It acknowledges that Utah applies the law of the
~

forum for procedural issues and argues that the simplest rule would be for the courts to allow
it to select the law that applies to procedural issues. It states that the parties should simply
be able to select the law that should apply to procedural issues. It concludes that it selected

lW
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this law in its choice of law provision. The problem with this argument is that its choice of
law provision did not choose Utah procedural law that would apply to enforcement of the
credit card agreement. It chose the substantive law. Having failed to chose the procedural
law, the Utah courts were left to apply Utah procedural law which included the borrowing

~

statute and which included the interpretation of the statue that has applied for over 100 years.

IV.

Justice Lee merely speculated that a test other than the one supported by over
100 years of precedent might be considered. Such speculation provides no
guidance to this Court.

(\L;

Justice Lee states in his concurring opinion in Libby:
"I write separately, however, to emphasize the limited nature of the court's
decision in this case. I note, in particular, that the court's decision follows from
a key concession made by Federated Capital in the course of this litigation that its cause of action arose in another jurisdiction (Pennsylvania). And I
would emphasize that this concession takes a threshold question - of the
applicability of the borrowing statute in a case like this one - off the table." Id.
at ,r 32.
The issue of whether the cause of action arose in Utah was "on the table" only because
~

ofFederated's argument that some payments were made over the Internet and the monthly
statements showed that the payments were received in Utah. Libby at ,r 20. That argument
was debunked by the trial court·using the language of the credit card agreement that stated
that payments were not effective until received at Advanta's offices in Pennsylvania. Id.
Federated never argued (and never put on the table) the argument that the cause of action
arose in Utah, rather than Pennsylvania, because of the argument suggested by Justice Lee.
Justice Lee's suggested argument was that the Utah choice oflaw provision could "arguably''
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require the cause of action to have arisen in Utah. The failure of Federated to raise this
argument is important because it further cements the fact that Federated failed to preserve
this issue in Libby and in the present case. The majority in Libby pointed out that Federated
"in its opposition to summary judgment in each case before the district court ... assumed that
its causes of action arose at the place of performance under the Agreement [Pennsylvania]."
Libby at ,r 20. Federated's opposition memorandum filed in the trial court in Libby and the

opposition memorandum filed in the trial court in the present case are almost identical and
do not make the argument suggested by Justice Lee or made herein.
Justice Lee continues in Libby:

~

"This is an important decision that a court should take up in a future case, and
that should not be deemed to be foreclosed by our decision today. . . The
borrowing statute's "arises in" formulation, after all, is at least arguably a
reference to a choice-of-law principle. And the choice-of-law detennination
in a case like this one is dictated not by the common law inquiry into place of
performance or most significant relationship." Id. at ,r 33 & 34.
Justice Lee refers to this new legal doctrine that he wants a future court to consider
without any direction to the future court. Indeed, he questions in his own mind if it is a viable
doctrine. Libby at ,r 37. Possibly, he does so because he recognizes that the Supreme Court
ruled within the last sixteen years that a choice of law provision applies to substantive law,
not procedural law. Trillium, at ,r 14. He does not analyze the issue in his concurring opinion.
He simply cites three cases that led him to believe that a change might be considered. The
first case, Myers v. Cessna Aircraft Corp., 275 Or. 501, 553 P.2d 355, 366 & 67 (1976)
adopts a most significant relationship test; a test expressly rejected by Jus~ice Lee and
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contrary to the over 100 years of precedent of our Supreme Court. See Libby at iJ 34. In fact,
the Utah Supreme Court rejected the most significant relationship test for choice of law
issues regarding procedure as recently as 2001 in Trillium. Id. at iJ 14. The other two cases
cited by Justice Lee, Bates v. Cook, Inc., 509 So. 2d 1112, 1113 & 14 (FL 1987) and

Employers Ins. of Wausau v. Eh/co Liq. Trust, 723 N.E. 2d 687, 693 & 94 (Ill. 1999) also
adopt the most significant relationship test which was rejected in Utah.
The Utah Supreme Court has maintained a bright line dichotomy between substantive
law and procedural law. See Trillium at ,r 14. A contractual choice oflaw provision applies
to substantive law. Id. It does not apply to procedural law including the statute oflimitations.

Id. If a choice oflaw analysis such as the most significant relationship test is viable in Utah,
which is doubtful, it applies only to the choice of substantive law. Id. at,r,r 14 & 15 and Libby
at ,r 34.
The forum selection clause raises the issue that is presently before the Court and was
~

before the Supreme Court in Libby. It "binds" the parties to the procedural laws of Utah.

Libby at ,r 13. All matters of procedure are governed by the law of the forum, in this case
Utah. Id. The borrowing statute is one of these laws. Id. The law that a contract cause of
action arises in the state where performance was to be made is also one of these Utah laws,
albeit a common law. Lawson, at 522-23. (Also, recognized by Justice Lee as the law of
Utah. See Libby at iJ 37.)

V.

Federated's analysis of the issue of where the cause of action arises is not
supported by Utah case law, including the cases cited by it.
26
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A.

Federated misstates the holding in Financial Bank Corp., Inc. V. Pingree
and Dahle, Inc.

This Court ruled on the issue before it today in Financial Bank Corp., Inc. v. Pingree
and Dahle, at * 17. The Court stated that "[u ]nless the contract states otheiwise, a cause of

action for a breach of contract generally arises where the contract is to be performed." To
overcome this language, Federated argues that "unless the contract says otheiwise" should
lib

be interpreted to mean "unless the contract has a choice oflaw provision choosing Utah law."
Fed. Br. at 14. This Court was not talking about a choice oflaw provision when it wrote the
above holding in Pingree. It is clear from the language used by the Court, the cases cited by
the Court and the issue before the Court that the Court meant what it said; unless the contract
chooses a jurisdiction other than where it is to be performed as the place where the cause of
action arises, the cause of action will arise where it is to be performed. Pingree does not
support Federated's position that a choice of law provision determines where the cause of

~

action arose. The Court was clear that "matters of procedure [are to] be governed by the law
of the forum." Id. at * 16. Statutes of limitations are procedural. Id. The Utah borrowing
statute is a stature of limitations. Id. The test for "arises in" under Utah law is where the
contract was to be performed. Id. at 17.
The basis for the Court's holding in Pingree is found in decades of Utah case law
which is summarized in the Supreme Court's decision in Trillium. A choice oflaw provision
does not apply to procedural issues. Trillium at ,r,r 14 & 15. It applies to substantive law

~

issues. Procedural issues are determined by the procedural law of Utah when suit is brought
27
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in Utah. Id.
Federated next argues that the contact in Pingree had a choice of law provision
applying California law. Thus, the Court found that the claim arose in California and this
Court should follow this reasoning and find that since the present contract had a Utah choice
law provision, the cause of action arose in Utah. Fed. Br. at 14. This argument completely
misstates the holding in Pingree. The Pingree court was faced with a contract that did not
state where performance was to be made. It, therefore, held that "[b]ecause the contract is
silent regarding the place of payment, we presume payment was to be made where the payee
resides or at its place of business." Id. at *17. Since the payee resided in California, the Court
continued "hence, we conclude that the cause of action arose in California .. ."Id.In the
present case, the contract expressly provided for performance in Pennsylvania. Thus, the
cause of action arose in Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania limitation period applied. See

Pingree, at * 17, "a cause of action for breach of contract generally arises where the contract
~

is to be performed."

B.

Federated's position is not supported by the other cases that it cites.

It is unclear why Federated cites Surety Underwriters v. E & C Trucking, Inc., 2001
UT 71,,r 26, 10 P.3d 338. After the cite, Federated quotes the court for the proposition that
"[ i]t is an elementary principle of the law of contracts that the place where the last act is done
which is necessary to give validity to a contract is the place where the contract is made." Fed.
Br. at 9. Although Mr. Deutsch does not understand why Federated would cite this case
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~

without any argument about its application to the present case, he agrees that this is an
vb

elementary principal of contract law when the Court is dealing with the formation of a
contract, as was the case in Surety Underwriters. Id. at ilil 25 & 26. In Surety, the Supreme

~

Court had to decide if a company was conducting an insurance/surety business without being
qualified to do so in Utah. If so, then the insurance contract would have been void as being
illegal. The Court found, that as a matter of formation of contract law, the contract was
signed by the parties in Utah. Thus, the company was required to be licensed by the state of
Utah; the company was operating without a Utah license; and the contract was void as being
illegal. Id. The case at bar is about enforcement of a contract, a procedural law issue with
plenty of Utah case law directly addressing that issue. It is not about creation of a contract.
Federated cites three non-Utah cases for the proposition that when interpreting the
Utah borrowing statute "a suit arises under the law that creates the cause of action." Fed. Br.
at 12. If the cases truly apply to a procedural statute such as the borrowing statute, they are
in direct conflict with the Utah law discussed above. However, the cases do not apply to a
procedural statute. They do not support Federated' s argument. :
Federated quotes language from Great Lakes Reinsurance (UK) v. Branam, 126 So.
3d, 297, 303 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2013) "because the dispute arises under the contract and the

~

contract contains a choice of law provision, the time limitations of the forum chosen by the
parties apply." Great Lakes involved an insurance claim on a boat that was destroyed by
hijackers. Claims were made on the policy, all outside of 90 days. A Florida statute barred
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the claims because they were outside its required 90 day period. New York did not have such
a limitation for claims on the insurance policy. The court determined that the dispute arose
under the policy. Id. at 303. The court also found that the contract had a New York choice
of law provision and concluded that a New York statute applied that did not have a 90 day
limitation to file claims with the insurance company. Thus, the claims were timely. The time
period to which Federated is referring is not a statute oflimitations period, although it leads
the Court to believe it is such. It is a pre-suit period during which notices must be sent to
meet the requirements of the insurance policy. This is a classic substantive law issue to which
a choice of law provision would apply. Great Lakes has nothing to do with the issue
presented to this court which involves enforcement of a contract, the consequent application
of the forum state's (Utah) procedural law to that enforcement, and over 100 years of
precedent interpreting one of those procedural laws, the Utah borrowing statute.
The second case cited by Federated is American Well Works Co. v. Layne & Bowler

Co., 241 U.S. 257 (1916). In this case, both the plaintiff and the defendant manufactured
pumps. The plaintiff complained, that the defendant defamed the quality of its pump by
stating that the plaintiffs pump infringed on the defendant's patents.The defendant sued in
federal court alleging that the case involved a federal question, patent law. The U.S. Supreme
Court disagreed holding that the case was a standard, run-of-the-mill business defamation
case. Id. at 259 & 60. In doing so, the Court held that since federal patent law did not apply,
the validity of the defamation cause of action depended on whether the law of the state where
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the cause of action arose would allow such a defamation suit. Id. Such language refers to the
elements of defamation, a tort, which is state substantive law and differs from state to state.
This case has nothing to do with the issue presented to this court in the present case which
involves enforcement of a contract, the consequent application of the forum state's (Utah)
procedural law to that enforcement, and over I 00 years of precedent interpreting one of those
procedural laws, the Utah borrowing statute.
The third case cited by Federated is Meeker R & D, Inc. v. Evenflow Co., Inc., 52 N.E.
3d 1207 (Ohio Ct. App. 2016). That case was a breach of contract case that had evidentiary
issues involving a patent. Id. at

~~

I & 2. In discussing whether the case arose under federal

patent law or state law, the court cited American Well Works at

~

14, "[t]or statutory

purposes, a case can arise under federal law in two ways. Most directly, a cause arises under
federal law when federal law creates the cause of action asserted. (A suit arises under the law
that creates the cause of action.)" [Internal cites and quotes omitted.] The court was
addressing whether a contract action had enough connection to patent law to be brought in
federal court under -(eo.eral question jurisdiction. The case has nothing to do with the issue
presented to this court in the present case which involves enforcement of a contract, the
consequent application of the forum state's (Utah) procedural law to that enforcement, and
over 100 years of precedent interpreting one of those procedural laws, the Utah borrowing
statute.

VI.

Request for Attorney's Fees on Appeal.
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The district court awarded attorney's fees, litigation expenses and court costs to Mr.
Deutsch based upon the provisions of the subject credit card agreement and the Utah
Reciprocal Attorney Fee statute, Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-826. He requests that the Court
remand the case to the district court for an award of his attorney's fees, litigation expenses
and court costs incurred on appeal

CONCLUSION
The Court should deny the appeal of Federated and remand to the district court for a
determination and award of the attorney's fees, litigation expenses and court costs incurred
in this appeal.
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ADDENDUM
Exhibit "A"

Federated's memorandum in opposition to summary judgment

Exhibit "B"

Judgment

Exhibit "C"

Advanta Business Card Agreement

Exhibit "D" Monthly credit card statement
Exhibit "E" Transcript of Deutsch oral argument
Exhibit "F" Federated opposition memorandum to summary judgment in Libby
Exhibit "G" Federated's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Stay
Enforcement of Judgment and Approval of Amount for Supersedeas Bond
Exhibit "H" Utah Code Ann. §78B-2-103
Exhibit "I"

42 Pa. C.S.A. § 5525(a)(8)
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CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION
Utah Bar Number 9583
10 Exchange Pl., Ste. 527
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 .
Ph: (248) 737-1300
Fx: (248) 406-8053
chill@fedcap.com
Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, ~TATE OF UTAH
FEDERATED CAPITAL
CORPORATION d/b/a FEDERATED
FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF
AMERICA,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,
vs.

NEAL DEUTSCH
d/b/a AONE MEDIA, INC,

Case No.: 139918085
Defendant(s). Judge: D.C.

Plaintiff Federated Capital Corporation d/b/a Federated Financial Corporation of Au,1erica
("Plaintiff"), by and through its counsel of record, hereby files its Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment - Statute of Limitations and Fraud on the Court -

and Motion for an Award of Attorney's Fees ("Motion for Summary Judgment"). An Affidavit
of Patrick David ("Affidavit'~) in support of this memorandum is filed concurrently herewith and
l
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is incorporated· by reference herein.
vi

Defendant Neal Deutsch d/b/a Aone Media, Inc ("Defendant") has moved for summary
judgment in this matter arguing that this case should be dismissed because Plaintiffs cause of
action for breach of a certain agreement between the Parties was not brought within the period
required by the appropriate statute of limitations, and that the Court should award Defendant
attorney's fees and costs. Despite the arguments made by Defendant, the Court should deny the
relief sought because of the reasons discussed in detail below.
In this case, Defendant is requesting that this Court rely on Utah Code section 78B-2-103
(the "Borrowing Statute") and Financial Bancorp, Inc.

vJ

v. Pingree & Dahle, Inc., 880 P.2d. 14

(Utah Ct. App. 1994), to dismiss Federated Capital's claims. The Borrowing Statute by its plain
terms is inapplicable to this· case and may not serve as a basis for rewriting the contract between
the parties. Likewise, the court of appeals'. decision in Pingree applies in limited circumstances

~

not relevant to these proceedings. It is distinguishable. The law and· the facts support that
Federated Capital timely commenced. the proceedings in this case by filing a Complaint within
the time fixed by the applicable Utah statute of limitations. Therefore, it would be error to enter

summary judgment against Plaintiff.
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
1.

The plaintiff alleges that the defendant had a credit card account with Advanta

based up9n the account agreement attached to the Complaint as Exhibit "A " thereto.. See

generally 11111, 5'& 6,, Complaint and fts Exhibit -"A which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A"..

2
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Response: Admit. Defendant entered into a commercial contract ("Agreement") with

Advanta Bank Corp. ("Advanta") by applying for and obtaining a credit card from Advanta. See
Affidavit of Patrick David ("Affidavit"), which is filed concurrently herewith; see also
Application, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
The plaintiff alleges that the account was assigned to it by Advanta.- See

2.

1 7,

Complaint.
Response: The document referenced in this paragraph speaks for itself. Inasmuch as this

statement of fact does not contradict that document, Plaintiff admits the same.
3.

The documents produced by the plaintiff show that the account was allegedly

assigned to the plaintiff after the account was in default. See Exhibit "B,, to the Complaint
which is attached her~to as Exhibit "B".

This Exhibit is alleged by the plaintiff to be the

monthly account statement showing that the account was delinquent and charged off by Advanta

in March, 2008. The account statement also shows that the account was owned by Advanfa at
that point in time and that payments were
at its office in Philadelphia,
. . to be made to Advanta
.
Pennsylvania.

Response: The document referenced in this paragraph speaks for itself. The. document

attached as Exhibit "B" ~~ Plaintiffs Motion for Summcl!)' ~udgment does-not say ~ything about
- 1

. '

any assignment from Advanta to Plaintiff. Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict
that document any further, Plaintiff admits the.same.

3
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4.

The plaintiff is not a citizen of Utah, but is a Michigan corporation with its place

of business in Farmington Hills, Michigan. See print out of Federated's registration with the
Utah Department of commerce, Division of Corporations attached hereto as Exhibit "C" hereto
[sic]. Judicial Notice.

Response: Plaintiff was incorporated in Michigan. Plaintiff also has an office and
employees located in Salt Lake City, Utah. T~e documents referenced in this paragraph speak
for themselves. Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff
admits the same.

5.
~

The Account Agreement attached to the plaintiff's Complaint as Exhibit "A", and
attac_hed hereto as Exhibit "A", states that the defendant is to make payment on
the account at the address indicated on the Advanta monthly statements.
a. See 16, "You agree to make all payments . .. to

us [Advanta] at the location

and in the manner specified on your periodic billing statement ... "
b. See also, towards the end of~ 6, ''Account payments are to be mailed to the
address for payments shown on your periodic billing statement. Pciyment
must be received by us at that address on or before the specified time on that
Payment Due Date stated on your periodic billing statement, and 1nust
vJ

conform to any specific requirements for making payment which appear with
or in your billing statement. Payments tendered to and accepted by us or our
agent at a location other than the address stated on your periodic billing
statement are not effective until received by us at the address specified."
4
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Response: The documents referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves. Inasmuch
as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits the same. The
Business Card Agreement also states, "You agree to make all payments in US Dollars payable
through a US financial institution, either by check or money order payable. to us at the location
and in the manner specified on your periodic billing statement or in any other manner {such as
by electronic fund transfer or wire transfer) that we agree to and provide procedures for."

See16, Exhibit "2" attached hereto. In this situation, Defendant made some electronic payments
over the phone which only went to Salt Lake City, Utah, not to Pennsylvania. See Exhibit "6"
attached hereto. That is because this was an agreed upon procedure which Advanta provided to

its customers.
6.

Advanta selected Philadelphia,. Pennslyvania as the place that payments were to

be sent on each and every monthly account statement. See monthly statement attached to the
Complaint as Exhibit "B" and attached hereto as Exhibit "B".

Response: The documents referenced in this paragraph .speak for themselves. Inasmuch
as this statement of fact does not contradict tho~e documents, Plaintiff admits the same. The
Business .Card Agreement also states, "You agree to make all payments in US Dollars payable
through a US financial institution, either by check or money order- payable to us at the location
and in the manner specified on your periodic billing statement or in any other manner (such as
by electronic funcl .transfer or wire transfer) that we agree to and provide procedures for."
(w;.,

See, 6, Exhibit "2H attached hereto. In this situation, Defendant made some electronic payments
5
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over the phone which only went to Salt Lake City, Utah, not to Pennsylvania. See Exhibit "6"
vJJ

attached hereto. That is because this was an agreed upon procedure which Advanta provided to
its customers.
7.

This case was filed on November 5, 2013 · and service of the Summons and

Complaint was thereafter made on the defendant. Judicial Nottc~e.
Response: Admitted.

8.

On June 11, 2013, Judge Toomey issued a memorandum decision in Federated

Capital v. Toomey [sic], Civil No. I 29914062, Third District Court ofSalt Lake County, State of
Utah, dismissing an identical Federated collection case of an Advanta credit card as being
vJ

barred by the statute of limitations. A judgment was entered against Federated on July 7, 2013,
dismissing the case and awarding attorney 'sfees to Mr. Libby. Copies of the Memorandum
Decision and Judgment are attached hereto as Exhibit "D ".

~

Response: The documents referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves. Inasmuch

as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, · Plaintiff admits the same.
Defendant fails to explain the entire circumstances· surrounding the Libby case. After the Order

was issues by Judge Toomey, Plaintiff filed ·a Motion for New Trial based on an error of law. ,
This motionwas fully pied and oral argument was heard on December 12~ 2013. Judge Toomey
took the matter under advisement and will be issuing a decision.
9.

On July 10, 2013, Judge Toomey issued a memorandum decision in Federated

Capital v. Chapa, Civil No.129911232, Third District Court ofSalt Lake County, State of Utah,
dismissing another Federated collection case of an Advanta credit card as being barred by the
6
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statute of limitations. A judgment was entered against federated on July 23, 2013, dismissing
the case and awarding attorney's fees to Ms. Chapa. Copies of the Memorandum Decision and
Judgment are attached hereto as Exhibit "E".
Response: The documents referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves. Inasmuch

as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits the same.
Defendant fails to explain the entire circumstances surrounding the Chapa case. After the Order
was issues by Judge Toomey, Plaintiff filed a Motion for New Trial on July 30, 2013, based on
an error of law. This motion was fully pled however, counsel for plaintiff and defendant have an
agreement to stay this matter un~il the outcome of the Libby ca~e above.
JO.

On November 15, 2013, Judge Stone issued a memorandum decision in Liberty

Acquisitions Servicing, LLC v. Nelson, Civil No. 139900334, Third District Court of Salt Lake
County, State of Utah, dismissing the collectiof!, of an HSBC ~.credit card account purchased by
Liberty Acquisitions as part ofa portfolio ofthe HSBC cred_it card_ debt and awarding A~torney 's
fees against Liberty. The. basis of (he disnJissal was that the suit was ,barred by the statute of
limitations on the same grounds that the statute barred the Federated cases before Judge
Toomey and should bar the pres~nt lawsutt. ,Attached hereto· as Exhibit "F" is a copy of the
Findings ofFact, Conclusions ofLµw and Judgment presented to Judge Stone for his signature.
Response: The documents reference~ in.this paragraph. speak for themselves. Inasmuch

as this statement of fact does not contradict thos.e documents, Plaintiff admits the Sflme. The
document referred to "in this paragraph is. not signed by the Court, and is only proposed.
Furthermore, the facts of the Liberty Acquisition case is completely different from the Federated
7
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cases. The Liberty Acquisition case and the underlying contract did not contain a choice of
vJ;

venue provision, which the Federated cases and agreements did. This is an important distinction
and one which Defendant failed to inform the Court about.
11.

After Judge Toomey issued her two memorandum decision and entered the two

judgments against Federated, Fede,;ated changed the allegations of its Complaint used in
collection cases on Advanta credit card debt. The new Complaint is the one used in the case at
bar. Among the new or modified allegations is paragraph 4: "Furthermore, Plaintiff's causes of
action are based upon a writing.

Hence, the applicable statute is Utah Code Ann. ,I78B-2-

309(2), which states, in pertinent part, that "[ajn action may be brought within six years . .. (2)

upon any contract, obligation or liability founded upon an instrument in writing[.J"
Response: The Complaint filed in this case speaks for itself. Defendant does not know

when or why any modifications were made to the language used in the Federated complaints.
Defendant does not have personal knowledge to testify to this broad statement. .
ADDITIONAL FACTS

1.

Defendant entered into a commercial contract ("Agreement") with Advanta B~nk

Corp. ('~Advanta~') by applying for and obtaining a credit card from Advanta. See Affidavit of
Patrick David ("Affidavit"), which is filed concurrently herewith; see also Application, which is
attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
2.

On or about September 27, 2006, an application for a credit card account was

requested by Defendant ("Application"). See Exhibit 1.

8
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3.

The Application was approved and a credit card was issued under the business

name of Aone Media Inc, with the signing individual's name being that of Defendant, and
assigned the following identification number: 5584-1892-0004-3572 ("Account"). See Exhibit 1.

See also Affidavit.
4.

Upon applying for and using the Account, Defendant agreed that he would be

governed by the tem1s and conditions found in the Business Card Agreement. Copies of the
relevant Business Card Agreements, dated 2006 (year of: Application) and 2007 (year debt was
charged off) are attached hereto as Exhibit 2. See also Exhibit 1 and Affidavit.
5.

Plaintiff is an assignee of Advanta and is duly authorized and has all rights in and

to Defendant's obligation to pay sums due on the Account and has all of the_ rights, powers and
authority to enforce the· terms and conditions that govern or have governed the Account. See

Affidavit; see also. Bill of Sale, which is_ attached hereto as Exhibit 3; see also Redacted Pool of·
Assets, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4; see also Charge-Off Statement, which is attached

.

hereto as Exhibit 5; see also Exhibit 2 ~t 1-23 -("We may
sell or assign any or all of our rights
.
and obligation~ in the Acco:unt, and/or this agreement without notice."
6..

·

. Defendant took advantage of the Account by making purchases~ See Statements,

which are attached hereto as Exhibit 6. ·

7.

Defendant's last payment on the Acco~t was on November 6, 2007, in the

amount of$283.00. See November 9, 20067, Statement which is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.

9
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I.ti)

8.
la

Defendant fa in default of his obligation to repay the amounts due on the Account

because he has not made payments as required by the Agreement. See Affidavit; see also Exhibit
4; see also Exhibit 5.
9.

Defendant owes the principal sum of $8;881.85, plus interest calculated at 29.99%

~

from March 31, 2008. See Exhibit 5.
I 0.

The Agreement states that any party that files a lawsuit pertaining to the

Agr~ement must sue only in Utah applying Utah law:

31. CONTROLLING LAW AND JURISDICTION. This Agreement shall
be governed solely by and interpreted entirely in accordance with the laws
of the State of Utah, ... regardless of where you reside or where the
Business is located. We process the Account application, make the
decision to open the Account and advance credit for you from our Utah
offices .... YOU CONSENT TO PERSONAL JURISDICTION IN THE
STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS IN UTAH AND AGREE THAT
ANY LAWSUIT PERTAINING TO THE ACCOUNT MUST BE
BROUGHT ONLY IN SUCH COURTS IN UTAH, REGARDLESS·OF ·
WHO FILES THE SUIT, AND MAY BE MAINTAINED ONLY IN
THOSE'. COURTS UNLESS AND UNTIL ANY PARTY ELECTS
ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE ARBITRATION PROVISION IN
THIS AGREEMENT.

See Exhibit 2 at § 31. ·
11.

An additional term of the Agreement, on which Defendant's Motion relies, ·

discuss terms of payment:
6. PAYMENT: We may process your payment check by electronically
debiting your account at your bank for your check amount and
transmitting check information (such as check amount, routing number
and check number), or a digital image of the check, or some other
substitute instrument, rather than the actual check, to your bank, and your
bank,s record of.that payment may appear as an automatic debit, substitute
check or other electronic transaction rather.than a negotiated paper check).
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. . .. If you pay in installments, you must pay at least the minimum
payments shown on your periodic billing statement. .... Account payments
are to be mailed to the address for payment shown on your periodic billing
statement. Payment must be received by us at that address on or before the
specified time on the Payment Due Date stated on your periodic billing
statement, and must confonn to ·any· specific requirements for making
payment which appear with or in your billing statement. ....
Id. at§ 6.
ARGUMENT

Summary judgment is only appropriate when ''the pleadings, depositions, answers to
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). Based on the following, Defendant has failed to show that she is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
A.

The Forum--Selection Clause of the Agreement Governs in This Case. · ·

· Because the Agreement between the parties requires Federated Capital to bring suit in
Utah, Federated Capital, as well as Defendant, is prevented from bringing suit against Defendant
in Pennsylvania. Federated Capital is not prevented from bringing suit in Pennsylvania because
of the statute of limitations of that state. Indeed, the Pennsylvania statute of I limitations is
irrelevant. As set forth below, the forum-selection clause in the Agreement.applies here; Utah's
Borrowing Sta~ute does not.
1.

~

Forum-Selection Clauses Are Valid and Enforceable.

A district court is "not at liberty to ignore the contractual agreement between the parties."

Brookside Mobile Home Park v. Sporl, 2000 UT App 195, *I, 2000 WL 33244138. In this case,
11
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an Agreement existed between Federated Capital and Defendant. The Agreement contained a
forum-selection clause specifying that Utah procedural law governs this case. Under Utah law, a
forum-selection clause is valid and enforceable. It "will be given effect unless it is unfair or
unreasonable." Coombs v. Juice Works Dev. Inc., 2003 UT App 388, ,r 9, 81 P.3d 769; id. ~~10,

12 (a forum selection clause is valid even if it is non-negotiable). The Coombs case is instructive.
In Coombs, the plaintiffs entered into an agreement with an Arkansas corporation to open
a Juice Works franchise in Utah. When the franchise failed, the plaintiffs filed suit in Utah
against the franchisor and an affiliated corporation. Id.

,r,r 2-4. The defendants made a motion to

dismiss because the forum-selection clause in the agreement required the plaintiffs to bring suit
in Arkansas. Id. The plaintiffs opposed the motion on the grounds that they were located in Utah,
they opened the franchise in Utah, they had never been to Arkansas, the contract was not
negotiated in Arkansas, and the franchisor had been purchased by a corporation with offices in
Utah. Id. The district court and the court of appeals were not persuaded. The court of appeals
ruled that a party who seeks to escape the forum-selection clause of a contract must first show
that the clause is unfair and unreasonable. Id.

~~

9-10. Because the plaintiffs were unable to

make that showing in Coombs, the forum-select~on clause was valid and enforceable. Id. 117.
A forum-selection clause binds the parties to the procedural law of the forum. This is true
because Hmatters of procedure in a contract action are ... governed by the law of the forum."
Trillium USA, 2001 UT 101, , 14 (ellipses in original); see Waddoups v. Amalgamated Sugar

Co., 2002 UT 69,

~

20, 54 P.3d 1054 (Utah will apply its own procedural rules, even when it

applies the substantive law of another jurisdiction). Statutes of limitations are procedural rules.
12
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Lee v. Gaufin, 867 P.2d 572, 575 (Utah 1993). "Therefore, as a general rule, Utah's statutes of
limitations apply to actions brought i_n Utah." Pingree, 880 P.2d at 16. This court should look to
the Agreement and the forum-selection clause to apply the Utah statute of limitations here.
2.

Utah's Borrowing Statute Should Not Be Construed to Rewrite
the Forum-Selection Clause of the Agreement.

While a forum-selection clause binds the parties to the procedural law of the forum,
Utah's Borrowing Statute operates to bar an action in Utah if two conditions are satisfied: the
action is barred if it arose "in another jurisdiction" and "is not actionable in the other jurisdiction

by reason of the lapse of time." 1 Utah Code § 78B-2-103. By its plain tem1s, the statute is
directed at the situation where a party seeks to present a claim in Utah because the party is
specifically prevented by an expired statute of limitations from presenting the claim in the
jurisdiction where it arose. Van de Grift v. State, 2013 UT 11, 1 9, 299 P .3d 1043 (court will
consider the plain language of a statute). In such a case, Utah's Borrowing Statute prevents
plaintiffs from taking aq.vantage of Utah's limitations provisions. Rhoades v. Wright, 622 P.2d

343, 351 (Utah 1980). Put simply, borrowing statutes are designed "to prevent shopping for the
most favorable fomm." Huffington v. T.C. Grp., LLC, CIV.A,. No. Nl 1C-0l-03QJR, 2012 WL
1415930, at *7 (Del. Super. Apr. 18, 2012).

In this case, the Borrowing Statute does not apply. Indeed, the reason Federated Capital
did not bring suit in Pennsylvania is simple: Federated Capital-like Defendant-is bound by the

1 In full, Utah's Borrowing Statute provides as follows: "A cause of action which arises in another jurisdiction, and which is not actionable
in the other jurisdiction by reason of the lapse of time, may not be pursued in this state, unless the cause of action is held by a citizen of this state
who has held the cause of action from the time it accrued." Utah Code§ 78B-2-103.

13
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forum-selection clause in the Agreement. The clause required the parties to bring suit in Utah

and supports application of Utah procedural law to the cause of action. Whether the
Penn,sylvania statute of limitations would have barred the action is irrelevant.
Moreover, this case is governed not by the Borrowing Statute but by the more specific
statute of limitations dealing with an action based on a written contract. See e.g., Simpson v. U.S.,
435 U.S. 6, 15 (1978) (precedence should be given to a specific statute over a general statute),

superseded on other grounds by statute. Utah statutory law states that an action "may be brought
within six years ... upon any contract ... founded upon an instmment in writing, except those
mentioned in Section 78B-2-31 l." Utah Code Ann. §78B~2-309(2). The exception contained in
Section 78B-2-31':l is not applicable here. Thus, based on the law of the forum, the Utah statute
oflimitations for Federated Capital's action against Defendant is six years.

3.
~

If the Court Applies the Borrowing Statute Here, It Will Allow
Defendant to Forum Shop.

Utah courts have not applied the Borrowing Statute to rewrite a forum-selection provision
in a contract between parties as is being sought here by Defendant. Indeed, to apply the provision
as Defendant is requesting would encourage the very forum shopping that borrowing statutes

seek to discourage and it would deprive Federated Capital of "the benefit of [its] bargain which
includes the forum-selection clause." Coombs, 2003 UT App 388,

1 15

(intemal quotations

omitted).

In this case, Defendant defaulted on the Account in an amount in excess of $8,000.00,
and now seeks to avoid his obligations under the Agreement by asserting that Federated Capital·

14
liP
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engaged in a game of "pick and choose" for the statute of limitations. But both parties were
bound by the forum-selection clause. Just as that clause has prevented Federated Capital from
forum shopping, it likewise prevents Defendant from forum shopping. If the tables had been
turned and Utah had recognized a shorter limitations period for a contract claim and
Pennsylvania had recognized a longer period, Federated Capital would not be at liberty to ignore
the forum-selection clause and bring suit in Pennsylvania. See O'Hara v. First Liberty Ins.

Corp.,. 984 A.2d 938, 941-42 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2009) (forum-selection clauses are valid and
enforceable in Pennsylvania). A Pennsylvania court likely would decide that an action could not
be brought in that state because the court could not exercise jurisdiction over it by nature of the
forum-selection clause. Defendant should not be allowed to escape the forum-selection clause
here.

Moreover, the parties, the Account, and the Agreement have a· significant relationship to
Utah. First, Utah public records show that Federated · Capital's predecessor, Advanta, was
incorporated

in Utah. See https://secure.utah.gov/bes/action/details?entity=1039490-0142

(Attached as Exhibit 8). Second, Advanta had offices in Utah. Third, Federated Capital is duly
licensed to do business in Utah and has offices in Salt Lake City. Fourth, at the time of the .
Agreement, the parties acknowledged that Advanta processed the Account application in Utah.
(Exhibit 2). Fifth, Advanta made decisions about the Account in Utah. (Id.). Sixth, Advanta

advanced credit to- Defendant from the Utah offices. (Id.). Seventh, Defendant transferred
payments electronically to Advanta' s offices in Utah pursuant to Advanta procedures. (Exhibit
6). Eighth, the Agreement specifies that the parties' contractual rights shall be enforced in Utah.
15
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(Id.). Ninth, the parties agreed that Utah substantive law applied to govern the Agreement and

they agreed to Utah _as the forum. (Exhibit 2). Because Utah courts give effect to forum-selection
clauses in agreements, the Borrowing Statute should not be construed to displace the parties'

contractual rights. See Burns v. Astrue, 2012 UT 71, 1 11, 289 P.3d 551 (court avoids absurd
results when interpreting Utah statutes).
B.

vi

Because the Agreement Contains a Forum-Selection Clause, Pingree Is Not
Applicable and Does Not Alter the Parties' Agreement to Apply Utah's Six-Year

Statute of Limitations.
Financial Bancorp, Inc. v. Pingree & Dahle, Inc., 880 P.2d 14 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) is
distinguishable from this case. In Pingree the plaintiff and the defendant entered into a funding
contract, which contained a choice-of-law provision but did not contain a forum-selection clause.
The choice-of-law provision stated the parties would be bound by California substantive law.
880 P.2d at 16.
Within months, defendant Pingree breached the contract by failing to make payment. Id
Almost six years later, plaintiff Financial filed suit in Utah for breach of contract. Id. The
applicable statute of limitations in Utah was six years, and the applicable statute of limitations in .
California was four years. Id Pingree made a motion and ~he district court dismissed. the suit as
time-barred under California law. Financial appealed. The question on appeal was whether
Utah's longer or California's shorter statute of limitations applied to Financial's claim. Id
The court of appeals began the analysis by noting the general rule in contract law that
"matters of procedure [are] governed by the law of the forum," and "limitation periods are
generally procedural in nature." Id The court recognized an exception to the ntle with the
16
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Bon-owing Statute, which bars a cause of action that "has arisen in another state" but has been
brought in Utah to take advantage of Utah's longer statute of limitations. Id. at 17. 2 The court
stated that "[u]nless the contract states othe1wise, a cause of action for a breach of contract
generally arises where the contract is to be -perfotmed." Id (emphasis added). In Pingree, the

~

only perfonnance remaining under the contract was payment. Id. Moreover, the contract was
silent both with respect to place of payment and with respect to fornm selection. Thus, in
assessing which forum law applied, the court presumed payment would be made in Financial's
place of business, which was California. Id. The court then concluded that perfonnance and
cause of action arose in Califomia, and the California statute of limitations applied. Id. 3
Notably, if the contract in Pingree had contained a forum"selection clause, the court of
appeals'· performance/cause"of-action analysis would have been unnecessary. As discussed
above, by its plain language, the Bon·owing Statute does not apply if the parties agree· to a

particular forum and the procedural law. The court of appeals recognized as much in Pingree
when it held that a cause of action for breach of contract arises where performance is to take
plac.e "[u]nless the contract states otherwise." Id. at 17 (emphasis added).
In_ this case, th~ Agreement states otherwise. Unlike Pingree, the parties' Agreement in
2

The language of the Borrowing Statute has changed slightly since Pingree was decided, but
it is substantively the same. See Utah Code § 78-12-45 (1992) ("When a cause of action has
arisen in another state or territory, or in a foreign country, and by the laws thereof an action
thereon cannot there be maintained against a person by reason of the lapse of time, an action
thereon shall not be maintained against him in this state, except in favor of one who has been a
citizen of this state and who has held the cause of action from the time it accrued.").
3

The court remanded the case to the district court to determine whether a California tolling
provision applied to toll the statute oflimitations for Financial. Pingree, 880 P.2d at 17-18.
17
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this case contained a forum-selection clause under which the parties consented to personal
jurisdiction in Utah courts, and they agreed that any suit pe11aining to the Account would be
brought and maintained in Utah courts. (Exhibit 2). That distinction is critical. Pingree involved
the precise type of forum-shopping that the Borrowing Statute was designed to prevent.
Federated Capital has not engaged in forum shopping here. It has abided by the 'terms of the
Agreement. Moreover, Defendant has not challenged the enforceability of the. forum-selection
clause. There is no question that Utah's procedural rules govern Federated Capital's claim.
C.

Because Summary Judgment is Not Appropriate, the Court Should Not Award
Attorney's Fees or Costs.

Because the Court should deny Defendant's Motion, the Court should also not award
attomeys' fees and costs pursuant to Utah's Reciprocal Attorney's Fee statute (the "Statute").
However, if the Court grants Defendant's Motion; the award of Attorneys' fees and cost is not
i.iP

automatic or mandatory, but is discretionary.

The Statute provides that a court "may" award attorney fees· and costs to prevailing party
in any action based upon a written contract if the contract allows at least one party to recover
attorney fees. Bilanzich v. Lonetti, 160 P.3d 1041, 1046 (Utah 2007), rehearing denied; Giusti v.

Sterling Wentworth Corp., 201 P.3d 966 (Utah 2009). Whether attorney fees should be awarded ·
under the Statute involves a policy-driven analysis subject to the district court's
vi

discretion. Hooban v. Unicity Intern., Inc., 220 P.3d 485, 488 (Utah App. 2009), certiorari
granted225 P.3d 880, afjirmed285 P.3d 766.
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The Statute is applied on a case-by-case basis in order to determine which party
"prevailed" and, thus, may be entitled to an award under the Statute. Anderson & Karrenberg v.
Jerry Warnick, 289 P.3d 600, 604 (Utah App. 2012). This approach affords the trial court the
flexibility to handle circumstances where both, or neither, parties may be considered to have
prevailed. Id. In furthering the policies behind the Statute, it has been stressed that courts should
also base their decisions with equitable and common ·sense principles. A. K. & R. Whipple
Plumbing and Heating v. Guy, 94 P.3d 270, 277 (Utah 2004); J. Pochynok Co., Inc. v. Smedsrud,
116 P.3d 353,356 (Utah 2005). In fact, the courts should ·avoid using the Statute if its use would
result in a windfall to the other party. Bilanzich, 160 P.3d at 1047.
Here, Defendant admits that he failed to pay as he agreed and now seeks relief from this
Court on procedural grounds to not honor his previous agreement. If the .Court were to award
reasonable fees and costs, Defendant would completely avoid any liability on a legitimate debt
that he incmred in the principal amount of $8,881.85. Furthermore, Plaintiff has asse1ied the
action on goods merits and in good faith according to the tenns of the Agreement. Accordingly,
in the event that Defendant's Motion is grant~d, she should not also be awarded attorneys' fees
and costs.

CONCLUSION
The parties agreed to be bound by Utah substantive law and by Utah's procedural law.
The Borrowing Statute and Pingree do not bar .Federated Capital's claims. Federated Capital
respectfully asks this Court to deny Defendant's Motion fol' Summary Judgment.
~
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DATED this 20th day of December, 2013.

/s/ CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
Attorney for Plaintiff
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EXHIBITl

Application
(Attached)
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EXHIBIT2
2006 and 2007 Business Card Agreements
(Attached)
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com AcMmces Jl\dutfa 11mounts t~ll oblaln from flnanttsl lnsUtuUon·o or AlMt, Convonlonco Checks, and olfm Cr41J11acUons Chat ar1Ji eql!Jvalent to ~vhJncfudfng
(bul not Dm!tad lo) toxn, coult t.OJIIJ. nnau. lna111eni;:o prem!um:i, money ordenr~ n\/Jn;s bonds,wJra flanSfw ontem, charlrebto and poll!Jeal conlitbulfons, and olMt
lransactlon, wllh' calb ,ctulvelant mucluuils. For Con,enlanc-b Checta, tile d'do or ill& Ca$h Ad'vanco la Iha tf111e on wh!eh yo11 ob!ein~d 1h11 boneftl or 1ha Cheot
lrnnsactlon (wh!ch It tiZ!Dnanb' <liei c11111laat dale on wbleh tha -Ch&Ck waa pmenlod to or ne911U11tad 111 any l!nanclol rnau111!10Jl}, lbere Js no palfod tll whlCh you can.
pay bwc n Cash Advanca or a Balanco Tmnsrorwllhout llltLll'rflllJ Ftt1ante Charg11s, AU non-cash lranaecUons WIii bo treated AS Purcbasas 1111d Flnsnoo Char9es
wlll be111n Co acccua 011 tho dat«, oai:h ium tmnsacll6n ,Posis to yourACQOunt, flll1'J11ct to tho gnico pedod for new Pllltbasas asscdbsd Ill Ula n,~henrenC6 above.
Tho "Dally PododJo Rete"- -.WI ettua111380lll of tho Annual Perecnr11go Rale {'APR, lridl~fed on lht, blIDRSJ statement, Tht Al>R used lo comj,ulo lht Ffnenc&
Ohargo on Putthassond Ba1an"' Trnn1fere wllf bo tho V4debt& Rat~ Index (dellned below) plus 3U4% (Illa •parthaso Maretn").'1he .API{ u.&nd to.eompule Ille
~Inane& Ohargi, ~D CA~ A<fVMeos, unJ)!Td C11sh Advanco f:Jnanca Cb1ugi,s1 caclnoJated foes and olher ~sb-r6fated cbargat wnJ 11, tho V8Jfab!il Ra[o lndl)X
(d'oRMd borOW} plus 84~% Qba ,oasb AdvMco Margin~). In actdllfon1 any rnrro~uccoiy or ptomotlonaf rate sppllcabfe on your Aceaunt ,emafi:,s In otrect according
to Its fo,ms so fo.n9 as your ACQOOJ\t reFMlm1 operi atid In good standing. Your Account ls a variable rale aoco\11\l, ond Iha Vartitblo Reio lndox ror any bffllng cycle
vl!fJ be dlo:son by us trom omonu th6 London fntortiankorrered R«itos ruaOR$'l publfth~ In 1M Wall S[(Oet Joumsr,•Monay Ra[es• cecllon'dulfno the lltte& (3)
monttis ptlot to Uta month vmkh collleJnsi that blllln!J cyd&'.s BIBll\9 Cycle Clo:sln9 Dnta. (Nole: ThB1 publlshed LIBOR Is merely a pJfclng lnctox. ll ls not
11ecossar!ly, and eboutd nol .b& deemed by 11ou to rtptesent, lhD lowest or •bast' rnterest ta[& avllllabia from ua or any oilier fenr(ar ql eny J)ztrllcut11rtrrn111.) ·mo
mlnrmum Viulable nato Jncfox 11aod ol\ yo11r A«ount Will bo 2.75%. Howevsr. au 1u;ped11 or l/11> ra11 calwtaUon (lntl1.1di11p Dall)' P!rfo11ro Ralos, APRe, rndeica, and
MargJns) aro JUbjecl to lho JitO\llslona tetallno lo dtennf11g AceoUJ1t (atma .set forth In Paragraph 12, /!Jty chango In APR WIR be~mo e"o~Uvo as of tha fir$I day In
1h11 tsrmnu eycJe auru19 wh!tJS ybllr Accounl qu,llfnod fot Ibo diangtt, and wlll apply to any ~11nt Balan~ oulslandlng on lhet bllllng ctcle'i BiQln9 Cydo Closing
• Date as well as t0At;e0t1nl ltnneacllon~ and ~argoo macfa dll!fng that blllltig oyc:lo l!lld lhernaffor,
In at1dlllo11 t~ ollle, tomfl4!ea menUoned elsewhere In tho Card A9N1amont, and nolwilh~ltinilfng 41ny rate calculallon doatl\b&d ,~ova: 11 you default undor !he
form~ of thit Card Agreement, 1) we may lnctellse each APR on your A"°unt lo a Default APR equal to Die hlohor or a) !hat Ac:coQnt APR prus 3°~; or b) the
Verlabla Reta lncfex ~ltll ll D&fAUlt Murgtn of .26,24%: and 2) wo may al$0 rncroa!o eiicb lnlroductO'IY or pl\'lrnotlonaf APR on your Account (aucb a, APRs
appflcabro lo partlwlal' rmnaadlan:111nd/~r tor staled Um& periods) ellhcr 10 the normal ACe0\/111 APR appl]cablo ns tr~ lntrodoctaiy orpromallonsl osrars and/or
llmr, por1ods had exp!n,d, or to a oeraull APR es tferined Jlbove. Any DaflllJll APR wlll bocomo alfcctlv~ o, or mo 1fl'$l Cfay (n fho i,unng .eye.I& cfurfn!t Vthlch your
Accoum quaJlll!d ror w, Dofitllll #R, and wlll apply fo ttny Ac:counl bafanco oufslandln9 on lllal bllllnr, cyclo'c '31llin9 Oyel<i Cfost119 Oata us well ns to AtcOUnt
ltanssctlon! snd dia,oas ntalfo during fhat bllftng cyclo and lbereaner.

19)

NEGATM! AMORTIZATlON MD COMPOUNDING OF UNPAID INTEREST; YOU ACKNOWLEDGE lHAT WHfLE llie MCMIMUM PAYMENT DUE I~ ANY
GIVEN Bill.ING CYCLE rs DESIGNEO TO OOVJ!R. 'rHE TOTAt. FINANCE; CHARGE$ ANO ANY OTHER CHARGES UiAT ACCRUli ON YOUR ACOOUN'r
DUJUNG THAT CYCLE. PAYING l.ESS 'rttm THI! REQIJlheo MINIMUM PAYMISNT on PAYING LATER THAf.t YOUR ou.e DA'J'!: W.,Y td::iULT IN
NEOA'IWE AMORTl?ATION OFYOURAOCOUNT BAlANCi;. Ffn~nca CtiargH will bo assoesad cin alf i!CCIUOd end/or 11npold FlnMCf Oh1U9QS, tees end other
charges on a dally bails. 'Illus, unpafd dl~es wlll bo 11ubject to, ond v~ll be lrWUded Jo the telC11lallcn of. now Flna11eo Chargag Md ,v111 raduco ths 11mounl of
your ,wolfobr& Crodll Umll.

~

~

~
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EXHIBIT3
Bill of Sale

(Attached)
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00158

FCC64

~

CONTRACTUAL FORWARD FLOW
BILL OF SALE AND ASS!~
The undorsigned Seller (the "Assigno1"') hereby absolutely sells, transfers.
assigns, l:ie(s-over, quitclaims and conveys to Federated Financial Co.rporntion, organjzed
under the ln.ws of the state of Mlohignn (the nAssignee11) wJtl1out recourse and without
representations or warranties of any type, kl11cl, ol1t1ractor or nriture, express or implied,
except ns provided 1n tho F01ward Flow &set Purchase and·SaleAgreement dated March
S, 2008, by and between Assign.or and Assignee, all of Assignor»s right, title nnd interest
1n and to oach of the assets identified in the Funding Tapo (the "Asset&0 ), together wlth
the right to collect all prlncipal, interest, other amouuta duo or other proceeds of any kind
with respect to the As11ots remaining duo and owlng as of the Cut-Off Date {fneludlng 'but
not Hmited to proceeds derived from tho co1tversion, voluntary or involuntary, of any of
the Assefa lnto cash or other llqaidnted property, ino1udittg> w.ftl1out limitation, Jnsura11c~
proceeds nndcondemnafion awards). from a~d after the Cut.. OffDate.

Jw1e 11, 2008

•

I

ASSIGNOR: ADVANTA BANK CORP.

By:
Name:
Tltle:

Micllael Coco
Vice l'.i:esidout and Tronsuror
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EXHIBIT4
Redacted Pool of Assets
(Attached)
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00160

FCC31

Advonta Bank Corp.
Charged-Orr B~sinrss Credit Card Portfolio
B:ilances as of Opening of 811.dnl!Ss oo:

63
6/912008

Report: D11ta File Loan Level Del11ll • No Agency
Number or Accounts:
Total Current Da[:incc:
Purchase Price %:
Purchase Price:
30.46%

Weighted Average APR:

~dnnta ,&croun1 Number

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

)C>'..Y)O(XXXX)'XXXXXX
XXXXXXX,0000000

XXXXXXJOOOO<XXX

xxxxxx:xxxxxxxx

XXXX)OOQOOOOO(X
XXXXXXX,0000000

xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXX>000000

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx.xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXX)O

xxxxxxxxxxxx.xx

xxxxxx.xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

x.xxxxxxxxxxx.x
xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx.x
X)()OOOOOOOO(XX

X)(...Y.XXXXXXXXXlCXXX

xxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxioooixxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

lOOOO<XXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx
.x.x.xxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx

XXXXXXXXXXXlCOO

xxx.xxxxxxxxxxx

xx.xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx.xxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx

0
0
.....l.

0)
.....l.

xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx.x
)OtXJCXXXXXXXXXXXX

.xxxxxxxxxxx.xx
xx.xxxxxx.xxxx.
xxxxxx.xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

!nd El!'.!tt!•ms
AUNA
BRYANTK

TIMOTHY
MII.TONB
STEPHENL
CHUNO
LETICIAJ
JIMMYF
GEORGIAM
ROSS
DAlEW
ALEXANDER
JOSEA
MARIO

BAHRI.IA
JAMIE
YADIN
THEODORA
RIXON
RANOALLJ
ROBERiC
RONALDA
JESSEJ
OAVIOJ
KEVINA
MICHAELJ
JEFFREYR
JN,,ESB
JOSEPH

JOHNH
R08ERTV
GLENN L
CALER
SOON JA
PETEJ
AYESHA
KL
BEVERLY
EDWARDL
ALBERT
GEORGEM
GARYC
MONICA
ANTONIOT
CHARLES
ROBERTA
REVOAVIDM
GARY
GREG
SHADI
JDEA
OSWAl.00
REVERN FRANKLIN
SEUNGMAAN
BOBBY

Ind Last Name.>

.l.w!.W!

.xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-J<X.XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
.xxx,cxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX-XXXX

Business t!nfflt'

xxxxx.xxxxx

xxxx.xxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX·XXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxx,oocx XXX-XX-)0()0( .xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXXllXX.

XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX

XXX·XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX

XXX-XX.JOOCX

x.xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
,xxxxxxxxxx
xxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-~XXXX xxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx. .xxx-.xx.xxxx .xxxxxxxxxx
XXX•XX-XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

.xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx .xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXlOOOCX

xxxxxxxxxx.

XXXXXXXY)(X

X)CX..)(X,XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

.)()C)C.)CX.XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX•XX•XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX

XXXXXX)(X.XX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx .xxx..xx.xxxx XXXXXXX)(X)t
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX.XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
JOOCXXXXXXX xxx..xx.xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx XXX.XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx XXX-.XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxx.xx.xx xxx-.xx.xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx xxx-.xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxx.x.xxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxx.xx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxx.xx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-.X.XXX .x.xxxxxxxxx

xxxxx.xxxx,c

.xxxxxxxxxx
.x.x.xxxx.xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx.
.xxxxxxxxxx

XX.X,XX,XXX.X
XXX•XX.XXXX
XXX•XX-.lOOClt
XXX•XX-.lOOClt
XXX·XX•.XXXX

xxxxxxxx.xx xxx.xxxx:icx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx.x
xxxxx,cxxxx
.xxxxxxxx.xx

xxxxxxxx.xx

xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXl(
XXXXXXXXXl(

.xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx

XXX·XX-XXXX
XXX·XX-XXXX
XXX·XX-XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXXXlO(

xxx.xxxxxx.x
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxx.xxxxxxx
XXXX)OOOO(X

xxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxx.xxxxx
XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX•XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XX.XX
XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX·XX.XXXX.
XXX·XX·XXXX

xxxxxxxx.xx
.xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxxxxxxx

.xxx.xxxxxxx

B111ioen t!ddrrn

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.lOOOOCXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

XXXXX>OCXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
XXXX>OOOOCX

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

)000()0(,XXXX

.xxx.xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx
,oooooo(XXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxx.xxxxx
.xxxxxxxx.xx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx.xxxxx:icx

xx.xxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxx.xx

xxxxxxxx.xx
xx,cxxxxxxx

)00(.')CXXXX)()C

xxx.xxx.xxxx

x.xxxxxxxxx:
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xx.xxxxxxxx

Q!I.
WOODBRIDGE
RICHFIELD
MOORESTOWN
HAGUE
FORT LAUDERDALE
AURORA
MIAMI
EULESS
SPRJNG GROVE
EAST MOR/CHES
RUTtEOGE

EUZABETl1
SANANTONIO
BROOl(I.YN
OAKRlOGE
WINCHESTER
OAVENPORT
HUNTINGTON BCH
ANAHEIM HlllS
ALTA LOMA
PHILADEt.PHIA
ROME
WAYCROSS
CANTON
FLORISSANT

FOUNTAIN INN
WENONA
INOIANAPOLIS
MINNEAPOUS
SAUGUS
SCHAUMBURG
NAVARRE
AKRON
HOUSTON
SHERt."AN
BOYNTON BEACH
MELBOURNE
LAREOO
SUPERIOR
CHICAGO
GASTONIA
C\JLLOWHEE
lAKEFOREST
ELLENVILLE
CARTERSVILLE
GREELEY
ALTAMONTE S?RJNGS
JACKSONVILLE
BUFORD
SEATTLE
ZE8ULON
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
CLOSTER
PERRYVILLE

~
VA
OH
NJ
VA

Ft

co
FL

TX
PA
NY

GA

NJ
TX

~
22191
44286
08057
22469
33334
80048
33174
76040
17362
11940
30663
07208
78219

Ttltphnne
t!umh!!r-Hn~

Numbcr-Du1ineu

xxx-xxx-xxxx

.XXX-XXX-XXXX

XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX·XXX•XXXX

xxx-xxx-.xxxx
XXX·XXX·XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx.xxxx

XXX·XXX-XXXX
XXX·XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX-.XXXX

XXX-XXX.XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX•XXX-XXXX

NY

11223 XXX·XXX-XXXX

NJ

07438

IN
FL
CA

92846

CA
CA

PA
NY

GA

Ml
MO
SC
IL
IN
MN
MA

IL
FL
OH

TX
IL
FL
FL

TX

co
11.
NC
NC

CA
NY
GA

co
FL

II.
GA

WA
OA
IL
IL

NJ
AR

47394

33837

Teltpbnnr

xxx.x.xx.xxxx
XXX-XXX•XXXX
xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX•XXXX

.xxx-x.xx-xxxx

.XXX•XXX•XX.XX
XXX-XXX·XXXX

XXX-XXX-XXXX

.xxx-xxx.xxxx
.xxx-xx.x-xxxx

XXX•XXX-XXXX

XXX•XXX•XXXX
XXX•XXX·XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

92808 XXX-XXX-XXXX
91701 XXX.XXX-XXXX
19114
13440 XXX•XXX-XXXX
31503 XXX.XXX-XX.XX
48188 XXX•XXX•XXXX
63031 .XXX•XXX·XXXX
29644
61377 XXX-XXX·XXXX
-S6247 XXX-X>OWOOO(
55419 .XXX-XXX-XXXX
01906 XXX-XXX•.XXX.X
60168 XXX-XXX•XX.XX
32566 XXX-XXX-XXXX
44310 .XXX-XXX-XXXX
77041 XXX·XXX·XXXX
62884 XXX•XXX•XX.XX
33435
32004 XXX-XXX-XXXX
78043 XXX-XXX•XXXX
80027 XXX•XXX·XXXX
60818 XXX-XXX-XXXX
28053 XX.X-XXX-XXXX
28723 XX.X-XXX-.XXXX
92830 XXX•XXX•XXXX
12428 X.X.X-XXX•XXX.X
30120 XXX-XXX-XXXX
80S34 XXX-XXX•XXXX
32714 XXX•XXX·XXXX
62650 XXX-XXX·XXXX
30518 xxx-xxx.xxxx
98144 XXX-XXX-XXXX
30295 XX.X•XXX•XXXX
60814 XXX-XXX•XXXX
60849
07624 XXX·XXX•XXXX
72128 XXX-XXX·XXXX

xxx.xxx..xxxx

x.xx-.xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx.xxxx

xxx.xxx.xx.x.x

xxx..,ooc.xxxx
XXX-XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
.XXX-XXX.XXXX
XXX.XXX-XXXX
XXX·XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX•XXXX

.xxx.xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
XXX•XX.X-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX•XXX.X
XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX-XXX-XXXX
.XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX•XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX·XXX·XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX•XXX•XX.XX
XXX•XXX•XXXX
XXX•XXX•XX.XX
X.XX-XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX·XXXX
XXX-XX.X·XXXX
XXX-XXX•XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx
.xxx•.xxx..xxxx
xxx-xxx.xxxx
XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx..xxx..xxxx

XXX-XXX-.XXXX

XXX•XXX•XXXX
XXX•XXX·XXXX
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03131/2008
03131/2008
00/12/2008
03/31/2008
Ol/31/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008

03/31/2008
03131/2008
03131/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03131/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
0313112008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/3112008
Ol/31/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03131/2008
03(3!/2008
03131/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/3112008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
0313112008
03131/2008
03/31/2008
03/3112008
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
03J31/2008

17,714.91
7,386.21
6,139.55
35.711.22
17.448.24
24.483.34
1'7,565.30
9,060.81
6,009.98
5,355.01
7,550.02
15,009.91
4,013.9S
8,501.91
20,814.96
20,438.09
18,487.84
!9,500.40
39,098.26
38.960.55
17,366.48
8,214.18
15,732.18
41,136.06
!7,'48.16
3,471.00
14,627.00
19,031.60
8.233.86

10,734.44
15,844.61
41,481.28
14,647.68
25,670.44
17,B12.40
7,320.13
14,926.06
10,957.53
9.207.88
20.912.32
5,863.77
19,956.47
23,126.88
12,156.75
12,702.00
33,717.44
7,092.18
9,703.79
21,020.69
6,386.83
3,791.05
38,046.42
12,824.92
4,867.89
17.682.77

29.99%
39.74%
9.99%
34.99%
29.99'/.
21.99%
33.74%
26.80o/.
27.99%
29,99o/o

29.99o/o
37.05%
21.90,,.
37.74%
29.99o/.
34.99o/o
31.24Y,
27.99!.'o
29.99%
37.74o/,,
34.99%
37.74%
34.99%
29.99,.
35.74%

7.00%
27.99¾

34.99%
29.99%
33.49%

33.99%
27.99%
32.99o/.
27.99%
9,99°k
7.00'l'o
28.46o/•
29.99%
27.99%
31.24%
7.00%
27.99%
33.74%
29.99%
39.24%
29.99'>'•
29.99%
35.24%
29.99o/.

34.99%
27.99'Y,
27.99%
34.99%
39.24'Yo
35.74%

700-739
661-699
661-699
681-699
740-770
700-739
661-699
700-739
<661
<661
661-699
661-699
661-699
661•699
661-699
741).779
700-739
700-739
700-739
700-739
661-699
661-699
681-899
700.739
700-739
700-739
740-779
740-779
700-739
740-779
681-699
661-699
661,699
661-699
700.739
661-699
780+

661-699
661-699
700-739
661-699
700-739
740-779
651-699
661-699
66Ml99
700-739
661-699
661•699
700.739
740-779
700-739
661-699
661-699
661-699

~

~

~

Advanta Arcount Number

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXlOOOOOOOOO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x.xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

x.xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Ind First N:ime
JW

EVALOAS
PERCY
JOliN
BDLARINWA
AANE:W
KATHY
SEAN
JEFFREY
TERRYL
COLLE:EN M
RUBE'N E
JASON

LANTZL

~

Ind

l:lstN■ m£

lndSSN

xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx.-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX•XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx.xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXX)OOO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXX)OOO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx
xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx
xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx

xx.xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXKXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxx.xxxx.xx

xxxxxxxxxxxxx.x
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx.x

.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XX>O<XXXXXXXXXX

0
0
--1,,.

CJ)

N

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

rMRKA
l<RISTINEA
ERIK
JOHANNA
RICHARDL
BRIANL
STEVENC
STEVEN
RICHARD
LIANA
KRISTAM

GREG
MIKE
STEVEE

z
CHARLES
CLAUDIOS
ANGELP
WAUD

YIM
LORRAINE
MING
ISTVAN
STEPHENH
LAARYO
CHARLIE
MANUELJ
MICHAEL
CALVERTL
• HARRYO
RONNIE
TARAB
JONO
ROBER.TP
MICHAELK
JOHNW
ERICM
SALLY A

HUYEN
OWEN
SUSAN STANl=lll
SCOTT A
l<AOEN
MICHAEL
RICHARDO
DEBRAE

xxxxxxxxxx

~xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xx-xxxx
xxx-xx-xxxx
xxx.xx.xxxx
XXX•XX-XXXX
xxx-xx-xxxx
xxx-xx-xxxx

MlCHAEt.
xxxxxxxx.xx
GUADALUPE
JACQUELINE
XXX-XX-XXXX
PAQUITA
XXX•XX•XXXX
HOMERX
XXX-XX.JO<XX
x,oocxxxxxx
JIM
. ,._·:.'fS~.18920!>9435~:i:,.1;: ~.EA(;):,.:,,?:.·:.'•.; ...'.::: O~~I{~ ..'':'. p~-~69;
WALTERO
XXX-XX-XXXX
SANORAL
XXX•XX.-XXXX
EUGENE

xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx.xxxx

Busfn,nt:!amt

xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxx.xxxxxx
XXXXXlOOOOC XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx.x.xxxx XXX-XX.XXXX xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx.xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

,cxxxxxxx.xx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-.xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX-XXXX

xxx-xx-xxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx

XX.X-X:X.XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX

xxxx,ooocxx

XXX-XX.•XXX.X

xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX-XXXX

Budnen ~ddress

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx.xxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx.xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
XXlOO<XXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

~-

QI
AURORA
GLENDALE HEIGHTS
LAS VEGAS
BRANFORD

LANHAM
RUSKIN
THOMASVILLE
PALMBAY
ALIQUIPPA
VERNONIA.
HIGHPOINT
TAMPA
MONROE
HOOPER
CASSELBERRY
PERRIS
WEST NEW YORK
BESSEMER
BRENHAM

State

co

IL
NV
CT
MD
FL
GA
FL
PA
OR
NC
FL
Ml
UT
FL

CA
NJ

~

~T•l•phon•
Nnm~r-HoJM

xxx-.xxx-.x.xxx

80013
60139 xxx-xxx-xxxx
89142
06405
20706 XXX-XXX-XXXX
33570
31799
32909 XXX-XXX-XXXX
15001 XXX-XXX•XXXX
97064 xxx-xxx-xx.xx
27265
33612
48161 XXX•XXX-XXXX
84315
32707
82571 XXX·X.XX·XXXX
07093
35022 XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx.xx

.xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx.xx XXX-XX-XXXX
.xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX•XX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx XXX·XX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX..XX-XXXl<
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX•XXXX
.xxxxxxxxxx XXX•XX·XXXX
lC)(XX)O(X,00,:

xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXX)(XX

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
x.xxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx

XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX-Xx->000(

XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX-XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx.
xxx-xxx-xxxx.
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
XXX-XXX-XXXX

<:·

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxx.x

co

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-.xxxx

xx.xx.xxxxxx
xxxxx.xxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx:xxxxxxx XXX-XX·XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx

. xxxxx.lOOOO(

Tell'phon•
Numb.!r-Busineu
XXX-XXX-XXXX

AL
XXX-XXX-XXXX
TX n833
.XXX-XXX-XXXX
WA 98063 XXX•XXX•XXXX
FEDERAL. WAY
XXX-XXX-XXXX
p.~NEl\41:l;>~IN<;:_1 · 31~1fN_'~~~ :.::.
.H.~LL)'\JOOD,'·.:;:,._: _ft;j,:.~3~0·.;:::~9~~072:.,'·; :. 954~~9:2~~: ;SAN DIEGO
CA 92128 XXX-XXX-.XXXX
XXX•XXX-XXXX
SILVERTHORNE
80498
XXX-XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
LA 70770
PRIDE
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX-XXX·XXXX
PETOSKEY
49770 XXX·XXX•XXXX
Ml
XXX·XXX-XXXX
FRANKi.iN
TN 37064 XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
VISALIA
CA 93292 XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
LANCASTER
CA 93535
XXX•XXX·XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
TACOMA
WA 98444
xxxxxxxxxx
FRESNO
CA 93704 XXX-XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX-XXX·XXXX
FAYETTEVILLE
NC 28311
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
CT 06010 xxx-xxx-xxxx
BRISTOL
)OOOOOO(XXX
COLCHESTER
VT 05446 .XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
IL
LAGRANGE
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX·XXX•XXXX
60525 XXX-XXX-XXXX
IL
61756 XXX-XXX•XXXX
MAROA
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
WATSONVILLE
CA
95078 XX.X•XXX-XXXX
XXX·XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
NY 11236 XXX·XXX·XXXX
XXX•XXX-XXXX
BROOXLYN
xxxxxxxxxx
NV 89144
XXX-XXX-XXXX
LAS VEGAS
CA
90010
LOS
ANGELES
XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX·XXX·XXXX
VILLAGE OF PALMETT
FL 33157
XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
NY 11106
XXX-XXX-XXXX
ASTORIA
xxxxxxxxxx
BROOKLYN
NY 11233 XXX•.XXX·XXXX
XXX·XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
IRVINE
92620
CA
XXX-XXX·XXXX
FREMONT
XXX•XXX-XXXX
CA 94537
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
Ml 48446 XXX·XXX·XXXX
LAPEER
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
MONTEREY PARK
CA 91754 XXX·XXX·XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
GRANADA HD.LS
CA 91344
XXX-XXX-XXXX.
LASVEGAS
NV 89183
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
SOUTH LYON
Ml 48178 X>9(-XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxx.xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
SAA GABRIEL
CA 91778
XXX-XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
LINDON
NJ 07036 XXX•XXX·XXXX
XXX•XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX•XXX-XXXX
WESLEY CHAPEL
FL 33544
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx.xx
GAINESVILLE
FL 32608 XXX•XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxx.xx
XXX·XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
WESTERVILLE
OH 43082 XXX•.XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
NJ 08534 XXX•XXX•X.XXX
PENNINGTON
XXX-XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
XXXl<'.V.XXXXX
PlEDMONT
SC 29673 XXX·XXX·XXXX
xxx-xxx-xxxx
PLAINVILLE
IL
62365
XXX•XXX•XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
BOYNTON BEACH
FL 33424 XXX·XXX·XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
FORT WAYNE
IN 468011
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX•XXX-XXXX
SCHERTZ
TX 76154
XXX.XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
HUSER HEIGHTS
OH 45424
XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
MIAMI
FL 33135 XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX·XXX·XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
SACRAMENTO
CA 95823 XXX•XXX•.lOOCX
ATLANTA
GA 30350 XXX-XXX•XXXX
XXX-XXX-X.XXX
ARLINGTON
xxxxxxxxxx
TN 36002 XXX•.XXX-XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
HARRISON 1WP
M
48045
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX-XXX·XXXX
WOODt.AND HILLS
xxxxxxxxxx.
CA 91364 XXX·XXX•.XXXX
XXX-XXX-XXXX
.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
FREMONT
CA 94538 XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXX•XXX-XXXX
OH 45697 XXX-XXX-XXXX
WINCHESTER
xxxxxxxxxx
XXX-XX.X-XXXX
SAlNTCLOUD
FL
xxx.xxxxxxx
:XXX-XXX-XXXX
xxx-xxx-xxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx.xx-xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX•XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx

~

€,

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
.xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxx.x

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxxx.xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xx.xxxxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx

xxx..xxx.xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xxx.-xxx.x.

xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxx-xx-xxxx .xxxxxxxxxx
XXX-XX·XXXX

xxx.;,oc.xxxx

XXX•XX·XXXX
XXX•XX·XXXX

xxx-xx-xxxx
XXX-XX-XXXX
XXX-XX-XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXX)OO(X

XXX-XX·XXXX

XXX)()(XX:11)0(

XXX•XX-XXXX
XXX·XX•XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx. .xxx-xx.xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx XXX-XX-XXXX
xxxxxxxxxx xxx-xx-xx,cx xxxx.xxxxxx
.xxxxxxxxxx xxx..xx-xxxx xxxxxxxxxx

.xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx-xxx-xxxx
xxx..xxx-x.xxx
.xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx-xxx-xxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

~m
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~Charge-off

.11!!.!!

~

€;

Or~€50

Cb11r,.e-of{ n-:!erch:ondis•
8:alanl:l'
lntt'rl'd R:tt• Fico Buck•t

5,179.57
29.99o/.
03/31/2008
6,662.24
03/31/2008
29.99%
29.99•t.
03/31/2008
12,542.17
03/31/2008
10,593.09
29.99%
15,293.94
29.99%
03/31/2008
3,304.88
29.99o/.
03/31/2006
7,966,32
03/31/2008
29.99%
8,085.89
03/3112008
29.99¾
9,602.12
29.99%
03131/2008
29.99o/.
4,069.96
03/31/2008
10,235,18
03/31/2008
29.99¾
03/31/2008
3.661,19
29.99¾
3,919.94
03/31/2008
29.89%
14,529.39
03/31/2008
29.99%
8,012.47
03/31/2008
29.99%
28,99%
3,470,98
03/31/2008
6,346.74
29.99%
03131/2008
3,889.23
03/31/2008
9.99%
3,926.11
03/31/2008
29.99%
03/31/2008
29,429.57
28.99%
·.·. 9.3,131~008 :·;: '. 8.881,85·;-.,:/ 29.~9}'~::
6,248.02
28.99o/o
03/3112008
6,827.95
27.99%
03/3112008
03/31/2008
4,040.22
34.99%
4,304.67
29.99"1.
03131/2008
03/31/2008
10,235.54
29.99%
4,213.46
27.99%
03131/2008
29.99%
17.276.55
03/3112008
29.99%
2,785.05
03/3112008
12,062.49
29.99%
03/3112008
29.99o/.
03/31/2008
3,397.'ZT
4,008.59
29.99'1'0
03/31/2008
29.99,,.
3,804.80
03131/2008
29.99%
3,978.68
03/3112008
29.99o/.
3.683.91
03/31/2008
29.99%
03/31/2008
23.649,33
29.99%
4,127.80
03/31/2008
29.99'l'o
2,352.39
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
6,223.83
29.99%
20,982.27
27.99 1/4
03/31/2008
9,570.92
03131/2008
29.99°k
03/31/2008
9,040.22
29.99%
21.891.18
29.99%
03/31/2008
29.99o/o
03/31/2009
11.666.34
27.99%
03131/2008
17,995.29
12,539.81
29.99¾
03/31/2008
17,389.84
03/3112008
29.99%
3,631.46
29.99¾
03/31/2008
5,490.08
03/31/2008
29.99%
21,058,41
03/31/2008
29.99¾
5,645.61
34.99%
03131/2008
5,093.40
29.99¾
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
20,161.93
29.99%
03131/2008
12.455.92
29.99%
29.99%
8,288.23
03/31/2008
29.99%
8,660.47
03/31/2008
12,182.38
27.99%
03/31/2008
8,313.45
,2.74%
03/31/2008
9,224.98
03/3112008
29.99%
3,008.20
03/31/2008
34.99%
5,184.20
29.99%
03/31/2008
9,464.53
29.99%
03/31/2008
29.99%
'r,166.19
03/31/2008
03/31/2008
9,435.41
29.99%
03/31/2008
11,872.54
34.99%
12.389.64
03/3112008
27.99¾
03/31/2008
12,541,89
30.99%
9,223.17
29.99%
03/31/2008
03/3112008
9.420.14
29.99%
8.784,44
29.99%
03/31/200&

661-699
700-739
661-699
<661
700-739
651-699
661-699
700-739
<661
661-699
681-699

< 661

:·t}i~•.

661-699
T40-TT9
<681
700-739
661-699
700-739
661-699
740-779
661-699 ..
700:739.
740-779
661-699
<661
740-779
<681
740-779
661-699
700-739
661-699
700-739
681-609
700-739
661-699
661-699
661-699
700-739

1eo+
661-699
700-739
-700-739
651-699
700-739
780+
661-699
661-699
661-699
661-699
740-779
700-739
780+
740-779
700-7:'9
700-739
661-699
700-739
700-739
661-699
740-779
700-739
681-699
700.739
700-739
740-779
661-699
661-699
661-699
700-739
681-699

EXHIBITS
Charge-Off Statement
(Attached)
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'PAYl.\'IENT INFORMATION .

5584 1892 0004 3572
NOW DUE
0.00
0.00

Account Number.
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Minimum Payment Due:

Cr~dlt Canli for Sm11II Rusi11..s1

\.:jg
Please check he~ if address, phone or
e-mail changes are indicated on reverse side

□

PLEASE WRITE IN l
1 l
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: !......L....

FCC 65

ll

l

i

!l

r

1

L ... :,: ......L.... L. ... !. L......... .:

ACNE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH

MAKEPAYMENTTO:

3100 N 29TH CT

ADVANTA BANK CORP

#200

POBOX8088

HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

l11llu,ll1H111111 ,lll111111ll11ll111I ,lmll,l, 1,llmllml

1111 Ill ,Im ull II111111III 111,f I, nl 1111111 ft f111,111 f, I11 I, I

5584189200043572
~

0000 □□□ 000 □□□ 0

~~~~~~~~

AD VANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

ACCOUNT SUMMARY .

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Avaitable
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due. Date
Minimum Payme_nt Due

PLATINUM
0

8 U S I N E S S C A R0

BALANCE SUMMARY

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge
(-} Payments
(-) Credits·
(=} New Balance

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00

0.00
03/31/08
30
NOW DUE
0.00

8,881.85
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-8,881.85
0.00

TRANSACTlONS

Trans Date
03/31
03131'
03/31

/,.JI

Post Date
03/31
· 03/31
03/31

Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number ·
Fl04500FB00999990
Fl04500FB00999990

CHARGE OFF ACCOUNT-PRINCIPALS
CHARGE OFF ACCOUNT *FINANCE CHARGES*

000000000000COMPC .

TOTAL 5584189200043S72

V;jjl

Amount
-~.6;635;54.
-2,246.31"

$8,881.85-

IMPORTANT NEWS
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007 · $1332.33
TOTAL •FINANCI: CHARGE• PAID IN 2007
S435.92

. FINANCE CHARGES
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic

Rate
Purchases
Cash Advances

0.00
0.00

29.99%
29.99%

,AJinual:

:Percen~ge=
:Rate,

.08330% :29.99%'
.08330% ,29.99%

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount
= Minimum Payment Due

Finance Charges
Due to Daily Tnmsaction
Periodic Rares
Fees
0.00
o.oo
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

. FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

I;.·.·.::::.\I Online:

1

S962

By Mall:

www.advanta.com

By Phone:

Advanta Bank Corp: P.O. Box 30715,
Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

1~800-705-72S5

NOilCE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMAilOH

0000

X6D

5

7

080331

Z X Pago l of l

104S

9200

P938

01AAS962

0
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EXHIBIT6
Statements
(Attached)
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00165

✓

FCClO

PAYMENT INFORMATION

ADVANTA
CfYJit Canl.J for- Smull Buii,u.JJ

Plc"5e check hen: if address, phone or
c-mtiil ch~ngcs are indicated

011

rc\•erse side

□

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Dolancc:
Minimum Payment Due:

5584 1892 00043572
l !n9/06

i i

j1
j
....:......!.=...........!

1,070.00
24.00

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

27967

AON E MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOO Fl 33020-1321

I

ii i i

PLF.ASE WR.ITE IN
1
PAYMF.i'\"J'ENCLOSED: :.... . l..... '...... !,! .....t

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX 8088
PHILADELPHIA,PA 19101-8088

11 II 111 II I II, 000olol I1111100II 1111, 111,1 .. ,11,I ,lo II,,,II, 0I

"' 111, I,' 111111111'',, 111, I I, II 11 'I,' I, I.. I, I,' 1,1.. I, I,' I,

55841892000 43572 0107000 0002 400

-~-~--~M

✓

AD VANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASI-I BACK STATE MENT

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

BUS I NESS CARO

BALANCE SUMMARY
Previous Ba lance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge

5584 1892 0004 3572

Account Number
Total Credit L imit
Total C redit Avallable

PLATINUM

6,500.00

5,430.00
6,500.00
5,430.00
11/09/06
30
11/29/06

Cash Advance Credit Limit
Gosh Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

0.00
1,070.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

(-) Payments
(-) Credits
(-) New Dalance

1,070.00

24.00

CASH BACK SUMMARY

Previous Ilalance

+/- Earned/Adjusted This Sta tement

0.00

l0.70

- Forfeited This Stat ement
0.00

• Current Balance
10.70

Thank You for Activating Your Card!
I
(

You now have The Very Best Card available for your business with
Rich Rewards • Benefits • · Exclusive Savings

A OV:fNTA

ADV:fNTA

l

..

..,

r

-.

AOVA WTA

.

Don't wait to get rewarded. Register online and start.
using your card today for all your business purchases!

l

I\H.,..UHh.~J

Call 1-800-705-7255 or
visit www.advanta.com/reglster

Trnns Date

Post Date

10/31
11/04

10/31
11/04

TRANSACTIONS
Actlvlly Since Last Statement

Reference Number
851203 IN1S66MTSSY
8512031N5S66QV0GY

Amount

I

CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL

535.00
535.00

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CO NT ACT US:

Online:

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Bo,; 30715,

www.advanta.com

By Phon e:

Salt Lake City, UT 8413~715

1-800-705•7255

NOTICE: SEE REVER SE SIDE FOR IMPORTAflT INFORMAT!Otl

5962

0004

X60

7

7

061109

Page I of 4

1045

9200

0962

O! AA5962

27967
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~

FCCll

~

ADVANTA
C.·tJit CarJ.1 for Small BuJiMn

FINANCE CHARGES
Annual
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily !Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.99%
.02218% 1.99%
0.00
0.00
0.00
19.99'¼
.OSS52% 19.99%

Purchases
Cash Advances

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount
= Minimum Payment Due

24.00
0.00

0.00
24.00

~

~

5~62

0004

X60

7

7

061109

Page 2 of 4

1045

9200

D962

01AA5962

27967
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FCC12
NEAL DEUTSCH
AONE MEDIA INC
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

2088
)1-i90

1240

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pay to the_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Order of

$I....._ _ _ _ __,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dollars

m

Setulilr 11a1..,es
includad.
Os!ais on bat.k.

--v'

ADVANTA Bank Corp.
MEMBER FDTC
Salt Lake City. UT 84130
9 20lt 2088

The attached Account Check* is another way that your new Advanta
BusinessCard account can help you manage your_business spending. Write
it whenever you want to access your credit line but prefer to pay by check.
Pay open invoices as needed
Consolidate other balances and simplify

Deposit into your business a~count
Repair whatever needs fixing

Also, as an Advanta BusinessCard cardmember, you can register online 'today at www.advanta.com
to manage your account 24/7, get exclusive discounts, pay your bill on/ine, and much more!

And don't forget the other great benefits of your Advanta BusinessCard account, including:

easy tracking of business expenses • e-mail alerts
no-fee additional cards for employees • valuable discounts on business products and services

WELCOME
• Account Check Iermx and Condlllons:

AdvaJlla Account Checks ~an be written in tile amounts up to )'Uur avaifablc cash advance credit limit (as shown un yuur 111ond1ly billing s1:uc:rucnt). TI1is
Check cannot be used tu pay Ad\-anta, and cannot be used for any electronic account traruactions including electronic fund transfers (EfTs) and. telephone
11urch:ues and jlaymcnts.
Your cash adVIUlce interest rate applies to this Cheek. Please refer to yoiu Ad\-.snta BllsinessCard Agreement for foll details concerning ron\'cnicnce checks,
baJ411cc 1i-an.1fcr.t, rate.~. fee~, allocation ofpa,>mcnri., c\·ent~ of defa11lf, billing cycle~, and changcit in account lcnn:i.
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PAYMENTINFORMATION

ADVANTA

5584 1892 0004 3572
06/04/07
5,779.58
130.00

Account Number.
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Minimum Payment Due:

CrrJi1 Canl•ft1rS111ull Bulittes•

Please check here if address. phone or
e-mail changes aro indicated on reverse side

□

~

PLEASE WRITE IN

i ! !1 l i i i

I1

PAYl\.fENT ENCLOSED: : .•••. : •.••• L. ... :,: ..... i.. ... L. ... :, L. ......... :

ACNE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT

MAKEPAYMENTTO:

16484

ADVANTA BANK CORP

#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020·1321

PO BOX8088
PHIL.ADELPHIA,PA 19101-8088

lull,11II, ll11111lilll111111ll11ll,11l,l111ll,U ll111ll1111

1... 111.li, 111111111, ,.. II 1111, 111111 .. 1, l,il, lul,l111, 111l,I
55841892000~3572 0577958 0013000

~

~~~~~~~~

AD VANTA

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

~

PLATINUM

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH. CASH BACK STATEMENT

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total CredltAvaUable
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Bi11ing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

BUSINESSCARD

BALANCE SUMMARY
Previous Balance

SS84 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00

4,l 19.89
1,646.20
35.00
71.49
93.00
0.00
5,779.58

(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge
(•) Payments
(·) Credits

720.00

6,500.00
720.00
05/10/07
(=} New Balance
30
06/04/07
130.00
CASH BACK SUMMARY

Previous Balance
15.29

+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement

- Forfeited This Statement
0.00

16.46

= Current Balance
"31,75

Protect Yourself and Your BusinessCard Account
You-Ve worked hard to build your business. Don't let unexpected events

·CC)

jeopardize all that you've achieved. Protect yourself and your business

with Credit Saver.*
Credlt Saver can safeguard your Advanta BusinessCard account by:
• Waiving your minimum monthly credit card payments should you
experience events like a disabling Injury, identity theft, or loss of
a key employee.•
.
• Canceling your outstanding balance in the event of your death!'

Try Credit Saver risk-free for 30 days.
To Learn More and Enroll,

Contact a Credit Protection Specialist
toll-free at 1-888-632-3187
•Pwch,nlngu~itsaverls opticNhnd hasnocffea onYol.lfCldstlnqcn:dit
1cr1n5,Wcv.ift pnMd~ycu i,dd'idonallnfonnatlonbcbe)watcrequkcd to
pay fur IL Not 1111aWe In all 1otateJ.Soine rcstr!ctlcJns apply.

TRANSACTIONS

Trans Date

Reference Number

Post Date

04/24

04/24

85584 l 83J2SAZHWF6

04/09
04/10
04/17

04/11
04/11
04/17

SS4213534WPBDTKR2
054440035P209HBBX
2S411173Q34MP5VFG

Amount

Activity Since Last Statement
NEAL DEUTSCH
PAYMENT· THANK YOU
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $93.00STONE BEADS HOLLYWOOD HOLLYWOOD FL
PUBLIX #715
SAl DANIA FL
TONY THE PIZZA CHEF II HOLLYWOOD FL

-93.00
65.00
17.52
21.43

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US;

l•l

By Mall:

Onllne:

I-=~·:::::.\ www.advanta.com

Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,
Salt Lake City, UT 84130•0715

By Phone:
1·800-705-7255

NOTICE; SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION
S962

0001
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7

7

07051(1
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FCC15

~

-ADVANTA

C.rrdlt O,rJs/or Small Butlm,u

~
Trans Date

Post Date

04/17
04/21
04/22
04/23
04/29
04/29
05/10

04/17
04/21
04/22
04/24
04/29
04/29
05/10

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number
S5421353QWPA6A3VZ
85120313GS66F20MW
851203 I3HS66M8AP4
85584 I83J00XSRBX9
851203 l 3TS66D9EMM
851203 I 3TS66GHAB5
*FINANCE CHARGE"'

5,051.10
0.00

16.99%
16.99%

44.25
535.00
321.00
35.00

STONE BEADS HOLLYWOOD HOLLYWOOD FL
CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
RETURN CONVCK
CK#2093
CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
PURCHASES $71.49 CASH ADVANCE $0.00
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $1,752.69

FINANCE CHARGES
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage

Purchases
Cash Advances

Amount

Rate

Rate

.04718%
.04718%

16.99%
16.99%

321.00
321.00
71.49

~'

PAYMENT SUMMARY

I

Finance Charges
Due to Daily Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
71.49

0.00
0.00

0.00

Payment Due
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount
= Minimum Payment Due

130.00
0.00
0.00
130.00

~

S96Z

COQl

X6D

7

7

070520
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ADVANTA

New Balance:
Minimum Payment Due:

D

f l i

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

819

ADVANTA BANK CORP
POBOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I11II, ull, 11111111 ,I 11111111II ull, ul,I 11111 ,1,1,llru ll111 I

1,,.111,1 .. 111llll111111lllul,ll111lul, l11l,lul,lr1l, l11l,I
55B~l~920 □ 043S?2

~

Db2??23 0015900

~~~~~~~

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

Total Credit Limit
Total Credit AvaHable

vJ

Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing 03te
Days In Billing Cycle
Pa)'ltlent Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

BUSINESS CARD

Previous Balance

5584 1892 0004 3572
61500.00
-77.00
6,500.00
0.00
06/11/07
32
07/06/07

Account Number

PLATINUM

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

~

I 1l f 1
I ..... L.),
L ..........:

PLEASE WRITE IN
!i
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: !.... ) ...... L ... \~ .....i

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

AD VANTA

5584 I892 0004 3572
07/06/07
6,277.23
159.00

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:

Ple2se check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes are indicated on reverse side

Vi

FCCl 6

PAYMENTINFORMATION

5,779.58
S70.00
235.00
92.65
400.00
0.00
6,277:J.3

(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees

(+) Finance Charge
(-) Payments

(·) Credits
(=) New Balance.

159.00

. CASH BACK SUMMARY
Previous Balance

+/- Earned/Adjusted Tb.is Statement

- Forfeited This Statement

= Current Balance

31.75

5.JS

0.00

37.10

TRANSACTIONS

l!D

Trans.Date

· Post Date

Amount

Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number
NEAL DEUTSCH

05/26
06/05

05/26
06/05

85584184K2SB15RK2
FI045004WOOOQ1156

OS/20

OS/20
05/26
06/04
06/05
06/11

851203 l 4ES66HSVDR
Fl04S004WOOOQR1S6
85584184VOOXV4W9T
Fl045004WOOOQRAUT
*FlNANCE CHARGE*

05/26

06/01
06/05
06/11

-200.00
- 200.00

PAYMENT-THANK YOU
PAYMENT-THANK YOU .

TOTAL558418920~043572 . S400.00CSl8776008399 SEM HOLL HOLLYWOOD FL
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS

RETURN CONVCK

535.00
200.00
35.00
35.00
92.65

CK#102l

RETURNEDCHECKCHG.
PURCHASES $92.65 CASH ADVANCE $0.00
TOTAL5584189200043S72 $897.6S
IMPORTANT NEWS

PLEASE SEETHE ENCLOSED NOTICE OF CHANGES IN YOUR CASH BACK
PROGRAM RULES.

FINANCE CHARGES

Finance.Charges
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees
6,137.17
16.99%
.04718% 16.99%
92.65·
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.99%
.04718% 16.99%

I

Purchases
Cash Advances

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
159.00
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
0.00
+ Past Due Amount
0.00
= Minimum Payment Due
159.00

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

I•\

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,

Online:

By Phone:
l-800-705-1255

Salt Lake City, UT 84 l30-071S

/-:,·.-::.-:.\ www.advanta.com

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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PAYMENTINFORMATION

ADVANTA

5584 1892 0004 3572
08/05/07
6,682.30
349.30

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Minimum Payment Due:

C,·,rdit Girds for Smull Busi11eu

Please check here if address, phone or
e•mail changes are indicated on reverse side

□

l i 11 ! i

Il

i

PLEASE WRITE IN l
1
PAYMENTENCLOSED: :......L. ... :__ .. _:,: ..... t... .. :...... :, L.......... :

AONE MEDIA INC

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

3G29

NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088
PHIi.ADELPHiA.PA 19101-8088

I111111111111111111,1111111111111111 .. (.I mil ,I.Ii llu1 ll111 I

I111ll l,lu 111ll llm 1111111111llu1111111111111111 l11l1 l11l1 I

#200

55B41B92000435?2 ObbB23D D03~930

~

~~~~~~~~

AD VANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

ACCOUNT SOMMARY

BUSINESSCARD

BALANCE SUMMARY
S584 1892 0004 3S72
6.500.00
-182.00
6,500.00
0.00
07/11/07
30
08/05/07

Account Number
Total Credit Umit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

PLATINUM

6,277.23
300.00
290.00
104.07
289.00
0.00
6,682.30

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge

(·) Payments
(.)Credits
(""') New Balance

349.30

CASH BACK SUMMARY

Previous Balance
37.10
Trans Date

+/· Earned/Adjusted This Statement
0.00

.I

Post Date

""'Current Balan~e

- Forfeited This Statement
0.00

37.10

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
06/19
07/06

06/19
07/06

85S84185A0 10V2YVB
85584 J8SV2SB lBVRI

06/12
06/12
06/13
06/13
06/13
06/19

06/12
06/12
06/13
06/13
06/13
06/19
07/11
07/11

85584 J853BLH.lBB7J

07/11

07/11

Fl04S0054000PRI 64
F8374005AO00PF619

*FINANCE CHARGE•

ELECTRONIC PYfYIT THANK YOUS LC
PAYMENT--THANK YOU
TOTAL.SS84.189~QQ43572 $289.00-

6,375.96
302.06

16.99%
16.99%

• ]30.00 ..
- 159.00

CK4399 NEAL DEUTSCH X UT.
· · CASH ADVANCE FEE

300.00
9.00
200.00

ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS .
*FINANCE CHARGE* PREY CYCLE PURCHASES
PREVIOUS CYCLE LATE FEE
PHONE PYMT SVC FEE SAliT LAKE CTY UT
OVERLIMIT FEE .
PURCHASES .S90!24 p}.SHADVANCE ·-$4.28
TOTAL 5584189200043572 S694~07

FINANCE CHARGES
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Daily Balance Per~entagc Rate Periodic Percentage
Purchases
Cash Advances

UT

. Rate

· Rate

.04718%
.04718%

17.32%
52.76%

0.55
39.00
12.00
39.00
94.52

PAYMENT SUMl'vlARY

Finance Charges
Due to Daily Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
90.24
0.00
4:2s
9.00

Payment Due

i: Amount Over Credit Limit
+Past Due Amount
c: Minimum Payment Due

167.00
182.30
0.00
349.30

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US: .

IBI
Onllne:
::::::.-.\ w,vw.advanta.com

By Mall: Advanta Bank C-Orp. P.O. Box 30715,
Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

1

5962

By Phone:
1-800-705-125 S

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

oeoz
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~

ADVANTA

Cttdlt Curds for S11udl lfusi,1~~

Please check here if address, phone or
c•mail changes are indicated on reverse side

D

1

PLEASE WRITE IN l l 1 1; l 1 1 l f
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: : ..•.. L ... L. ... :,: ..... t.. ... L. ... :, i.. ••••.....• :
MAKE PA VMENT TO:

13318

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088

PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

l 11ll,1111,11111111,1ll111111II 1111, 111,111111 ,l.l.ll111 ll1111

I111lll,l11111llll111,11ll l11l,ll1111 .. 1,1111, lul, 1.. 1,1 .. l,I
5584189200043572

~

070029 □

009B59D

~~~~~~~~

ADVANTA

5584 1892 0004 3572
NOW DUE
7,002.90
1~7.00
985.90

Past Due Amount:
Minin,um Payment Due:

ACNE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

BUSINESSCARD

Previous Balance
(+) ~rchascs & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
-502.00
6,500.00
0.00
08/10/07
30
NOW DUE
"985.90

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

PLATINUM

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

0i

FCClS

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:

6,682.30
35.00
276.00
168.60
159.00
0.00
7,002.90

(-) Payments
(-)Credits
("") New Balance

CASH BACK SUJ\'IMARY

+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement
0.00

Previous Balance
37.10

Trans Date

Post Date

Reference Number

07/12

07/12

F10450061000QJ 193

07/12
07/12
07/12
07/12
08/10
08/10
08/10

07/12
07/12
07/12
07/12
08/10
08/10
08/10

Fl0450061000QRAUT
FJ 045006 IOOOQR 193

*FlNANCE CHARGE•

- Forfeited This Statement

= Current Balance

0.00

37.10

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
PAYMENT- THANK YOU
TOTAL 5S84189200043572 SI S9.00RETURNED CHECK CHG
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS
•FINANCE CHARGE• PREY CYCLE PURCHASES
PREVIOUS CYCLE LATE FEE
OVERLIMIT FEE
LATE FEE
PURCHASES $160.55 CASH ADVANCE $7.70
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $479.60

-159.00
35.00
159.00
0.35
39.00
39.00
39.00
168.25

IMPORTANT NEWS
CARD USE MAY BE DECLINED IF AMOUNT DUE JS NOT
PAID IMMEDIATELY. QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL US
AT 1-800-533-3686.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

(1111

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,

Online:

1::::.-.-.-.\ www.advanta.com
5962

0001

X6D

By Phone:

Salt Lake City, UT 84130•0715

1-800-70S-725 S

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORT~T INFORMATION

7

7
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~

ADVANTA

Cr~Ji, Clrds/of'Smull Butitteu

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Ari1ount
= Minimum Payment Due

FINANCE CHARGES ·
Annual
Nominal Annual Daily
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Pcrecnt:ige Due to Daily Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees
6,424.68
160.55
0.00
29.99%
.08330% 30.47%
307,93
29.99%
7.70
0.00
.08330% 29.99%

I

Average

Purchases
Cash Advances

316.00

502.90
167.00
985.90

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FREE 2S0 FULL-COLOR BUSINESS CARDS FROM VISTAPRINT. YOU
CAN ALSO SAVE 20% ON FULL COLOR PR1NTrNO AND DESIGN SER VICES
WHEN YOU USE YOUR ADVANTA CARD. PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS AND
CUT BUSINESS PRINTING COSTS AT \VWW.VISTAPRINT.COM/BUSINESS

~

5962

0001

X6D

7

7

070310

X Paao 2 of 2
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ADVANTA

Please check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes arc indicated on rcvene side

D

! ! l ll ! ! !1

PLEASE WRITE IN
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: :....• L

I1

... L. ... :,: ......l..... L.... :.: ...........:

MAKE PAYMENTTO:

7934

ADVANTA BANK CORP
POBOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

1111111,lu ,111111111111111111, ll1111 .. 1, l11l, l11I, 1111, 1111,1
5SB~1B92D0 □ 435,2

-.../

0713228 01~5b28

~~~-~~~~

ADVANTA

7,132.28
283.00
1,256.28

Minimum Payment Due:

I11ll11,II, ll111111,111111111II 11II, 111,111,ll ,lrl. ll111 ll,11 I

PLATINUM

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

Account Number
Total Credit Limit

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge
(-) Payments
(-)Credits
(=:) New Balance

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
-632.00
6,500.00
0.00
09/12/07

Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In .Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date

BUSINESSCARD

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNf SUMMARY

<ii

NOW DUE

Past Due Amount:

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

I

5584 1892 0004 3572

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:

Cndit OlrJ1 for Smull Buri,ldt

~

Fcc2o

PAYMENT INFORMATCON

33

7,002.90 ·
35.00
178.00
216.38
JOO.CO
0.00
7,132.28

NOW DUE
1,256.28
·CASH BACK SUMMARY

Minimum Payment Due .

+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement
0.00

Previous Balance
37.10

- Forfeited This Statement
0.00

= Current Balance
37.10

-.../

Ptotect Yourself and Your ADVANTA Account

co

You've worked hard to build your business. Don't let unexpected events
jeopardize all that you've achieved. Protect yourself and your business
with Credit Saver.•
Credit Saver can safeguard your Advanta BusinessCard a<:count by:
• Waiving your minimum monthly credit card payments should you
experience events like a disabling injury, identity theft, or loss of
a key employee!
• Canceling your outstanding balance in the event of your death:'

Try Credit Saver risk-free for 30 days.

To learn More and Enroll,
Contact a Credit Protection Specialist
tolMree at 1-888•632-3187
•Purchasing acdlt Ulltl' 1$ cptional and has 11o dfec1 on your Cldsdng ocdt
lfflltS.WellllllJ,r!Mdc)W.11ddir.loNllnfonnallon bcfor.,yov;ir,: rcq1.11red to
1>3y&x It.Not ;11aibbl4 In~ nates.Some remlttlon: appl)'.

Trans Date

Rererence Number

Post Date

OS/II
08/28
09/11

08/Jl
08/28
09/11

85S8418702SAZV37E
85584l87G0l 13NNQ5
85584187YOt l5R2QO

08/28

08/28

F8374007G000PT828

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
PAYMENT-TIIANK YOU
ELECTRONIC PYMT THANK YOUSLC
UT
ELECTRONIC PYMT THANK YOUSLC
UT
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $300.00PHONE PYMT SVC FEE-COL SALT LAKE CTY UT

-100.00
-100.00

-100.00
12.00

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT Us:·

l•l
Online:
::::.-.-.-.\ www.advanta.com

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp~ P.O. Box 30715,

1

1-800-705-1255

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATlot~
S962

(.@

By Phone:

Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

0009

X~D

7

7

070912

X Paco 1 o-f 2

1045

9200

P938

01AAS962

7934

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

FCC21 ·

~

ADVANTA

Cttdi, Curds far Small Rusin~,

TRANSACTIONS

TransDate ·

Post Date

08/28

08128

08/31

08/31
09/1 l
09/12
09/12
09/12

09/11
09/12
09/12
09/12

Reference Number
Fl 045007K000QR243
Fl045007K000QRAUT
F8374007Y000PT91 l
•FINANCE CHARGE*

Amount

Activity Since Last Statement

100.00
35.00
12.00
39.00
39.00
192.38

ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS
RETURNED CHECK CHG

PHONE PYMT SVC FEE-COL SALT LAKE CTY UT
OVERLlMIT FEE

LATEFEE
PURCHASES $183.85 CASH ADVANCE SS.53
TOTAL 5584189200043572

IMPORTANT NEWS

$429.38

.

CARD USE MAY BE DECLINED IF AMOUNT DUE JS NOT
PAID IMMEDIATELY. QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL US
AT 1·800-533-3686.

FINANCE CHARGES
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees
6,618.94
30.31%
.08417% 37.68%
183.85
o.oo
307.29
30.31%
.08417% 30.31%
8.53
0.00

I

Purchases
Cash Advances

. PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
341.00
632.28
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount
283.00
1,256.28
= Minimum Payment Due

~

5962

0009

X6D

7

7

070912

XPaae 2 of 2

1045

9200

P938

D1AAS962

7934

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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FCC22

PAYMENT INFORMATION

ADVANTA.
Please check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes ere indicated on reverse side

5584 1892 0004 3572

Account Number.
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

· CnJlr Cartl.sforS111ull nufi111131

D

NOW DUE

7.420.84
624.00
1,906.84

f : :

J 1
l..............i

PLEASE WRITE JN i 1 = i
1
PAYMENTENCLOSED: 1
....1: ...-,.......l ) !
.......ll. .... :J.. _....i '

i

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

=

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

.3022

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I,,ll,11llill11111l,lll111111ll11ll111l,lmll ,l,l,ll11, ll1111

I... II l,l11,111111111111ll l11l,ll111 l11l,l11f, l11!. 1.. 1,lul,I

5584189c000~3572 074208~ Ol~ObB~

~

~~~~~~~~

ADVANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

vi)

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In BiUing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

BALANCE SUMMAR\'

09/14

09/14

7,132.28
35.00
178.00
175.56
100.00
0.00
7,420.84

6,500.00
- 920.00
6,500.00
0.00
10/11/07
29
NOW DUE
1,906.84
CASH BACK SUMMARY
+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement

o.oo

37.10

Pos~ Date

BUSJNESSCARD

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+)'Finance Charge
(-) Payments
(-) Credits
(=) New Balance

5584 I892 0004 3572

Previous Balance

Trans Date

PLATINUM

= Current Balance

• Forfeited This Statement

o.oo

37,10

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

· Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
F10450081000Q1257

PAYMENT -THANK YOU
TOTAL 5584189200043572

09114
09/14
09/14
10/11
10/11
10/11

09/14
09/14
09/14
10/11
10/11
. 10/1 t

Fl045008l000QRAUT
FI 0450081 000QR257

*FINANCE CHARGE*

-100.00
SI00.00-

35.00

RETURNED CHECK CHG
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS
*FINANCE CHARGE* PREY CYCLE PURCHASES
OVERLIMlT FEE
..
LATE FEE
PURCHASES $167.88 CASH ADVANCE $7.S2
TOTAL 5584189200043S72 $388.56

100.00
0.16
. 39.00
39.00
175.40

IMPORTANT NEWS
YOUR ACCOUNT IS TWO MONTHS PAST DUE•. DO NOT
USE YOUR CARD. QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL US AT
1-800-S33-3686.

FINANCE CHARGES

PA\'MENTSUMMARY

.

Average Nominal Annual DniJy
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage· Due to Daily Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees
167.88
0.00
6,843.S8
30.46%
.08459% 30.90%
306.66
30.46%
.08459% 30.46%
7.52
0.00

I

Purchases
Cash Advances

Payment Due

+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount

= Minimum Payment Due

362.00
920.84
624.00
1,906.84

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

l•I

By Phone:

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Bo,c 30715,

Onllne:
/ ::::::.-.\ www.advanta.com

Salt Lake City, UT 84130-071 S

l-800-705-7255

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION
5962

0001

X6D

7

7

071011

X Paqe l of l

1045

9200

P938

OJAA5962

3022

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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Fcc 23

-PAYMENTINFORMATION

ADVANTA

Please check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes are iridic:ited on reverse side

5S84 1892 0004 3S12
NOW DUE
7,728.42
986.00
2,587.42

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

Cmltt Can/$ for Smull JluJitid.f

□

j

PLEASE WRITE IN

t

! l1 \

j

PAYMENT ENCLOSED: :......i ..... L.. .. !,: ..... .L.... L

m1

ACNE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT

ij

ADVANTA BANK CORP
POBOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I.. II, 11II, 1111111!11!1111111II .. fl, 111,111111,l.li ll11111,ul

1111111,1 .. 1111111111 ,11lllul, ll111 lul, lul, 1.. 1, lur, lul, I
558~1B92 □ 00~35,2

~

0?12842 D25B?42

~-~~~~~~

ADVANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

Account Number
Total Credit Limit

(+) Finance Charge
(-) Payments
(-) Credits

+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement

0.00

10/31
ll/06

85584189009DKSZEY
Fl045009NOOOQ1310

10131

10/31

10/31

10/31
11/06
11/06
11/09
ll/09
11/09

F8374009GOOOPT03J
F1045009N000QR310.
Fl045009NOOOQRAUT
Fl04S009TOOOPR313

11/09

I

- Forfeited This Statement
37,10

= Current Balance
0.00

TRANSACTIONS
· Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Num~er,

10/31
11/06

11/09

7,728.42

(=) New Balance
NOW DUE
2,581.42
CASH BACK SUMMARY·

37.10

11/06

7,420.84
35.00
644.00
194.58
566.00
0.00

(+) Fees

Previous Balance

Post Date

BUSINESS CARD

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00
0.00
ll/09/07
29

Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

PLATINUM

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNT SOMMAR\'

11/06
11/09

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
ELECTRONIC PYMT THANK YOUSLC
UT
PAYMENT-THANK.YOU
TOTAL 5584189200043S72 ., 1 $566.00~
PHONE
LAKE CTY UT
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS.'
RETURNED CHECK CHG
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS
· OVERLJMIT·FEE ·
LATEFEE···· ·
PURCHASES $174.88 CASH ADVANCE $7.70
TOT~ 5584189200043572.. S873.58

-283.00
-283.00

PM SVC FEE-COL SALT
1

*FINANCE CHARGE"'

12.00
283.00
35.00
283.00
39.00

•

39.00

182..58

IMPORTANT NEWS
YOUR ACCOUNT JS CURRENTLY CLOSED
YOUR CHAROE PRJVJLEOES ARE TERMINATED! AVOID
FURTHER DAMAGE TO YOUR CREDIT RATING. PLEASE
CALL USA;T J~866,271-7559.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEAS'€ CONTACT US:

jllll

~

Online:

~

1.::.-•.·.·.-.\ www.advanta.com
5962

DODI

X6D

l

MAKE PA YMENTTO:

#200
HOLLYWOOD Fl 33020.-1321

Trans Date -

{

...:, t..... f... .. .:

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.o. Box 30715,
·
Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

By Phone:
1-800-705-7255

NOTICE;: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTAHT INFORMATION

7 7

071109

EXPaa11 1 qf 2

1045

9200

P938

01AA5962

7301

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

FCC24

~

ADVANTA

O·rdlt Cartl, for Smull .ltusiu,w

FINANCE CHARGES
Annual
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage
Rate

Purchases
Cash Advances

5962

0001

30.46%
30.46%

7,128.75
313.95

X6D

7

7

07ll09

.08459%
.08459%

Rate
31.46%
30.46%

EX Paq0 2 of 2

Finance Charges
Due to Daily Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
174.88
0.00
7.70
0.00

1045

9200

P938

PAYMENT SUMMARY
373.00
Payment Due
1,228.42
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
986.00
+ Past Due Amount
2,587.42
= Minimum Payment Due

01AA5962

7301

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

V

FCClS

PA YMENf INFORMATION

ADVANTA

5584 1892 0004 3572

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:

C.·cJi1 r.,mlJ/orSmall Busim:.u

Please check here if address, phone or
e•miiil changes ure indicated on reverse side

NOW DUE
8,016.46
1,359.00
3,243.46

Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

D

PLEASE WRITE IN
PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOO FL 33020-1321

~

I

l ! i :l i ! : i
1
l..... L.... :...... i, i......L.... L ...!. L......... i

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

962

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088

PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I111111111,11111 ul,I ll1111111111II, 111,111,ll 11.l.11111111111

I... II 1,111111II 11111 .. ,111111,111111111,lul, l11l1 l11l,l11l,I
OBOlb~b

S~B~1B92D □ D~3572

□ 3c~3~b

~

V

~~~~~~~~

ADVANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

ACCOUNT SUMMARY
Account Number

Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

BUSINESS CARO

BALANCE SUMMARY

7,728.42
0.00
78.00
210.04
0.00

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge
(·)Payments.
(-) Credits
(=) New Balance

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00

Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available

PLATINUM

0.00

12/ll/07
32

0.00
8,016.46

NOWDUE
3,243.46
CASH BACK SUMMARY

Previous Balance
0.00

+/. Earned/Adjusted This Statement

- Forfeited This Statement

.,. Current Balance

0.00

0.00

0,00

TRANSACTIONS

Trans Date

Post Date

12/11

Reference Number

12/t 1
12/11
12/11

12/11
12/11

*FINANCE CHARGE*

Amount

Activity Since Lnst Statement

NEAL DEUTSCH
OVERLIMIT FEE
LATEFEE
PURCHASES $201.32 CASH ADVANCE $8.72
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $288.04

39.00
39.00
210.04

IMPORTANT NEWS
YOUR ACCOUNT JS CURRENTLY CLOSED
YOUR CHAROB PRIVJLEOES ARE TERMJNATEDI AVOID

FURTHER DAMAOE TO YOUR CREDIT RATING. PLEASE
CALL US AT 1-866-823-1742.
·TOTAL *FlNANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007

$1332.33

FINANCE CHARGES
Avcrage Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily · 1Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees

Purchases
Cash Advances

7,437.53
322.15

30.46%
30.46%

.08459%
.08459%

30.46%
30.46%

201.32

0.00
0.00

8.72

PAYMENT SUMMARY
368.00
Payment Due
1,516.-46
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
1,359.00
+ Past Due Amount
= Minimum Payment Due
3.243.46

'FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

l•I
Online:
:.·.·::::.\ www.advanta.~om

P.O. Box 30715,
Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

1

5962

By Phone:

By Mall: .Advanta Bank Corp.

1-800-705-7255

NOT!CE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTAHT INFORMATION
000l

X6D

7

7

07]2)}

EX Paaa l o-f l

1045

9200

P938

01AAS962

962

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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FCC26

PAYMENT INFORMATION

ADVANtA
Please check here if address, phone oie-mail changes are indicated on reverse side

5584 1892 0004 3572

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

r.-rrJit Carch far $me11I Ruslru:sJ

D

NOW DUE

8,302.24
J,727.00
3,898.24

i I i lf i i li J 1
.:.i...........)

PLEASE WRITE IN

PAYMENTENCLOSED: 1..... L. ... :.....),: ..... L .. J ..

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT

MAKE PA YMeNTTO:

4628

AbVANTA BANK CORP

#200

PO BOX8088

HOLLYWOOD FL33020-1321

PHILADELPHIA,PA 19101·8088

I11ll111ll111111 ulrl ll111111ll 11ll11,l1l111II ,l.l.ll,1111111 I

I11,lll,lu 1111111 ... 111ll lul, 11111 l11l1 l11l,l11fi lul,lul,I
558~1892000~3572 083022~ 03B~B2~

vu I

~

~~~~~~~~

ADVANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

~

5584 1892 0004 3572
0,00

(+)Fees

(+) Finance Charge
6,500.00
(•) Payments
0.00
01/11/08
fl Credits
(=) New Balance
31
NOWDUE
3,898.24
CASH BACK SUMMARY

+/. Earned/Adjusted This Statement
0.00

0.00

01/11
01/11
01/11

8,016.46
0.00
78.00
207.78
0.00

Previous Balance
.(+) Purchases & Cash Advances

6,500.00

Previous Baiance

Trans Date

BUSINESS CARD

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

Account Number
Total Credit Umlt
Total Credit Available
Qish Advance Credit Limit
Oish Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

PLATINUM

·Post Date

01/11

01/IJ

*FINANCE CHARGE*

- Forfeited This Statement

= Current Balance

0.00

0.00

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

01/11

0,00
8,302.24

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
OVERLIMIT FEE
LATEFEE
PURCHASES $199.24 CASH ADVANCB $8.54
TOTAL 5584189200043572 .$285.78

39.00
39.00
207.78

IMPORTANT NEWS
YOUR ACCOUNT JS CURRENTLY CLOSED
YOUR CHARGE PRIVILEGES ARE TERMINATED!· AVOID
FURTKER DAMAGE TO YOUR CR.EDJT RATING. PLEASE
CALL US AT 1-866-271-7560.
TOTAL *FINANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007
$1332.33
TOTAL *FINANCE CHARGE* PAID IN 2007 $43S.92

FINANCE CHARGES

Average

Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage
·

Purchases
Cash Advances

7,715.77

29.99%

330.78

29.99%

Rate

Rate

.08330%
.08330%

29.99%
29.99%

Finance Charges
Due to Daily · 1Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
199.24
0,00
8.54
0.00

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
369.00
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
t,802.24
+ Past Due Amount
1,727.00
== Minimum Payment Due
3,898.24

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

l•l
Online:
::.-::.-.·.\ www.advanta.com

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box307lS,
Sa]t Lake City, UT 84130-0715

1

By Phone:
1·800-705-7255

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

7

7

080lll

EX PaQa l of l

1045

9200

P938

Ol.A.45962

4628

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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PAYMENT INFORMATION

ADVANTA

Account Number:

5584 ·1s92 0004 3572

Payment Due Date:
New Balance:

Cttcllr CanbforStttdn Bu1imm

Please check here if address, phone or

e-mail changes are indicated on reverse side

NOW DUE
8,595.49
2,096.00

Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

□

i

PLEASE WRITE IN i

MAKE PAYMENTTO:

2221

#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

ADVANTA BANK CORP
POBOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I1111 •.,II, 11111111111111111,II 11ll111111 ,11ll ,lrl. 11111 ll111 I

I111111,1111111111111111ll l11l1ll111l11l1 l11l1 lul1 lul1 l11l.l
558~18~2 □ 0 □ ~3572

~

0B595~9 0~570~9

~~~~~~~

ADVANTA

PLAT IN-UM.

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00

8,302.24
0.00

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees

o.oo

1s·.oo
215.25
0.00
0.00
8,595.49

(+) Finance Charge
6,500.00
(-) Payments
0.00
02/t 1/08
(-) Credits
(=) New Bala11ce
31
NOW DUE
4,570.49
CASH BACK SUMMARY

Previous Balance
0.00
Trans Date

BUSINESS CARD

BALANCE SUMMARY

ACCOUNT SUMMARY
Account Number
Total Credit.Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limic
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due

+/- Earned/Adjust~d This Statement
0.00

Post Date --

I1

i :f i ! i l

l.....L .. L ...l)i ..... L. ... :...... l. L.. ........l

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT

4,570.49

- Forfeited This Statement · · · 1
0.00

... Current Balan~e .
0.00

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

·· Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
02/11

02/11

02/11
02/11

02/11

_ .02/11

. 39.00
.. 39.00

OVERLIMJT FEE

LATEFEE
PURCHASES$206.49CASHADVANCE $8.76
TOTAL 5584189200043572 .$293,25

*FINANCE CHARGE"'

215.25 .

IMPORTANT NEWS

YOUR ACCOUNT IS CURRENTLY CLOSED.
YOUR CHARGE PRIVII..EGES ARE TERMINATED! AVOID
FURTHER DAMAGE TO YOUR CREDIT RATING. PLEASE
CALL US AT 1-866-271-7S47.
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• PAID IN 2007

Sl332.:33
$43S.92

FINANCE CHARGES
Finance Charges '
-Average Nominal Annual . Daily , Annual
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily · 1Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
Rate
Rate
206.49
0.00
1,996.50
29.99%
.08330% 29.99%
8.76
0.00
339.43
29,99%
.0S330% 29.99%

Purchases
Cash Advances

.

. ·.P.(YMENT-SUMMARY 1

•

Payment Due· ·1'· "' ••
+.·Amount Over. Cre.d. it Limit
+ Past Due Amount .
== Minimum Pnyment Due

. ·

379.00
2,095.49

2,096.00
4,570.49

.

.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:

l•I

By Pllonc:

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Bo;,c 30715,

Online: .

I:,:;:.·.-.\ www.advanta.com

1-800.105-1255

Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715
NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

5962

0001

X6D

7

7

080211

EX Paae l of 1

1045

920D

P938

0lA/15962

2221

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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ADVANTA

Please check here if address, phone or
e•1113il changes are indicated on reverse side

□

r

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT

i

1

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

1739

HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

I11II, ull, 11,u 111,1ll111111ll 11ll11,l,I 111 II ,I, I, 11111 ll111 I

I11,111,111111ll ll111111ll l11l,ll1111 .. 1, 11111 l11l, l11l1 lul,I

#200

~

08BBl8~ 0523185

~~~~~·~~

AD VANTA

AD VANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total C~dit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Availablc
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days ln Billing Cycle
Payment _Due Date
M~nf mum Payment Due

Trans Date

BU SINESSCARD

Previous Balance

8,595.49
0.00
78.00
208.36
0.00
0.00
8,881.85

(+) Purchases & Cash Advances
(+) Fees

(+) Finance Charge

(-) Payments
(·) Credits
(==} New Balance

29
NOW DUE

5,231.85
CASH BACK SUMMARY
+/- Earned/Adjusted This Statement

• Forfeited This Statement

= Current Balance
0.00

o.oo

0.00

Post Date

03/11
·03111
03/11

PLATINUM

BALANCE SUMMARY

55 84 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00
0.00
03/11/08

Previous Balance
0.00

~

8,881.85
2,475.00
5,231.85

PLEASE WRITE IN
1
11 1 1 1 1
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: :..... L. ... :..... :,: ..... t.. ... L. ... :.: ...........
1 :

558~1B920 □ 0~35,2

\/JI

5584 1892 0004 3572
NOW DUE

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Past Due Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

CttJir C.unl• for Small Busi11d1

l3>

FCC 28

PAYMENT INFORMATION

TRANSACTIONS
Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

Amount

NEAL DEUTSCH
OVERLIMIT FEE

03/11
03/11
03/11 ·

39.00
39.00
208.36

LATEFEE

*FINANCE CHARGE•

PURCHASES $199.96 CASH ADVANCE SS.40
TOTALSS84189200043572 $286.36
IMPORTANT NEWS
YOURACCOUNTISCURRENTLYCLOSED

YOUR CHA ROE PRIVILEGES ARE TERMINATED! AVOlD
FURTHER DAMA OE TO YOUR CREDIT RATINO. PLEASE
CALLUSAT 1-866-271•7S29.
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• PAID JN 2007

Sl332.33
S43S.92

FINANCE CHARGES

I

Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily Transaction
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Pees
8,277.65
29.99%
.08330% 29.99%
199.96
0.00
348.01
29.99%
.08330% 29.99%
8.40
0.00

Purchases
Cash Advances

PAYMENT SUMMARY
Payment Due
375.00
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
2,381.85
+ Past Due Amount
2,475.00
= Minimum Payment Due
5,231.85

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT- US:

\•I
Online:
;::::::.\ www.advanla.com

By Mall: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,

1

S962

By Phone:

Salt Lsk:e City, UT 84130--0715

1-800-705-7255

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

0002

X6D

7

7

0803ll

EX PaaG l o4 l

1045

9200

P938

OlAA5962

]739
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EXHIBIT7
November 9, 2011 Statement
(Attached)
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~

ADVANTA

~
Please check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes are indicated on revcnc side

~

5584 1892 0004 3572
NOW DUE
7,728.42
986.00
. 2,587.42

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Past Dµe Amount:
Minimum Payment Due:

Cr.:dlt CanlsforSm11II Bu1;,u:u

D

I

PLEASE WRITE IN f : i ! :
: = : :
1
i• ••••••ll ..... J:•••••• :·,·: ••••• :t ..... ;:...•.. !·,~! .............. !•
P,1.vi..ml'J'T'ENCLOSED·
.tl.Xl.YIJ;,,&.,I
-

ACNE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH.CT

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

1301

HOLLYWOOD FL 33020.-1321

ADVANTA BANK CORP
POBOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

Iull, 1111, ll111 .. l,I ll11, 111II 11ll1111,1111ll ,l,I, ll111 ll, .. I

I111lll1l11111ll ll111111ll l11l1 ll,11 l11l,l11l, l11l,l11l, l11l,I

#200

55B~l892000~3572 0772842 0258742

~

~~~~~~~~

AD VANTA

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT
•,

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due
' ..... ·... :. --~·:. : .:
.·

-:: ..... • . '

BUSINESS CARD

... .. BALANCE" SUMMARY

,-..,•

7,420.84
35.00
644.00
194.58
566.00

Previous Balance
(+) Purchases & Cash Advances

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00
0.00
11/09/07

(+) Fees
(+) Finance Charge

(-) Payments
(-) Credits
(=) New Balance

29

0.00
7,728.42

NOW DUE
2,587.42

.

.//;._:-:-:,. --::"/.'.·,.CASH BACKSUMMARY~.

Previous Balance
37.10

• Forfeited This Statement
37.10
... : :.· ...

+/. Earned/Adjusted This Statement
0.00

Trans Date

Post Date

t0/31
11/06

10/31
11/06

85584189G09DK8ZEY
F1045009N0O0Q1310

10/31
10/31
11/06
11/06
11/09
11/09
11/09

10/31
10/31

F8374009G0OOPT031
Fl 04S009N000QR310
FI 04S009N0O0QRAUT
Fl045009T0O0PR313

11/06
11/06
11/09
11/09
I l/09

:·

PLATINUM

-•..•,; : .

.... ·.:··.-.. ·.
..

Amount

Activity Since Last Statement

Reference Number

_•FINANCE CHARGE*

,.. Current Balance
0.00

NEAL DEUrSCH
ELECTRONIC PYMT THANK YOOSLC
UT
PAYMENT -THANK YOU
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $566.00PHONE PYMT SVC FEE-COL SALT LAKE CTY UT
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS·
RETURNED CHECK CHG
ADJUSTMENT-PAYMENTS
OVERLIMIT FEE
LATE FEE
PURCHASES $174.88 CASH ADVANCE $7.70
. TOTALSS.84189200043572 $873.58

--283.00
-283.00
12.00
283.00
35.00
283.00
39.00
39.00
182.58

>.· ..--~·;:<·~~::··IMP()RTANTNEWS•::,~. =· :.:·. •::··.···:-:
YOUR ACCOUNT IS CURRENTLY CLOSED
t

YOUR CHAROE PRlVlLEOES ARE TERMINATED! AVOID
FURTHER DAMAGE TO YOUR CREDIT RATINO. PLEASE
CALL US AT l-866-Z71-7SS9.

~

\•I

By Mnll: .Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,

Online:

1:::;:::.\ www.advanta.com
S962

DOOl

X6D

By Pllone:

Salt Lake City, UT ~4130-0715

1·800-705-7255

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATIOH

7

7

071109

EX P:aQO 1 qi 2

1045

920 a

P938

Q1AA596 Z

7301
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ADVANTA

c,...dit C.arJ1 for S11•oll Bwiui,u
FINANCE CHARGES
Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Da ii y Transaclion
Rate
Rate
Periodic Rates
Fees

I

Purchases
Cash Advances

7.128.75
313.95

30.46%
30.46%

.08459%
.08459%

31.46%
30.46%

174.88
7:70

0.00
0.00

PAYMENT SUMMARY
373,00
Payment Due
1,228.42
+ Amount Over Credit Limit
986.00
+ Past Due Amount
2,587.42
= Minimum Payment Due
~

S962

0001

X6D

7

7

07llQ9

EX PaQe 2 of 2

104S

92GO

P938

OJAAS962

7301
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EXHIBITS
Advanta Business Entity Search
(Attached)
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Entity Details: ADVANTA BANK CORP. - Utah Business Search- Utah.gov

12/20/13
t

Utah Business Search - Details
ADVANTA BANK CORP.

~

Entity Number: 1039490-0142

Company Type: Corporation - Domestic - Profit
Address: 11850 ELECTION RD DRAPER, UT 84020
State of Origin: UT
Registered Agent: TOM BILLINGS
Registered Agent Address:

36 S STATE ST STE 1900
SALT LAKE CllY, UT 84111

Status: Expired
Status: Expired -

1

asof11/03/2010

Status Description: Failure to File Renewal
Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah

History
Registration Date: 07/11/1989

Last Renewed: 05/12/2009

Additional Information
NAICS Code: 5221 NAICS Title: 5221-DepositoryCredit Intermediation

Doing Business As
COLONIAL CREDIT CORP
TRIO BANK

SHOR CORP.
VM. CORPORATION

Former Business Names
ADVANTA FINANCIAL CORP.

Refine your search by:
• Search by:
• Business Name
• Number
Digitized1039490-0142
by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
https://secure.utah.go'Abes/ac6onldetails?entity=
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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12/20/13

Entity Details: ADVANTA BANK CORP. - Utah Business Search- Utah.gov

• Executive Name
• Search Hints

Name:

r

•,.,•

hUps://secure.utah.gowbes/acUon/details?entlly=1039490-0142
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 20th day of December, 2013, I transmitted copies of the above

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
~

JUDGMENT via an approved eNfiling service provider to the following:
Lester A. Perry
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124
Attorney for Defendant(s)

/s/ CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
Attorney for Plaintiff

29
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Lester A. Perry (25 71)
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124
Telephone: (80 I) 272-7556
Facsimile: (801) 272-7557
E-mail: lap@hooleking.com
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION,
dba FED ERATED CAPITAL FINANCIAL
CORPORATION
Plaintiff,
V.

Holding of Undisputed Facts, Conclusions
of Law and Judgment Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment and Motion for an
Award of Attorney's Fees and
FINAL JUDGMENT AGAINST PLAINTIFF

NEAL DEUTSCH, dba AONE MEDIA, INC.
Defendant.
Civil No.139918085
Judge: Collection
~

The Court held a hearing on March 14, 2014 on the defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and
Motion for an Award of Attorney's Fees. Present at the hearing were Christopher Hill as counsel for
the plaintiff and Lester A. Perry as counsel for the defendant. Having heard the argument of counsel
and having read and considered the pleadings and exhibits filed herein, the Court makes the
~

following holding of undisputed facts and conclusions of law and enters the following judgment.

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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I. Holding of Undisputed Facts.
The Court holds that the following material facts are undisputed.
l. Federated Capital Corp. ("Federated") is not a citizen of Utah, but is a Michigan corporation
doing business in Utah.
2. The defendant is not a resident of Utah, but resides in Florida.
3. Federated filed suit in Utah pursuant to a forum selection clause in the operative contract.
4. Federated alleged in its Complaint th.at the defendant had a credit card account with
Advanta.
5. Federated alleged that the account was governed by a written contract entitled "Advanta
Business Card Agreement" (the "Agreement"), a copy of which was attached to Federated's
Complaint.
6. Federated alleged that the account was assigned to it by Advanta.
7. The assignment was made to Federated after the account was in default.
8. Federated produced credit card statements sent by Advanta to the defendant each month that
stated that payments on the account should be sent to Advanta Bank Corp. at an address in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
9. The Agreement states at 1 6.
"You agree to make all payments in US dollars payable through a US Financial
Institution, either by check or money order payable to us at the
location and in the manner specified on your periodic billing
statement or in any other manner (such as by electronic fund transfer
or wire transfer) that we agree to and provide procedures for."
In the next to the last paragraph of~ 6, the Agreement also states:

May 12, 2014 10:29 AM
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"Account payments are to be mailed to the address for payments shown on your periodic billing
statement. Payment must be received by us at that address on or before the specified time on the
Payment Due Date stated on your periodic billing statement, and must conform to any specific
requirements for making payment which appear with or in your billing statement. Payments tendered
to and accepted by us or our agent at a location other than the address stated on your periodic billing
statement are not effective until received by us at the address specified."

[Emphasis added.]
1. The account was in default prior to March, 2008 and the last payment was made on the
account prior to March, 2008.
2. This case was filed on November 5, 2013 and service of the Summons and Complaint was
thereafter made on the defendant.
3. The Agreement contains an attorney fee provision allowing Advanta and its assignee,
Federated, to collect its costs of collection, including attorney's fees and court costs, in this
lawsuit. See<[ 5 of the Agreement. Federated prayed for an award of its costs of collection
including attorney's fees in its Complaint.
4. The defend~mt incurred attorney's fees, expenses and court costs in defense of this lawsuit
which have been set forth in an accompanying Declaration of defendant's counsel.

II. Conclusions of Law.
The Court makes the following conclusions of law.

1. Statutes of limitations are procedural laws. Records v. Briggs, 887 P.2d 864, 870 (Ut. Ct.

App. 1994), citing Lee v. Gaufin, 867 P .2d 572, 575 (Utah 1993). Matters of procedure are

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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vj

governed by the law of the forum, i.e. the law of the state in which the lawsuit is brought.
Trillium USA, Inc. v. Bd. of County Comm of Broward County, Florida, 37 P.3d 1093, ~ 14
(Utah 2001), citing Morris v. Sykes, 624 P.2d 681,684 n.3 (Utah 1981). As a general rule,
Utah's statutes of limitations apply to actions brought in Utah. Financial Bancorp, Inc. v.
Pingree and Dahle, Inc., 880 P.2d 14, 17 (Ut. Ct. App. 1994).
2. Utah's statutes of limitations contained within Title 78B, Chapter 2 of the Utah Code apply

"'

to this case.
3. These statutes include the Utah borrowing statute, Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-103. This statute
provides:
A cause of action which arises in another jurisdiction, and which is not actionable in
the other jurisdiction by reason of the lapse of time, may not be pursued in this state,
unless the cause of action is held by a citizen of this state who has held the cause of
action from the time it accrued.
1. The exception in the last phrase of the borrowing statute does not apply to the plaintiff. The
cause of action was not held by a citizen of Utah and Federated received the account after it
was in default and after the cause of action had already accrued.
2. A cause of action for breach of contract arises in the state· in which the parties determine that
performance was due. Brown v. Bach, 53 P. 991 (Utah 1898). See also, Lawson v. Tripp, 95
P. 520 (Utah 1908) and Financial Bancorp, Inc. v. Pingree and Dahle, Inc., 880 P.2d 14, 17
Ut. App. 1994).
3. The Agreement provides that the defendant was to perform the contract by making payment

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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to Advanta.
4. Payment was to be made to the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania address indicated on the Advanta
monthly statements. See~ 6 of the Agreement. Payment was not effective until Advanta
received it at that address. Id.
5. Pennsylvania has a four year statute of limitations for breach ofcontract. 42 Pa. C.S.A.
§5525(a)(8).
6. Breach of the Agreement occurred well before March 2008, when the account was written
off by Ad van ta. This suit was not filed until November 5, 2013, a date well past the four year
limitations period under Pennsylvania law.
7. This case was barred from being filed by the statute of limitations.
'

I

I

•

8. The defendant prevailed in this. lawsuit and is entitled to an award of the attorney's fees,
expenses and court costs incurred in this '1ction under Utah's reciprocal attqrney's fee
statute, Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-826.
9. .The Court has considered Plaintiffs objections
to Defendant's
claim for
attorney fees. The objection is granted.
.
'
.
.
,

;

'

'

-~

'

'

'

to the extent that the fee award has been reduced from the amount sought by Defendant.

III. Judgment.
Having made its holding of undisputed facts and conclusions of law, the Court dismisses this case
with prejudice and enters judgment on behalf.of the-defendant and against Federated for $12,517.71.
This is a final judgment in this matter.
END OF ORDER AND FINAL JUDGMENT

May 12, 2014 10:29 AM
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offers and!cir l'OUr appricaiion for andlor use of any or those feahliP-S. produds, s ~ er eilmvtcements, to tle
rJl2Xlmumdegreepennilredbyapplicablelaw.lfynuelect1Dapplyfororm:eptor~3S\'fdlhe1'0a-egoing\•ihlcllicwolves
cha[!;-ing a premium, reeorcharge toycu- Aa:aunttM1etheryw do so b y ~ taJSe!fll9. O(byiamng to•QJtmt"
or cancel durlrg an introdllcto{y or Jlllcnot!Qnaf pencd, or oltm\ise), YQU aufrotile. us to postmtcharl'a ta ~Accouot
ff acy of 1M foregomg kwclve 1he paymentoraward of FJrJ rebate, ra.varo, benefit.~ J?ize rx O~left.erns o(\'alre
~ you or onyotrbehalf or on }'DU" Accoun~ you adro:~~ cirul agree that~ have r.o rsbily foranytala!S Wltcl1 may
b e ~ oo any of~ iwm cf vawe onm fle pa1;ment oraw-oroprcass and thatyoo should amsuttyour tax
&Msoras fn the prop?rti?x \realrneotof anysoch items.
.
.
29. CREDIT PROTECTION AND CREDitlNSURANCE:lf you choooe to bemrle enrolled under aCrecfitPml2dio::l
or Credit Insurance pan maoo aV2ilahle from USi our affifiais ~
p~rt;. ~
1hisAgreeme~t uor .
-Credtt Protection} Qr.a Cectifitate of rnsurance vnll be Issued to yoµ. You. 2gres.1hattpe·appllcable m~nthlj charge or
premium may be· charged to 1}our AccounL lhe chzrga or premium w~ be ·computed ,as prtMded i'I the Credit
Protecfion or Credit Insurance plan and will be re02cted oo YQUr penadc lffin9 ·s1a1ement ~ ycu ran to make the
required payment on ymr Account for a predetennfned number ot consecutive billing cycles, this Credit Protec6on
or Cro..cfit Insurance may te canceled. You understand that~ purchase ilf ~ ProtectirJl or "Credit lnsllranC2 ~
vo!untruy and is not requlred faihe extension of creod: (altoough we ptay ccmr.Yottlntetcstandlor parliclpafion
in st.r"Jl plals in eva!Ualing yoor requests for cre<il and yot.1r ~~'us), that~,r_e or our zfimale mav recei-<re a_
comrnissm or other payment or ben~fit in connection wail the ,P<,lthase, that we l1irJ8 no ffduclmy or other duty to
ypu in connection with anynspectoffhe purchase or.the coveraga..aoo 1hatyou shou{tf coooutyour br<advisof as
1o 1he propel'taxtm:wnent of any benefits recaived under alY such plan.
30. SPECIAL PROGRAMS: From time1o time we mayolferS~ P ~ ~ucttas apromotioo!lf ~.rate er
fee waiVfircm cectainmaclions. orfhs ~ _of s!4pj:ing a~<Re paymeq~
il ~ eaat or olhe[
rmvaids.proJrarnS} oo 1he .4£:CO\lnt Ncrma!Pcmlrtfees,·c:haqJ2s and ottiertatms apptyb any Special Program uiless
rnconstseotwilh ttE pamcutarfeatures ar rus applicab!8 to aSpadal ~rogr?.ITI offa$,g.~1 ~ .and rutes or~

~·m

am~tn

o.i'.~~

programsmayvaymtimetl~andLSof~ntin~\~lf.t.e~~pr~ofaSpedaJPl!Jgram
constillltesagreemenuome featl.!resandn1esyitroutfonnahnodi!~cra~1o lhisPgreement. ~gh
Sp~ Pn:gram -fealllres a1d rules, ({l:uiing ~vii"tOUt liniafion] ~ Badcam ofle(rawattl$ ~ nit?#._~-not
t&mS of1t'ds Jige~ttttey am related to 11le use of}wAcaltJP.l.~ estµ.~)~~ b:(1he,4Jblralki1fp10Asions
in ~graphs 3S and 36.) If arq of lhe ~~g mdvtflhe p~ Di': t¼\\~-of- antrebaJe.. revJqJd. bo..neft~

.

r--t
{. ..L 0 vf'~e,\l C\\CN\

premicn1, prize or olher a~ms or val!.!e to YQ1!. ·or on your be~hr .on,~:~:).'CU ~.~~ and_ agree

lhatwahavanollablil'/fo(any~wh'ch_rr,aybeassessed~arrJ;af~~_r~qf-.~ornnttJe~ntcraward
proceesa.Qli,thatyou~u'd ~~~:tataiMsol'astJ\hepro~ta:<ireabnentofBrf/suchilems•.

-·_31~:POKIBOLUNG. U.W·AND:~ffl~PlCnJO.~ W~ are a b~.~·.by,:andlocateQ in, the State of~
1]1is Agreementsh31l be governed sclety DY~.~ inrerp~ ~limlf frl ~ ~Ul -~ laws of,tfie stam· of.tnah,
e.w'..pt as ~d to~ de,g~e fhaQ ~· laws-are sojlecseded bt1fte ~g_or.t>ther:laws. of~ UnHeg ~ .
regardless of where you reside orwtwre the f3Usln9ss·ts foeated,·Vcu-agr_ee1hat~IMe(tns.-condilions, and other
provlslons ra!ating_ to·th;e ~etmd. of deten]l4ilg 1hs balanca:up<m v'1(giiJle io.te~:cata i;ltririarice·~~ilre

appi~=o~u:~=::i=~•lfJF,;.'i-~;}·~
ff_s&:-W~lf~.
l~~~J;~~fJ!~L_··~~.-..)~.--:,9f.-.
tJMlON P.~,ttgARB1TPAlloN PROVtstbN:JN~~i ~-.. · · ··, ·· .. ~~• ~ J;) ~-'~
32.·sarERA81UlY!Ea:eptro,:ParaQraphsswhkhhaiis;own)i~-~.-eagiprow!iootn1tJ!fAsreement

·_1_·

shall ba fn!E{p(eled so 2S·10pe effetliveand\iatid1a 1he ~ . ~ent~~-ap~law,_and-any JmMSi!ln.
wiich is found to·be pcohibl1ed or invaid under appVcab!e Jat.vshail be deemed tnelfecfi,je_·~~-,a ·ihe extent mih2t ·
Q"invaRdily,
,.. ·0.1hsf~·otthJsA.Qreemeal
prot,il){ffon
..
. ·. . . Y~lhout~the
.. . . remaintierofths°fJ{QYlsQil
. . .
... ,..ir'~;·.•.··· .•·
~ .......-. . •.· \ .
~.#IDDlNG ANO DELETING CARD~S ANO Q~~:.We rnat@~lo ~ fh~ad<filion_ .cf.
Cardmembera on ttu!'Actount olher1tlan .lhe Sgnitg fndMd11$., and i WS. ~.so~~:~f~ f;Q .6,lb ~eJW~t
to s\dl addlion21 can1mambers apply.You_~ av, otller;~f:~ ~(Ctirdmeriih.emVAll_·follow and
~~ al! P{Qtedures ancUorms require~ fli/ us 1o add;.r1e{!3~ or d1ange Cardmembss. •In ·t!te even_t af,1fie
deletion of a Caromember. a ml1ilnrum bf 1ive. {5) 1ltlsft1ess days Is· require~ :anttyot,, .th~ aotmess and any.

non-af~.camrnernb~v,lill~a!J~e_a!f,cinp~_fQ.o~1he.ade~d~bet'SCai:dandun~
Conveni~nce Ch~~ NQtwith&andmglhe ~Jajls of any n~lice given;cro1hercornm~~1lte SfgpiOg ~N.lc[ual ··
and the Business:,~ liable for all Accaont c;hatyes,made by Uv: .~e!eted-Ca:rdmi!mber until we have~-reasonable
cippotru.'lit.Y to restrict access 10·111e ~ t bY the· ~eletad
·t ·. ,. ·.
· ·
·.
We·may also choose to pennit1he use of Delegates on the~~ a~d.lfwelfo so, lhe re(~tu Delegates
in lhis Agr~ement and fn our P.co.cedures apply. (A Pelegate if peraon; to VJhomj'otl assign ceilair.-adn:ti~ist@lfve
wks·w,llh respect tio the Account.} You and any prcscnt·or proposed·DEfegates \~ fOIIQVMnd co,nplete.alJ
proc¢ures and'forms required by'~ to add. delete er ~ge DeJeg~r~-~il{ c«np!y-~ (!Ur'~ti~· . :_·
relating to·1he pennitt!?d adiv~ an~ Qlher ~ ofO~Jeg~as ttios,fprocedµtes inay'~de fi'onr~tne·to .,
time, 20dycu ara deemad.1D have authorized {and 1hsrafora to be batinq by_ and µab?etcn,
acUons fal¢n byanY.
such Detegates; Including wt1hout_ IImllation any .a.ccomt fees or charges lncutrad,vmh. respect to th!3Account
34.. CARD REMAINS OUR PROPERlY: You tm~ that each can:l ~ued~y~ remains cur property i!lld
we can revoke your ftmt to usa it at any tfm2. We GO do ~ with orwllhout_cause anri wllh or Wllhout gMng you
noffce.. If your c~ fs revo.lL"CI or expires you must ra~ It up~~-_OU( requestAtso,·r111e Bµsiness or any eiltily pr

~emb" ·..- :.a

aw
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?CL~ i ck ·~
p~on from wr.an ycu reque$t emit or with whqm -~ lntertd to make an AccoUnt transactlOQ azks you tD

')._00 1
4;j)

surren~r an e:pirerl or revok!ro Card, yau must do so. You may not usa the cam after lt has exP.fred, after it has

been rew\ecf. er after your employment er.other coone.ction vJ!tJ} the Business has been ~sconlint.iecf. or afi£r1he

Business~ to e)lst artc operate as a golng ~m.
35. ARBlTRATION. DISCLOSURE: By applying for ~t wilh us or using your Accoun~ you agree that it a
dispute of any kind arises out of yourappl'icatian for credit or out of the ei;istence_ar use.of1his Agreement-or
your Account. either you or we er any o1h~ party tttat ~ be trwol~ C3!l choose to have that dlspute resolved
by b!n<fing cebitratian. If mbt1ratbn is chosen. it Wit be conducted pursuant to the Code .of Procedure ~f ihe
National Arbitration Forum {tl:le "NAP'). tf you ~ [J.Jesttons about the NAf or want to see its rules ~d forms,
you can call the NAF toll-free at 1-800·474-2371·•orvist1 lls_Webslte-at vm1.aml~tion-forum.com..lFAt,ff
PAATY TO NiN SUCH OISPVfe CHOOSES ARBrJRAllON, .NBilfER YOU NOR W'E ORM«- OTiiER PARlY Wilt

~

HAVEntE RIGHT TO UTIGAlE ORA?PFAR lrfGOLRTaa=oREAJJOGE ORJURY, ORTO ENGAGE ff DISCOVERY

E<CEPT PS· PRO\llt)ED IN 1HE NisrmA110N FWS, OR TO PARTICIPAlE PS A.AEPRES8'11ATM:. QR MEMBER
OFPNf a.ASS OFCLAIMl«IS.TIIEARBITAATOR'SOEQSlONWlt.LGENERAUYBERN.41.ANO BfNOING. OlHER
• RlGHTSTHATYOU WOULD HAVE iiJ .COURr MM.AlSO·NOT BE AVAll.ABLE IN ARBITRATION. rr JS IMPDRTANr
lliAT YOU CARER.ill" READ AID. UNDERSTAND lliE ARBITAAllON PROVEtoN. (PARAGRAPH 35·_ sa.,ov~

'·"'
Vil

BEFOREAPPOOJG TO US FOR Nell CAEDJT OR.UStNG OR·CONTINUNG TO USEYOURACCOCM: . .
36. ARBrmA110r~ PROVISION:.Aflt/ ~ . <isjlUta e r . ~ Qf
-~hell1er slated in
contract, tort or olheMise, and whether ~g·{ederal and/a stale $tutory,: : ~ . txrrimcn Jaw andfor.
eq1Jlt2ble daims) now ine.~ ·orarlsingin_lheJuture ~Jng_to tlie~attilsAgreement or-1he rela~ps
that led up to 91" ~ .from tHs A ~ ·rrtciJdilg -~ili\hout llmilaiion) ~I claim .relating t µ : - ~ ~
promotions. and/or a-al orwmten statements relalfng-to }'Otlr.Acccunt and/or kl· irrf applica\fcta ror credt'~or any
prior agreemerns between you and .us, aodfor:.ariY~~m concerning iha ~icaqilq. cr'lalidily- cf: fl:s'Mraefrient
(with Ure excepUm. noted ·n the m~t.Na.~: 6efo\v cqncem,k1g-~ ...{l tQ .'!he a~ty
<r
enrocteabfity of all er arrJ JJOOion or this-~ ~ h no
by or agmst whom ttte· cfaim .ts· m;de,
whether by or aga1nst ~you or us .crOO.:~:fuhxfentpe~d by {awl by or~gainstany ~ ttlid Pa¢! or
employees. agents, represernatives.ot assf9m or alhe;l"~ ([ us .1:11'. ~lhfni party_ (a "CJamj~ ~ at the. dect!on
of yau. a us· or. any such tffid Pcl!tv.. be ram$!_ 11/. bitdng a,ntratfon pulSUarit :to 1his. ~an:Pralislon
cooducied by the Nalional~tion fotum;{the ~.~'neural 21biratar.which l s . ~ m:MmeapoGS';
fvr.nnesota and which prt"Nides arblbation seivices naitri•Ji~M. ~ qf aR/~lratkJJ1 (ftm!antto this~~
·pw.nsion, including 6-(dhout llmitaHon) ~-~tecficn of-the-~, shml blfcoruilcted ~~e.1'fAF.Cooa of
~ura,tn__ ef(ect at.the
ts-ti~·.Ohd·~. ~ :O:de'.Jsju:oipii,aw.i]~in ·bi/ reference.
~ n g 2n1j\h!ng to ~e conlraty blnl2iilediithe·~ rotan,; Clatm imciMng ananrountequa11D «.greater
fh2n $75.000, eilher.you orwe or any su.cJt1h'td party,may ~]hat.~. crarm qe,~~ by.a panel of ttrea
amilr'clnls.A single w~\~ ~® am, Clafm ~\~ ·;$.iMDJnt~'thao $75iQOOJ . ·
·· . ·. · ·:

any~ ~er

~

or~-

ma~

~

~

~

ime.-a:ciarn

Arbtlratio:n C2ll be eteci2d atan:/&ne.onenytbim,·~ess ~Y4le\ll~('a.f~llas~n·fila) tn coort(lin{ess
lhat_suil ttas reslitted In a.}udgemen9,~_a:party:wll0 ~ ~<f.a ctairn rn.11.JaimuitJnmJct~~ea

aml~on \"iittl ~ect to 1hatClalm~or11lany~~lsiJbs~Jiy-~ rn~~-ativ ~1bat
Blbltralion prcceeditlg can .orq decide .~:or:~ .qatrnts)~ ~ $hall ~ :no. alilliarity fQ' any· Claim 10 ~e
BI!»1ra~ 0!i aclass cciion or~veJJzlsg-as~~atrhm~ga..nerar ~¥daoY. ~trddtturuler ·
this Arbllration Provision ~Y n o t ~ ur-Jgn.dalms.:of ~~rR~ r.o -~ht-il ~ ~ ~"'Y. be tp
your and/or oqr Claim(s). An aibltralormaY -4·apreva[ling ~~fees and.~~ b.>-~~e·1aw:

M/ atbl!ratbn.hearing thatyou.atteodya.ftzk&pfat2_fir.~.~I(dciah~&rwtiichyiit{reside. ~rules •
·and fom,s. lncludlng ~ scheditof fees,·maybe ~lifcainmrfciWr® at1~00:47+a3i1·, crb,yyisiting the ·_· .
N.A?s web&ite .at www.arbitratJon-forum.com. At · ---~if we..wnt·advance 1ba ·&st $250 of the fiJn ·arid · ·

heanngfeesforenycr~~you'.riJai.file:a~us.~we~lf~~jC0n5ider~rlirditionaf~,est~we
advance additional 1ill and.~ fees:• •otfu!rcoslfwrYQ · beoausfcif : :Blancial~~ ~Toe .

.

am1ratorv.illdscidew~U1erY,~.Pf~Wdt1'•JreU~rar~~g~-f~~-ottiercosis.=~ltlmr . ·
Partt (you orwe) falls ti> sub.mt to arh1trationafter apropardmd.fa <!o ~-tmt•~sfaa! hearal·of 1he costs
and expenses, indud:ng.tM!hoti:~}.:~e,aHo.meys·fe_es;=b:urtld'ly-~ ou.ier~rn·ccm~ . ·. ·
· arollration.This J\tbmalI0n PitMsron relates to a ~ inVotwm~ ~anoshailbe ~ by · ·
Ute FetleratAtbttratronAct.9 USQi .t!En:(Ul~~Mi, J1ttniayll~~f~.,tim_e to·vrne.~ J1~shal
~

~

apply.· relevant_da_v.ian<SproVide~~-·reaso;_
. . nable_
Ji_ndn_
.. ~:.9fJa_clan~~.\of_ law,_as·p_ rovfded_by·ttte_·. ·~-

and Jl.~~ment on an artJnratigst~'aJ!l-~ -~--~:-~. ~.&utt.~~ .~cic:Oq_n.'I)lf$•Mlltrafion.P~~
shalISUMVerepaymeotofyaur.~Jlof.~~mt~mr¢~A~t-. \ .. ,·

• ..

··

lmooifml':NQ.ts!i: tr~~ 6f,it~~1mtiQii'~Wa'is ~eemud mvancJ·pr U)enrarceabe buferilJe fM or
any oUJer.appic;mte la!i1 or. the Code, 1hat fact\~ n~i tmar~eit\e ~ . g ~ns ot1hls htl!Jtation.Provl3on,
ex¢fgtmd'oRQytt.lf lhe poctfon o f . ~ ~ f ~ ; ~ e t f ~ a~~~ ~Uie.pnifilblfions ·
on lhe,amitration ofdaims on a cfasS.a-~e ~:~nr1h1r~·on UfedJnscrtdafion ar~
of similar claimsi 1hen·thisAmitralian PnMSirin-diair&e deemettio beinvaliihna unenrori:eabte flt ib ~-MY
claim or dispute coitcemlng 1he appUcabl!(y ot ~-oceitt<re23hliry of .an or aey ponron of ttui)roilr.i&,n
Pl'CIJlslon. indudlrg-~ fimltntion) tts prohiJitions o_n 1he Blbllratian of clarmson aciass cr~ve·basis
and its prohlb~om ·on the .ai~dation or jo(nder o_f sann?.t dalms, shall ~- ~ and deddi,J only by a~urt of
compe~tJ~on and not by any amitralor under Uus Arb!tralion POMSion;
·
006835

•
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\
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SUPPLEMENT TO YOUR ADVANTA BUSINESSCARD AGREEMENT
THIS SUPPLEMENT IS IMPORTANT. IT CONTAINS ADlllTIONAL TERMS AND CONDITtONS ON YOUR ACCOUNT, WHICH ARE
INCORPORATED AS PARAGRAPHS 7 AND 8 OF YOUR ADVANTA BUSINESSCARO AGREEMENT.
FEES AHD CHAROl!S:
A. Thcle Is NO ANNUAL FEE torlhl, Al!Yanlll IMlnouCcnf.
8. RETURNED PAYMENT pee- If a paymenl Is retumed lo UJ cmpald or dishonored fOrllllJ' n,non. WO \'IKI ch11rgo lho Acc:olml $29.
C. DISHONORED CONVENIENCE CHECK FEE -11 a CoovonlcnC4 ChDclt la pl'Gaanlad \\'flon Ille Account Is dosed_ or nal In good standing, or if Wo
111A1n to pay a Convanlance Choelt llecauso ll war oblalntd trom • source other lhan us, or bacausifpa)t11g rt would cause .fbo Aueunt bal111e11 to
oxcoed your caslgnod Coh Adven00 Credit Umll or your Accoilnl C,adlt Lrmll, or for any olllor 111uon, wo \I/Ill Charge !ho Accolllll $29.
o. LAlE PAYMeNT FeE- It we cfo l!Ql receive at lust Uto minimum pelf04lc p11ymont rn lho m&Mtr end by 1h11 Umo ol day on Ole Payment Duo Dalo
1pedl!od In yovr pedOdlc blfflng stat,man~ wo 1\'Ul dlargo Iba Acco11nl a h1te tae. Tha lalo rea will ba $15 on balancot 1111der $101, $29 on balances
be1Wo1n s1O1 ancs $11101, and S39on balancu ovor $1001, au based on !he Account balanco a,or Ibo day aneryOIJI' Payment D110 Dalt.
E. DOCUMENT Fl!l!-lfwe pro~o a ciopyof anyp«rfl>llcbll~ ltalernen~ ulas dtaft, CoAVOnlsnca Check, paymenlcflecJc010lherdcasmtnUlywtreq11esl
(e.l1:lelpt tn connedlon Wllh a bllltlg error~ or itlqK4o}, wa \'£1 duugo tho Aecount lhoso rm: (I) Slalamenl Copy• $1 ellC-h; (II} Olluir OOQRl'lenl Copy·
$5 e1dl; fill) Rue1rch 0$US per hour (onlj, II 0Atet1slvo 14-mllgalon ts ~red}.
F. · OVERLIMfT F2E- ir your Acoac:nl balance oiteeeda your aulgnod Cndll Umlt al any Uma durfng a bllllng eyda. wa·~11 c:h•rv• tll• At-t;ount an
ovoltlmll rea. The ovol!lmll raa wflf be $15 on balanco, under $501, $29 on balanc.1 batwun $&Of and $1001, and ~39 on balance, over $1001, on
band on lho Aooount bahtneo at Uu1 Blllfn11 Cycle Crotrng Dale.
•
O. CASH .ADVANCE AND COffVENIENCI! CHECK TRAN9ACllON FESS .. Wo "'11 c:llatVO lhe Aecoun\ ~% (mlnlmum $5) cl each Ca1h hmm:• (klCfUdlng
Conval(onco Chocb) usod, •
·
·
•
H. MISCELLANEOUS CHAROl!S • You agree lo prr-J 811'/ clher ainolllll 111.dd~nt lo tho cppllcdon and for tho OJl«llng, admlnls!JaUon, end tannlnaion or tho
Accolllt, lndlldlng (Wllhout l!mllaUOn) luu, d\ltrgoa or reu and any penalllas or lnt,rvst llltraon lmpoaod en We Agns1mant or en any 111macfon mad a
pu,suanl Co lhb Agrooment or on lho AalOUnf. vdlclhcr fmpo1td by !,IS orb)' olhcro sueh a, tllldng 11111ioiau. Wo may •dV411C4 llrrf •uch tall, e1111goor fee
Md 1ny panally ot ln!tASI lhGrvon for Yoll llllf c:hlfUI that amounl to IJlo Accolrll, arnl WO w(Q apeclllcGlly cffsdoso any lllch dilllVO Of ro Dthat b lmpolCld by

7.

~

I.
J,

K.
L

.

BALAHCI! TRANSl'f;R FEE-Wt \'iJI dlargo {ho AQOOU?I 3% (n1nllnwn $5} of 1h11 amotml of oach e«rmoa Tr.mforraqueit WO ptOCOH.
CONVENIENCE CHECK STOP PAYMENT AND BAlAHCE TRANSFER CANCl!LLATtON fl!!ES - If you o, In)' panon lo \\tlom a Convsnl1nco
Chock 11 pay1blo aslt aa to atop payrnant on ~l Convenl111ce Che~: or 11 you Hk ua to e&ni:ol or change 1110 terms of a Balan~ Tr.anster lhll wo
have 1111de11Aken DI yol6 reque.sl, wo Wflldlltgo lho Aee4unt m r~ oach •uCh allcunpl wo m1to ~1110, or not the all1mpt pn>vo s 1u1:c:0nMJ.
WIRE PAYMENT fEI!. - If arry paymanl on Iha Accolllll ,, l'llldo In lho form or II bzltk wire, WO will cha,vo 111, Accounl t 15.
•
FINANCE CHARGl:S ON fEES AHO CHARGES-1ho rec• and chargH la Paragraphs 7·A(o 7-F IIIICS Nt lo '1,1( above\11'111 be lloatod as Purchases when
fnQmd and addtd lo yo\lr Aceo11n~ and appR1:1blo rrM11CO "Chlr;aa will accruo oa 111Ch foo1 ind chatgea ff yow- New Balanco f• not ~aid rn rut fly the
Payme11t Duo Data. Cash Actvance end Converieneo Chadl:Tr&11Nldton Fett Li P8nlgruph T-<3 ,All bo freelod as CaSh Advances, and appllcablo Flnsnco
Charges wlll ClC:UUo on 11uch rcu from lho dato lncutted ~Ul paid In full,
· ·
.
•
.

~

COMPUTATION OF flNANCE CHARGES: To avcld Finance Charges balnq applied lo your cuirent P~am on yourne).1 p,,tod:lc bl!Hng •lllltmont.
pay lho Haw Ba!anco fn Mt In lho rnanner end by tho time or day on lh• Payment Dato Dua apodni:id In your a1t!ornsnL (ThG lenolh of 1h11 palfod b11twea" tho.
Bllllnll Cydo Clotlng Dalo and !ho Paymanl Duo Dalo ror any glran .b!llfng cyd11 may vaiy r,om Omo Co Um• baHd on yo111 Account stallls and payment blsto,y and
Olhllt factors wa elect lo consldar, bu1 will 110 at 111,1 20 dl)'I.}. Flltlinto Charvos· 11,0 calctlaled 11>n lb11 Avotago DaKy Sala~ from tha dll• of e&dl 1ta11sactlon
unUI pild In ft41. Ffnanco Chargos are delennlnod by,mld\lply!ng lho Averave· bally aaroea ror t1eh acccunt compontnl (o.g. Cash AdV.a1tcot, Pllldiasoa•
• lntrodllC{oJY and promoUon&l rat• fl411Hdicns) by lht Dally P,arlaa!c Ralo appDcab;lo lo lho~ ccmpononl ro, oadi day fll !he bUng qcto. lhan adding any app!lca~t
1nu1,aeuon tao,, and Oien adding the toNtlng balancoa to ost lh• combtn•d amount or Ftnan~ Chargea 1hovm on yoi,- ,1a1emant.· uyou" aues,~ a fln1111ce ·
Chatg11 In any IIIS!nll f:/dtJ, Ibo mlnlmvm FlnlltC!I Ch11Q11 \'lllf be 41, Flnalito Chatgct wflkh au.rut ,n.t tho Billing Cydo Clostn1101111 w~ appear on Ille nold
p11llodlc 1tat11mcriL Finance Chati111 on caah Advance• WIil bf CQfccifal04 on 11\0 Dally Caah Advance Batanco 11'Cm tilt 41tt ·or llf,Calh Advcneo WllD paid rn fll!L
Cash Advanco• lnduda amounls you cbtaln from 11n1ncial fnslilallo111 or ATMs, Con".hletl? ,Chow, and olhtr1'1ansactlot11 thal •ro ~ulv~lonl .to cash Jnd!ld/n11 '. :,
• (but nol flmllld to) luH, court co11s, 11n11, 1n1vranco p,omtvmt, mc1101 Dtdtra, Uvfnf• bondt, \~ro 11.and"erordtra, charll1bl• 1ndPOlllt~I cornifl>llllon•, 1nd other
lransadlona wtlh calb oqltialenl m1Rhanls. For Con,anlenco.Chock,. 11\e dato of Ute C•$h AdYanco 11 lhe cf11lo on \'ihlt.h you obtained !he boneftl ol lho Cheek
mimadlon (Whlcb I• Of'dlnlJII)' lho ardJo.,I dido on whl~ lht Chae!< wot pr.i11nt11d lii or nilgoUaled 11 •nr nnandaJ lllodtiitlon}, ThiW la no per(cd In whleh YQU can .
pay bade a CutlAdYallCCI or o balance Tran,rorwWl<lutJn~i, ffn11nco Ohargos. Alt ncn-c"uh fttt11aellori1JYffl bo ll"lliitsd Pu1ct11ises Md Ft,ianco Charges
Ylllt !>fain lo ac:aw on lho dato oad> such ltansacllon posra ~ '101ft Al:Cl011n11 aubJet.t to 1!111.araCG partod fornaw Pu~asold'aiedbi'd rn tlie ffrat senrcnce abovt.,
Ths 'Dldb' Pal1odlo Rato• w111 oqual 1'160lh or tho Annual Percentaao ·~al~ r~R7) !l!dlcated _anJho bllll11g__,_~ltmtnt.. lh~ APR urtd to oomp11lo Uto.Flnanco Ch11r110 on Putehaio, and Balcnco Tranar,rs WIii 11, tho V111f1bft Raio lncfox (dillnaa tialow} pkia 34.24% (lhu "Purctia,a Margtn•)•. Tfie AP.R l(ied 10 camplllo th•
Finance Chargo on caan Advaru:o,, unpaid Casi\ Advo:nco 1-Jnanco Charges. ca1h-r11lated fou ind other caaJHofcted clt1UV1t Vrlll bo 1110 Varlablo Rato (ndex
(dellned below} pl'u1 34.24% (!ho •calh Advance Ma~ni. -in· ad6Dlon, Ill/ ln~cf~~iy or promoUonal nt.o appRcable 9n vour ~~unt ramalna In etract accoldlr,o •
to na forms ao tong as your Aocotmc romalna open and In good ,1a,u11na. Yolll' ACc011nt Is a vadalila rata aecount. anrl Illa Varfabf• Rate _lnllfx fo, ~ b9llnO (ydo
will bo chostfl by11.1 from among lht London lnlerbenlc O~aro~ R•~ (1.IB0ft•1 pµIJ!l•~d In Th• Wall Slteol Joumsr, •Mo11ay R1ttn• atcllon
lho lhrco (3)
monlha pllor lo Ille molllh which contsl11s Uial bW!ng tyd&'I Bl1!119 Cyclo ~M~ Dalt, (Noto: Thll ptdlllshod LIB.OR Is ~I)' a ,idclao liidtx. lt b· not .
n1c:o1S111!fy, and al!O!Ad not ba ~ecsmod by )'OU lo repmtnl, Iha lowosl or ~harlnlttoGt ralo ~YDIJAbfo fro,i,ua or ltlY otbl! landu-.at any parllQlfar Cima.) The:
minimum Vlrlabl• Ritt !ndtx vacct an YoUr ACl:Clllll will bo Z.7S%,. Hcwovor, all 11p1t11 ortll• IQIII cal~allo11 (rnchdcg Dally Pelfoelfo ~tea. AflR1, lndoxoaanif
MarQlat) ans &ubjacl to Clio prol/lstans rol1ll11a to Chanotna AecoVl'II term1 aet'fo,th Jn)iiragriJ)h 12. "!I'/ ditllllt fnAPR w!II llecoli\o oll'ecl!ve a10Ufl11ftsl day in .
tho lltllng c:ydo ~ whld\ y~r Account qullllft1d for~ ~•.· llld ~ apply: fo viy Accollfit Ba!&nco outslandtnii on 1h11 hlliliig cydo'dlll1ng Cyd11 Closlno .
Datoa1we11,u0Accovn11tans.CUOJ1aandc11a,;eamad,~111fnglha1b!Jlngcyclo.111111horuner,' .•il'.,'.: ~· . ~.-. ,:. 1! .-i.\, • ,•.· -:~~- • ··
In addlf!On to oilier ,omodlei cn1111Uo.ned elaewtt11W fn Ilia Cw Agre~rnanl, and .n~lwlqitl~lng any ~• calctlallon cto•~ed atiovv: If you ddaull vndor th• . , ,

a.

as

'1•

tomu orthtt card Agraament.1) w• may rncreuo ·ea~AP.R onyovr.Acccuntto:a DarawtAPR equtl to Ute titgrmof a} l?ia!Aeco1111IAP.R,plu13%, otl>) tho. .

sw•

Val1ablo Ra!o lndax
a oarautt Margin or 25.24%: •~:2J wa ri\ay also ~•~110 o_ach...(nltoductory or promoUortlf ·APR on' yCIIH" Aoccunl (such .; 'APR• •
appUcablt Co patllcular tran111dfan1 11nd/or tor 1l11l1d llmct pettods) etlher to Oia nannel Account APR eppbQ!bla II II any lnlroductaiy or pracnotlanal ortais and/or·
•1 ••
Urno p11fod1 had o,plrod, or 10 a Dota111t APR 411 d•ffnsd Obo'il. Any Dolautt APR wlll Jiecom• eftectlvo 1i or !ht ~I day 1n·11\e.bllllni1 a~o durfn9 which yout....
Aceount qudllled tor lho Dofau!t APR, and wlB ■pply lo_ ony AC9Cunt Dllanco outstanding on Ulal bllllllg cydo'o BllUrio Oyclo Closing Data ii woll .111 to Account ·
1tan1acuon, ;nd c:harg111 maclo cru11ng lhat bl!llng cydo and lhotufler.
·
·
.-. ·,
'I.

~...,

NE8ATM! AMORTIZATtON AND COMPOUNDING OF UNPAID IIITEREST~ YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT WHILE THE: Mll-OMUM PAYMENT°DUE IHANY
: OIVEtl SILUNG CYCLE IS DESIGNED TO COVER 'IHE 1'0l'At. PIHANOE CHARGES AND. Nrf OTHER C~OJ:8 lHAT ACCRUE ON YOUR ACCOUNT
DURIKG THAT CY~LE. PAYING LESS lHAN lHE;REQUIRED MINIMUM PAYMENT OR PAYING LATER T1iAW YOUR oue DA'll! W,Y RESULT IN.
NEGATIVE AMORTIZATION OF YOUR ACCOUNT BA~CE. .FlnlnCG Chltglll Wlll 111; 11mHd on au ACctll8d and/or vnpatd Fln11nea c1111rg110, roes tad Olhar
ct111r;as on a dally basis. Thtle, unpakl chareu WIii bo IU'ojtcf to, 111d Y'1l be lllduded In lhd cart.llfatlon of, new Frn(IJIC& Charges and wlll 111d1100 !ht mncunt of
your 11vallahle Crtlil t.tmll
·
·
··
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PAYMENT INFORMATION

ADVANTA

Please check here if address, phone or
e-mail changes are indicated on reverse side

D

PLEASE WRITE IN :
PAYMENTENCLOSED: 1

:

:

: :

:

:

: :

I:

l 1 1' l................
l ~l .......l "' .......
l ·······I
·······"·····.,····-·-

MAKE PAYMENT TO:

AONE MEDIA INC
NEAL DEUTSCH
3100 N 29TH CT
#200
HOLLYWOOD FL 33020-1321
1 ••

5584 1892 0004 3572
NOW DUE
0.00
0.00

Account Number:
Payment Due Date:
New Balance:
Minimum Payment Due:

C,-e,lit Canh for Smull Busim:SJ

ADVANTA BANK CORP
PO BOX8088
PHILADELPHIA.PA 19101-8088

11, 11ll111111111,1ll11111111111" 111,111111,1.1.11. II 11111 I

I111111,111 I 11111111, 11111 l11li ll111 l11l1 I11l1 l11l1 l11l1 l11l1 I
5584189200043572 OODODDD

DODO □□□

~
~

~~~~~~~~

AD VANTA

5584 1892 0004 3572
6,500.00
0.00
6,500.00
0.00
03/31/08
30
NOW DUE
0.00

Account Number
Total Credit Limit
Total Credit Available
Cash Advance Credit Limit
Cash Advance Credit Available
Billing Cycle Closing Date
Days In Billing Cycle
Payment Due Date
Minimum Payment Due
'.
,'.

Trans Date

Post Date
03/31
03/31
03/31

03/31
03/31
03/31

·,../ '.<!:/:/,

Fl04500FB00999990
Fl04500FB00999990
00000000000OCOMPC

I

,·.{_:f.{~i~itl·~1gt:.)f\}:-_::1.:~

.... _,.,._ ·:··=·

:.::::'

Reference Number

-•..

Previous Balance
(+} Fees

(-) Payments
(-) Credits
{=) New Balance

.T.RAN$AC'fioNS Jr·

i?h}/i;:f. '/::_.::y;?rn:e:r . ··.:Jj;~•,!,':: .';

I::.-.-.-.-:.\I Online:
www.advanta.com
0000

X6D

-6,635.54
- 2,246.31

>:'.\·-ii1NXNci'ciikrtciiis>f<Yli{?/A'.':/>l?Jf{to/if~}ltt(f~t{J:W \Yt,;?.:/eXV~Nf~suAfMA\tf\fi/t:'.°?
Payment Due

+ Amount Over Credit Limit
+ Past Due Amount

= Minimum Payment Due

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

<: <

@

Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0715

Digitized by the Howard2 W.
Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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7
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::.·.:i.31)/IG}:

Sl332.33
$435.92

NOTICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

5962

~

Amount

CHARGE OFF ACCOUNT-PRINCIPALS
CHARGE OFF ACCOUNT "'FINANCE CHARGES"'
TOTAL 5584189200043572 $8,881.85-

By Mail: Advanta Bank Corp. P.O. Box 30715,

1

<? ·/>

Activity Since Last Statement

'FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE~ PLEASE CONTACI' US:

.

8,881.85
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8,881.85
0.00

(+) Finance Charge

Average Nominal Annual Daily
Annual
Finance Charges
Daily Balance Percentage Rate Periodic Percentage Due to Daily Transaction
Periodic Rates
Fees
Rate
Rate
0.00
0.00
29.99%
.08330% 29.99%
0.00
29.99%
0.00
0.00
0.00
.08330% 29.99%

. :\

BUSINESSCARD

(+) Purchases & Cash Advances

TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• BILLED IN 2007
TOTAL •FINANCE CHARGE• PAID IN 2007

Purchases
Cash Advances

PLATINUM

ADVANTA PLATINUM BUSINESSCARD WITH CASH BACK STATEMENT

B

ByPhone:
1-800-105-7255

00017

~
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. 119901843
Judge Keith Kelly

)
)
)
)
)

ARNELLA M. ABRAHAM,
Defendant.
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION,

)
)

Plaintiff,

~

Case No. 129909968

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
REBECCA NAZAR,

)

Defendant.

)

FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. 139918085

)

vs.

)
)
)
)

NEIL DEUTSCH,
Defendant.

Hearing on Motions

)

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PREVIOUSLY-RECORDED
PROCEEDINGS
DATE RECORDED:

March 7, 2014

TRANSCRIBED BY:

Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR

KELLY L. BARBER-WILBURN, CSR, RPR
Phone: 801-718-5024
Email: kelly.wilburn@hotmail.com
Mailing Address: 4956 W. 6200 S. #302, SLC, UT 84118
***
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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1

APPEARANCES

~

VP

2

For the Plaintiff:

3

CHRISTOPHER C. HILL, ESQ.
FEDERATED CAPITAL
10 Exchange Place, Suite 527
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
( 248) 737-1300
(248) 406-8053 (fax)

4
5
6

For the Defendants:
l@

7
8
9

(@

10
11

LESTER A. PERRY, ESQ.
HOGLE & KING. LC
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City. Utah 84124
(801) 272-7556
(801) 272-7557 (fax)
-oOo-

12
~

13
14
15

~

16
17
18

~

19

20
21
(.@

22
23
24

~

25

2
Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
~
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(March 7, 2014 - FCC vs. Abraham)
P R OC E E DI NG S

1

THE COURT:

2

Okay.

We're on the record in three

3

matters:

4

Properties, Incorporated, Case No. 119901843.

5

is Federated Capital vs. Neil Deutsch, dlb/a A.O. Media,

6

Incorporated, 139918085.

7

Capital vs. Rebecca Nazar, dlbla Becca's Little Gift Shop, Case

8

No. 129909968.

MR. HILL:

Chris Hill, your Honor, on behalf of

Federated Capital.
MR. PERRY:

13
14

And the third case is Federated

Plaintiff, make their appearances.

11
12

The second case

Would counsel in each of those cases, starting with

9
10

Federated Capital vs. Arnella Abraham, dlbla Weststar

Lester Perry on behalf of the Defendants

in each case, your Honor.
THE COURT:

15

Okay.

We have a motion to stay the case

16

and compel arbitration to deal with.

17

cases we have Defendant's motion for summary judgment.

18

is, however, an issue that I want to discuss before we get to

19

that, and it's a concern I want to raise.

20

with you.

21

And then in each of the
There

I want to discuss it

I have, filed as Exhibit A to the memorandum in

22·

opposition to the motion of Plaintiff to stay cases and compel

23

arbitration, a Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation decision

24

in the matter of Advanta Bank Corporation, Draper, Utah.

25

an order to cease and desist, order for restitution, and order

It's

3

Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn. CSR, RPR
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1

to pay.

2

it looks like this order was entered June 30th, 2009.

They're Case Nos. FDIC 08259B, and FDIC 08403K.

And the concern I have is that we have a number of

3

~

4

Federated cases where Federated received an assignment from

5

Advanta Bank and the interest rates are in the, you know, upper

6

20s, lower 30s.

7

Deutsch case 29.99 percent, Nazar 29.34 percent, and Abraham it

8

looks like the rate is 39.64 percent.

10

So for example we have in this case the

And page 5 of 17 of the decision defines the term

9

"reprice."

It says:

11

"Meets the upward adjustment of an

12

annual percentage rate applicable to a

13

bank card credit card account, except for

14

the upward adjustment of an APR due to:

15

"(1) default event;

16

"(2)

17

18

operation of an index for variable

APRs;
11

(3)

a reset of the variable rate

19

floor, e.g. an adjustment to the margin

20

or change of underlying index;

21
~

And

22
23

"(4)

-loss or expiration of a

promotional rate;
11

(5)

termination or completion of a

24

workout agreement."

25

And there is a stipulation and consent to i~sue an

4
Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
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1

order to cease and desist, and an order for restitution, and an

2

order to pay.

3

defined as the upward just -- adjustment of an annual

4

percentage rate.

5

And the decision uses the term "reprice" as

And then on page 9 of 17 of the decision,

6

paragraph 3 orders restitution for repriced accounts.

7

except as provided in some exceptions:

8

€;.i

"The bank shall pay each elible

9

eligible customer the difference between

10

the full amount of interest that accrued

11

on the customer's credit card account

12

effect -- from the effective date of

13

repricing" - - as defined in

14

paragraph l(k) that I did -- "through the

15

immediately-succeeding .two billing

16

cycles, and the amount of interest that

17

would have accrued using APRs that would

18

have apprise -- applied if the account

19

had not been repriced.

20

It says,

~

~

"If an eligible customer's account was

21

repriced as defined herein more than

22

once, the bank will pay the customer

23

restitution with respect to each

24

repricing.

25

credited -- reduced by any interest

Restitution will be

5
Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
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1

credited to the customer's account in the

2

form of an interest waiver for the

3

restitution period."

4

I guess the concern I have is that I've got these

5

four cases where we have, like, 29 to 34 percent interest.

6

we end up getting a lot of Federated cases where a

7

30-percent -- interest rate in the 30s is not -- is, I would

8

say, typical.

9

on a default.

10

And

Because you see a lot of them that come through

And the concern I have is in the three cases I have

11

today, and in the many other cases that come before this Court,

12

you ·have this kind of interest rate.

13

is, is Federated trying to collect amounts of interest at these

14

higher rates that were part of that repricing problem?

15

And the question I have

And how do we know whether that repricing thing,

16.

that there was a cease and desist order issued on, is not going

17

on in the three cases in front of me today and i·n the many

ia

other cases filed in Utah.

19,

20

MR. HILL:

Your Honor, I am aware of this order.

I

think I'm recently aware of this order.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. HILL:

Uh-huh.
I've been in contact with the Federated

23

people as well.

24

received the letter when this initially came out with a list of

25

accounts that were to be modified.

They have indicated to me that they had

6
Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. HILL:

Right.
The amounts were to be modified, or to be

3

amounts credited back to the debtor, or credited against their

4

account.

5

requested -- and that was a letter from Advanta to Federated.

That was done by Federated.

Those amounts that were

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. HILL:

So that was, was done, as far as I know.

8

THE COURT:

So when was the letter written from --

9

MR. HILL:

Shortly after --

10

THE COURT:

This came out?

11

MR. HILL:

12

THE COURT:

13
14
15
16
17

Okay.

-- this consent judgment.
So was it before or after the relevant

accounts were assigned to Federated?
MR. HILL:

It was after the accounts were assigned

to Federated.
THE COURT:

Okay.

So some of the accounts that were

assigned to Federated from Advanta·had the repricing problem?

18

MR. HILL:

19

THE COURT:

Yes.
And so what- was the:effect when you sent

20

the letter?

21

these -- Federated is not going to collect on these accounts,

22

or Federated will adjust the accounts, or·what?

23

Did you just say, I'm not going to collect· on

MR. HILL:

From my understanding the outcome was

24

that the accounts were adjusted according to that letter which

25

came from Advanta saying, We need -- these need -- these

7
Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
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1

accounts need to be modified based on this order.

2

understand that that's what took place and that's what

3

happened.
THE COURT:

4

It's my

So, and, and so do you have a sense of,

5

I mean, were all of the accounts subject to adjustment, were

6

only a few of them. or --

7

MR. HILL:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. HILL:

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. HILL:

A lot were.
What?
A lot were.
Okay.
And again, from my understanding, when

12

those adjustments were made that was the amount that, it's my

13

understanding, that Federated was trying to go after.

14

THE COURT:

So for e_xample in these three cases that

15

have higher interest rates, how can a judge be sure that if a

16

judgment were entered in these cases, or that if a default

17

comes up, how can I be sure whether or not, I mean -- and I'm

18

talk

19

rate or a 5-percent interest rate maybe I could probably assume

20

that there's not been an upward adjustment.

I mean, if it came through wi.th a 7-percent interest

21

But on the other hand, if it's a 33-percent interest

22

rate or a 29.99-percent interest rate, how do I, how do I know

23

whether that -- an adjustment had -- whether that was one of

24

these repriced accounts or not?

25

MR. HILL:

Well, without seeing that letter you

8
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1

wouldn't be sure, obviously --

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. HILL:

Uh-huh.
-- if that had been changed.

I believe

4

in the account agreement there is a, a provision for when there

5

is a default, interest rate automatically jumps up anyway.

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. HILL:

Uh-huh.
So that in and of itself I don't think

8

would have been part of this restitution letter.

9

there was a, when there was a default, certainly interest rates

10

But when

did increase.
THE COURT:

11

Okay.

So, so with respect to these

12

accounts ~- I, I guess then the question that I have is, _is it

13

your understanding that your -- I mean, you're not your client,

14

I understand.

15

understanding .that Federated then adjusted the accounts?

You're an independent attorney.

But is it your

16

I mean, what happened with the accounts that were

17

subject -- that, that were identified as covered by the FDIC

18

order? Were they just sent back ~o Advanta?

19

adjusted?

20

Were they

And if so, how were they adjusted?
MR. HILL:

Yeah, it's my understanding that they

21

were adjusted based on a letter that came from Advanta saying

22

there's this consent order.

23

there was a spreadsheet of, of numerous cases.

24

accounts.

25

THE COURT:

And, and along with that letter
Or numerous

Okay.

9
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MR. HILL:

1
2

And an amount to be adjusted.

It's my

understanding that was adjusted --

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. HILL:

5

THE COURT:

For each of the accounts?
-- for each of those accounts, correct.
Okay.

Okay.

So from your perspective

6

under Rule 11 do you believe that there is any repricing

7

problem with any of the three cases today?
MR. HILL:

8

9

Not according to what I understand, your

Honor.

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. HILL:

12

THE COURT:

Okay.
I don't believe there is.
And have you ever -- have you -- so did

13

the adjustment -- is it your understanding that the adjustment

14

of the accounts occurred before they were sent to you for

15

collection, or before a lawsuit was filed?

16

17

MR. HI LL: · Before a lawsuit was filed, yes.
-THE COURT:

Okay.

Because it appeared that during

18·

this time~- this covers the same time period.

19

•the same .vintage accounts.

20

MR. HILL:

21

THE COURT:

22

Okay.

These are about

Correct.
Same time period.

Well, that's helpful.

Okay.
I mean, one of the

23

concerns that you have as a judge is in a high percentage of

24

collection cases there's a default.

25

MR. HILL:

Sure.

10
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THE COURT:

1

And we count on legal counsel to be

2

accurate.

And there are provisions requiring contracts to be

3

attached and so forth in the rules, but ultimately we rely on

4

counsel to submit claims in good faith according to what's

5

supported by the contract documents, so.
Well, that's helpful to get that input on that.

6

It

7

obviously is a concern.

Because you don't want to have the

8

court system be involved in collecting amounts that the FDIC

9

said could not be collected.

10

MR. HILL:

Sure.

11

THE COURT:

So.

12

answer those questions for me.
Let's go ahead.

13

~·
I appreciate you taking time to

I believe I need to hear th~: the

l4i

motions in each of the three cases to stay the proceedings and

15

compel arbitration.

16

there are two concerns that I have about arbitration in this

·17.

case.

18:

was :briefed and right before hearing on summary j-udgmen:L

And I guess the ~- just to:·give yo_u ~ --

One is the timing.

Being filed after summary jtidg~ent
!

19

The other issue is that these accounts wete all

20

apparently to be -- at least the arbitration provision provided

21

that they were to be arbitrated through an organization that

22

1

-was shut down.

And there appears to be case law in ot~er
!

23

jurisdictions on point basically saying that if·, if there's a

24

specific arbitrator appointed and that arbitrator is not

25

available, then the arbitration clause is unenfor
11
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1

unenforceable.
And so those are the two principal questions that I

2
3

have, so -- for both sides.

4

need on this?

5

MR. HILL:

6

THE COURT:

7

How much time do you think you

Not very long, your Honor.
Yeah.

I, I would think no more than

five minutes.

8

MR. HILL:

9

THE COURT:

10

MR. HILL:

That's fine.
Okay.
Thank you, your Honor.

Again, I'll, I'll

11

try to be short.

I think I know where we're going on this

12

anyway.

13

with respect to the three cases, the Deutsch case --

As far as the concerns about timing go, your Honor,

14

Is that how you say it?

15

SPEAKER UNKNOWN:

16

MR. HILL:

Deutsch.

Deutsch case.

The Deutsch case was

17

filed

18

year.

19

The motion for summary judgment was filed on December 6th.

20

the most recently filed was filed in November of·last
Served November 18th, and answered shortly thereafter.

Obviously the other two cases have been filed and

21

have been in process for a little while.

But with the Deutsch

22

case it's a short amount of time.

23

hasn't been going forward long enough to fall within the

24

two-prong test that we find in Wolf Mountain.

25

Mountain Resorts case.

We believe that litigation

The Wolf

12
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First prong obviously being that the party seeking

1
2

arbitration's participated in litigation for a period of time.

3

And the second prong being that the opposing party has been or

4

will be prejudiced by pursuing arbitration.

5

As far as whether or not the Defendants will be

6

prejudiced, your Honor, I don't believe so.

7

arbitration agreements are to provide speedy and inexpensive

8

means to adjudicating the dispute.

9

there's already a final judgment in the Libby case, Federated

10
11.

vs. Libby.

The reason for

As your Honor knows,

There's been a notice of appeal filed in that.
There is a second case, Federated vs. Chappa, which

12

is right on the heels of the Libby case.

13

final amount has been entered yet in that case for a judgment.

14

Both of those are by Judge Toomey.

15

there will be a notice of appeal filed in that as well.

I don't believe a

Again those are -- and

16

Liberty Acquisitions case, which is -- I don't think

17

is necessarily relevant to the Federated cases; however, it was

18

attached by Defendants~ counsel in some of the briefings.

19

think last week your Honor extended the time for an appeal to

20

be filed on that, and I'm under the impre~sion that an appeal

21

is going to be filed in that as well.

I

22

Depending on how these cases turn out, regardless of

23

whether it's in Federated Capital or -- Federated's favor or in

24

the Defendants' favor, these cases are going to be appealed.

25

Certainly not going to be a speedy or an inexpensive result,

13
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1

however whatever happens, happens certainly.
With regards to the NAF being closed or not

2
3

listening to these type of arbitrations anymore?

4

agreement the very last paragraph of it talks about important

5

notes.

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. HILL:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. HILL:

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. HILL:

12

THE COURT:

14

MR. HILL:

15

THE COURT:

17

Which exhibit was that?
This is Exhibit 2, I believe.
Okay.
To the -- well, let's see.
Okay, what page?
Yes.

Three of three?

It would be on the

it's the very

last par~graph of the ...

13

16

In the

These are very hard to read.
I apologize for that, your Honor.
The very last paragraph.

Important

notices?
MR. HILL:

Important notes.

It talks about if any

18

portion of this ·arbitration provision is deemed invalid or

19

unreasonable, which obviously this would be because th~ NAF is

20

no longer taking these type of.arbitrations, but the rest of

21

the arbitration provision would still be valid.

!

22

.

And that's why in our, in our original motion, your

23

Honor, I suggested that this Court use its discretion and

24

assign the arbitration to the Triple-A, which is a national

25

organization.

Which I believe would accomplish the same

14
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1

purposes that were intended by the parties to begin with.

Gv

2

Based on that, your Honor, and again understanding

3

where I think we're going, we would request that the cases be

4

stayed and arbitration be ordered.

5

THE COURT:

6

Mr. Perry?

7

MR. PERRY:

Okay, thank you.

Your Honor, there are basically three

~

8

parts of my memorandum.

The latter part's the statute of

9

frauds issue that has not been raised as an important issue to

10

the Court.

It's briefed.

And we'll leave it to the Court to

11

decide, if that issue becomes relevant, on the brief.
One of the underlying problems here, your Honor, is

12
13

that·Federated is asking the Court to order -- compel

14

arbitration on claims that under Utah law can't even be made.

15

Can't even be brought.

16

bringing of these claims because they're outside the statute of

17

limitations.·
. THE.COURT:

18

12-1-8 and 788-2-103 prohibits the

But wouldn't an arbitrator be able to

1,9 ,: dec,ide that?

20
21
22

MR .. PERRY:
Honor ..
.. THE COURT:

23

arbitrator.

24

kind of arguments.

25

An arbitrator could decide that, your

But you could get to - - go to the

Submit the documentation.

MR. PERRY:

Make these -- the same

You're -- you are correct.

That, that

15
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1

is something that the arbitrator could decide.

2

within the arbitrator's jurisdiction.

If that fell

The issues that the Court has raised.

3

First,

4

waiver.

5

picture of Federated and its cases before this Court and the

6

Fourth District Court.

7

I think you need to view that in light of the overall

There's 2,616 of them as of a week or two ago.

8

They're all virtually the same.

9

credit cards.

10

been hundreds

11

limitations that Judge Toomey ruled applied.

12

They're all based upon Advanta

And every one that I've looked at -- and it's
do not meet the four-year statute of

And to my knowledge there's only been five motions

13

to compel arbitration.

14

in every case that hasn't been appealed.

15

appealed.

16

cases, which were the two decisions by Judge Toomey.

17

They are in five of my cases.

They are

Or will not be

They've sectioned out the Libby and the

Chappa

And they came immediately after Judg~ Toomey's

18

decision to not reconsider her prior decisions. ·And they came

19

immediately after summary judgments were filed in these three

20

cases, and in two other cases that are not before this Court.

21

We think that this timing shows a lot.

22

And also, the reason for filing. lawsuits rather than

23

arbitration under the agreement is very important for the Court

24

to consider.

25

clause.

The agreement provides that as a forum selection

And it provides for any lawsuit -- and this is

16
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1

lawsuits only -- that it must be brought in the courts of the

2

State of Utah.
So Federated could open up an office here in Salt

3
4

Lake City, which it did.

5

here in Salt Lake City, which it did.

6

started using Utah County over the last X number of months

7

also.

Except for it's now

The arbitration provision, however, requires that

8

9

And prepare and file its lawsuits

any arbitration be brought before an arbitrator in the federal

10

district in which the credit card holder lives.

So if they

11

would have chosen arbitration on those 2,600 lawsuits they

12

would have been arbitrating each lawsuit in all of the vastly

13

different federal districts throughout the United Stat~s.
My clients are located in four different states:

14

15

Texas, California, Ohio, and California.

And these credit

16

cards were solicited over the Internet and by mail all

17

.throughout the United States.

18

from Advanta throughout the United States.

19

arbitrating probably in-several hundred federal districts.

20

So it was a rational business decision to· file.

So they have credit card holders

21

lawsuits.

22

intent, the first prong of the Wolf Mountain test.

23

they intended to use the courts.

24

lawsuits.

25

And they made that decision.

And they would be

That showed their
Clearly

In our cases they filed

That's the first indication of intent.
Then in our cases, depending upon which one you look

17
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1

at, there were various motions fought.

Abraham had a motion to

2

dismiss for failure of subject matter jurisdiction.

3

defended.

That was

In the Abraham case there was at least once, but I

4

5

believe twice, where the Court had sent out an order to show

6

cause why it should not be dismissed for failure to prosecute.

7

And Federated came back and said, No, your Honor, don't dismiss

8

it.

9

We intend on prosecuting this lawsuit.
There were initial disclosures exchanged.

In some

10

of the cases there were requests for production of documents.

11

Those were answered.

And we finally ended up with the motions

12

for summary judgment.

And two days -- as the Court's aware,

13

two days before this

14

hearing, the motions to compel arbitration were filed.
That clearly shows intent. all throughout these

15

16 , lawsuits, to litigate.
· ., 17

18
19

those motions were scheduled for

Until Federated received Judge Toomey's

decisions, and all of a sudden they decided they didn't like
this forum.
And I don't have knowledge of whether they have

20

filed motions to compel arbitration in any cases other .than my

21

five, but I'm pretty certain they haven't.

22

five, where motions for summary judgment_had been filed.

23

.

I

And it's only on my

Another issue is -- that has happened recent\y is I

24

discovered in about the last of January, first of February, the

25

FDIC order.

And I've never been really comfortable with the

18
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1

fact that Federated has not produced all of the monthly

2

statements on these accounts.

3

We cannot come up with a determination of how the

4

beginning balance was made on the amount that Federated is

5

suing under.

6

7.99 percent?

7

that is created at 35 percent?

8

of these cases I have made demands for all the monthly

9

statements, and they•ve been ignored.

10

Is it a beginning balance that is created at
Or 8.99 percent?

Or is it a beginning balance
And so throughout the history

And then you saw my letter, very firm letter, that

11

identified all these issues -- it was the first or second week

12

in February -- that I sent to Mr. Hill that identified the

13

problems created by this FDIC order and requesting all the

14

monthly statements.

15

And I also requested, that they meet their duty under

16

Rule 26 of full disclosure.

17

Federated who have knowledge of this FDIC order.· How F~derated

18

handled that.

19

letter that we hear about for the, fi rst:.time today.

20

.letter _that 1 sent to Mr. Hi 11 was ignored.

21
22

Gv

That they identify the persons at

And provide any documentation, such as this
And that

Has not been

responded to.
Now, that type of discovery is very important under

23

the new environment that we face as judges and as attor~eys

24

under the changes to Rule 26.

25

are Tier 1 cases.

For the most part, these cases

You don•t have a right to any

19
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1

interrogatories.

2

production.

3

You have very limited requests for

You have very limited deposition hours.
And to discover something such as what may have

4

happened with respect to the FDIC, a very large corporation, an

5

opposing attorney such as myself must dig deep.

6

be cooperation in disclosures.

7

those disclosures.

8
9

Or there must

There's been no cooperation in

We hear about the letter for the first time today.
That could help.

But all of the monthly statements could also

10

help so we can determine what the beginning balances were.

11

we can compare them to the dates of default.

And

There's a statement that the agreements allow for a

12
13

default interest.

There is no default interest rate in any of

14

the agreements that are before the Court on these three cases.

15

They refer to supplements.

16

and they've never been provided to me or to this Court, so we

17

don't know what·the interest rate was- agreed to.

Those supplements are not attached,

Those supplements also contain the amounts tp be

18
19

charged for late fees, over-the-lJmit fees, and other types of

20

fees.

21

Now, on the monthly statements, the partial monthly

22

statements that I have, those type of fees are being charged.

23

And the interest rate I believe on most of them are 35 percent.

24

One of my clients has several months where the interest rate

25

was 52 percent.

20
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So we need, we need that type of discovery that is

1

~

2

allowed by the courts.

That type of discovery is not allowed

3

by arbitration.

4

came within two weeks of my letter demanding full disclosure of

5

this FDIC matter.

6

should be denied.

And the motions to compel arbitration have --

That's another reason that arbitration

7

With respect to the National Arbitration, NAF, the

8

case law distinguishes between an integral requirement of the

9

arbitration provision and a provision that is not integral to

10

the arbitration provision.

11

the word "shall."
In the cases that I've cited the Court explained the

12

13
14

"Integral" seems to be defined by

difference between these two different types of decisions by
. the courts.

And where the word "shall,

11

arbitration shal 1 be

15

before a specific arbitrator, that is an integral provision

16

that the Court. says was negotiated by the parties.

17

And where -- in one of them, one of those cases it's

18

where the Court states where the parties decided that the rules

19

of the National Arbitration Forum.shall be used, then that's.

20

another integral part of the arbitration agreement.

21

be severed.

22
23

24
25

THE COURT:

It cannot

What about the, the provision at the end

of the three oh seven document that says:
"If any portion of this arbitration·
provision is deemed invalid or

21
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1

unenforceable under the Federal

2

Arbitration Act or any other applicable

3

law or

4

that fact will not invalidate the

5

remaining portions of the arbitration

6

provision, except as follows:

Li)

--

excuse me --

11

or the code,

"If the portion of the arbitration

7

~

11

8

provision deemed invalid or unenforceable

9

includes prohibitions on the arbitration

10

of claims on a class or representative

11

basis and/or the prohibitions on the

12

consolidation or joinder of similar

13

claims, then this arbitration shall

14

provision shall be deemed invalid and

15

unenforceable in its entirety."

16

So I guess the question that I have is, I mean, what

17

we, have is the- National Arbitration Forum that's essenti~lly

18

shut down after the- dee is ion by the - - after the

19

MR. PERRY:

Minnesota Attorney General?

20

THE COURT:

~- Minnesdta Attorney General.

So is

21·

that an integral provision?

22

if this -- the NAF provision probably is deemed unenforceable,

23

couldn't be enforced, because NAF no longer does these kinds of

24

claims.

25

MR. PERRY:

And if it is, does this -- I mean

If the Court were to sever that

22
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1

provision it would be remaking the agreement as to an integral

2

part of that agreement.

3

severed.

4

there's some significant issues on that.

That is not something that can be

The parties specifically chose that arbitrator.

And

5

Before I get to the significant issues and costs if

6

it is severed, I direct the Court's attention to the IHC case.

7

The Utah Supreme Court, cited in our brief, where the Utah

8

Supreme Court said:
"Arbitration provisions must be

9

10

interpreted consistent with the words of

11

the parties.

12

agreement they made, and the Court is not

13

to remake that agreement.

14

In that case Peterson

They have the right to the

&

11

Simpson, the law firin·that

15

used to represent IHC in its collection actions, argue~ that

16

there was a waiver provi -- a non~waiver position -- piov~sion.

17r •. And the Supreme Court said that if. we were to enforce that

18

non-waiver provision it would remake· the agreement to the point

19

that the· parties• did not agree to that type of agreemeriti.

20

And notwi ths tand i ng the non-waiver pas it i - - : .~

21

provision and the fact that it would remake the agreem~nt·~ the

22

Supreme Court would not allow that non-waiver provisiori to be

23

enforced.

24

talking about here.

25

It's a, it is a very analogous issue to what w~•re

Now, the prejudice to my clients would be this:

23
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1

First of all -- and this touches on the prejudice under the

2

waiver test, because waiver is intent and prejudice.
They were forced to come to Utah, hire a Utah

3
4

attorney, and litigate through this case.

5

for the attorney to litigate this case.

6

to get to the point where a decision on the merits needs to be

7

made, there is a motion to change the forum.

10

in the Chan -- Chandler case, which is the bedrock case on
these issues --

11

12
13

And when it comes time

And the Supreme Court, in the Wolf Mountain case and

8
9

And pay the money

THE COURT:

What's the -- remind me the cite of Wolf

MR. PERRY:

Yes, I have it right here.

Mountain.

14

245 P.3d 184.

15

specifically said that where arbitration is brought at a time

16

that it is apparent that the parties don't like the forum that

17

they· are in, and that they're gaming the system by selecting a

18

new forum, that won't be allowed.

19

other side.

20

It's a 2010 Utah Supreme Court case.

It is
The Court

And that is prejudice to the

Additional prejudice would be, my clients in this

21

arbitration provision negotiated for the rules of the National

22

Arbitration Forum to be followed.

23

different than the rules of the Triple-A.

24

rules will not apply any other rules but the Triple-A rules.

25

So that right is out the door.

Those rules are very
Triple-A under its

24
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Further, my clients negotiated for whatever the

1
2

costs and expenses of the National Arbitration Forum would be.

3

They didn't, they didn't contract -THE COURT:

4

But realistically, I mean, it sounds

5

like -- I mean, my sense is this is a contract of adhesion, in

6

the sense that these are the terms that you have if you use the

7

credit card.

MR. PERRY:

8
9

I mean, if you talk about the negotiating
If it is a contract of adh~sion,. then

the contract is unenforceable, because it's unconscionable.

10

THE COURT:

Well.

11

MR. PERRY:

It's procedurally unconscionable.

12

THE COURT:

So you're saying, you're saying that if,

13

if they are take-it-or-leave-it terms.

14

MR. PERRY:

Uh-huh.

15

THE COURT:

And you, and you decide -- I guess you

16

can either read the terms when you apply for the credit card,

17

or say, I don't care, and these are the terms you agree to.
MR. PERRY:

That's if you receive the agreement.

20

THE COURT:

Well, maybe so ..

21

MR. PERRY:

-- is another -- .

22

THE COURT:

And that may be a factual question.

23

MR. PERRY:

Is the statute of frauds issue.

18
19

24
25

Which --

That

moves us into that court.
THE COURT:

But, but I guess the question I have is

25
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1

when we're talking about negotiating an arbitration provision

2

my sense is that there was a -- either an agreement to use the

3

ere -- get the credit card and use it under these terms, or

4

there wasn't.
MR. PERRY:

5

Exactly.

And if those terms exist, they

6

must be enforced as written.

7

written.

8

business people sitting down across the table negotiating every

9

item of an agreement, or if it is a take-it-or-leave-it

10

They can't be enforced as

Regardless of whether it was two sophisticated

contract of adhesion.
Those terms still exist.

11

And they must be enforced

12

as written within the contract.

And if some of those terms are

13

integral to the provision -- which -these are because they

14

require that this arbitrator shall be used and this

15

arbitrator's rules shall be used -- then it's not enforceable,

16

because the very, the very important terms have failed~

17

the cases have, have said that. ·· ·

And

Now, if there are other provisions in there that are

18
19

not integral, do not use the· words · shal 1,

20

line of cases where the courts have saicf, Okay, we'll appoint

21

another arbitrator.

22

not the case in the line of cases ·that are faced with integral

23

"shall" provisions.

11

THE COURT:

24
25

11

then there: is a

But that's not 'the case here.

And we are very low on time.

And that's

Any more

points?
26
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1

MR. PERRY:

Just one, your Honor.

I have touched
~

2

base -- I have quickly touched on the issue of prejudice.

3

it's, it's written in my brief.

4

issue of waiver.

5

It's the Utah Supreme Court speaking:

6

And this falls also under the

I would like to take 35 seconds, your Honor.

"Utah public policy favors arbitration

7

agreements only insofar as they provide a

8

speedy and inexpensive means of

9

adjudicating disputes and reduce strain

10

on judicial resources."

11

In this case enforcing the arbitration agreement

12

would undercut both policy rationales.

13

point would be neither a speedy and inexpensive way to

14

adjudicate this dispute, nor a m~ans of reducing strain on

15

judicial resou~ces.

16

I

Arbitration at this
~

IIPublic pol,icy, is better served by

17

finding waiver where a party has

18

participated in-iitigation to .a point

19

inconsistent with the i.ntent ~o

20

anbitr~te, when_ such participation causes

21

prejudice to the other party."

22

Wolf Mountain case, your Honor.

23

THE COURT:

24

Brief r~ply?

25

MR. HILL:

Thank you.

Okay.

Just really brief, your Honor.

Counsel

27
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1

mentioned that these are the only five motions to compel that

2

he's aware of.

3

MR. PERRY:

4

MR. HILL:

You mean compel arbitration?
Compel arbitration, correct.

In

5

Federated cases.

6

in other cases; however, other cases have been arbitrated.

7

in the process of being arbitrated.

I don't believe Federated has filed motions
Are

8

And in fact other judges. even after litigating down

9

the road a little way -- a little ways have come back and said,

10

There's an arbitration provision.

11

to contact the Defendants, see if they're willing to arbitrate,

12

and then move forward at that case -- at that time.

13

that's happened.

14

We require you, Federated,

All of

This is not a singular event. your Honor.

As far as the NAF being an integral part of that

15

·arbitration agreement, I don't believe that it is.

16

the i~tegral part is that there was an arbitration provision

17

allowing the parties to arbitrate.

18

NAF is gone.

19

similar type of arbitrations would effect the same outcome,

20

your Honor.

21
22

23

I believe

Where it was done, '.yes, the

However, moving to another organization that does

I don't believe that's an integral part of that.
And again, based on everything we said before, we

would request our motion be granted.
THE COURT:

24

advisement.

25

five minutes.

Okay.

Motions.

I'm going to take it under

I'll direct Counsel to be back in court in about
I anticipate being able to issue a ruling at
28
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1

that time.
Court will be in re -- brief recess.

2

(A recess was taken.)

3

THE COURT:

4

Good morning.

5

in three cases.

6

Arnella Abraham, 119901843.

7

Deutsch, 139918085.

8

129909968.

9

We're back on the record

They are Federated Capital Corporation vs.
Federated Capital vs. Neil

And Federated Capital vs. Rebecca Nazar,

In each of, each of these cases there is a motion to

10

stay the case and compel arbitration.

In each of those cases

11

they, they involve collection of a credit card debt that was

12

owed to Advanta Bank, and the account was assigned to Federated

13

Capital Corporation.
It's undisputed that the -- or that the credit card

14
15

agreement that has been submitted contains an arbitrati~n

16

provision.

17

facts in each these cases are as follows:

The Plaintiff wants to enforce that provision.

One of the cases, Federated vs. Abraham; was;filed

18··

19

in 2011.

20

vs. Deutsch. was filed in approximately November of 2013.·

21

The

Federated vs. Nazar was filed in 2012.

And Federated

Significant to the Court is that in each of ~hese

22

cases the Defendants hired legal counsel in Utah.

None of

23

these Defendants· are residents of the State of Utah.

24

If the arbitration provision -- if, if Federated had

25

choose -- chosen to arbitrate the proceeding it would have been
29
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1

required to arbitrate the proceeding in the federal judicial

2

district where these Defendants live.

3

their home state, in the part of their home state that is

4

defined as the judicial district in which they live in.

In the -- essentially in

Because if -- if arbitrations had been brought

5
6

initially to pursue these debts then it's possible they could

7

have hired -- they could have represented themselves in the

8

arbitration or possibly hired in-state counsel to represent

9

them.

10

Once, however, Federated sued them in Utah they were

forced to retain Utah counsel, which has defended them.
Certainly the 2011 case faces -- had the most

11
12

litigation.

One of the cases was a case that the Court noticed

13

for dismissal for failure to prosecute.

14

counsel hired in Utah -- hired -- Utah legal counsel hired by

15

these out-of-state Defendants filed answers and has filed

16

motions.

Nonetheless, legal

The thing common to each qf these cases is that a

17
18

motioh for summary judgment that poten -- had the potential for

1~

'dismissing e~ch of these cases with prejudice and obtaining

20

award of attorney fees for these Defendants was set for

21

hearing .. And just two days prior to the hearing on those

22

, motions;

that had been fully briefed by both Federated's

23

attorney and defense counsel hired by these three Defendants,

24

there was this motion to stay and compel arbitration.

25

I conclude that it was filed way too late and a

30
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1

waiver occurred in these cases.

2

who chose to sue.

3

cases in the Court system.

First of all, it was Federated

It was Federated who chose to litigate these

4

And it would be severely prejudicial to these

5

Defendants once the Plaintiff has gone down that road --

6

they've.hired legal counsel here in Utah, legal counsel's

7

actively defending the case, sending out discovery requests,

8

filing motions -- to now stop in midstream and have that all be

9

for naught because three years, two years four months after

10

filing the case Federated decides to shift course, moves to

11

stay, and moves to compel arbitration.

12

I would note in this case that the reason the courts

13

favor arbitration is that it often could be a less-exp~nsive

14

means of resolving disputes.

15

Defendants have already spent significant money retaining legal

16

counsel and defending themselves in court, it would essentially

17

cost much more money.

18
:19.

20
21

In·this case, where these

Because they've already spent the money

. litigating in court and would have to start over- in an.
arbitration proceeding, in a totally different jurisdiction,
outside the State of Utah.
In other words, their current counsel would not be

22

in a position to represent them in their home state because

23

I mean, it's possible Mr. Perry is a member of other bars.

24

not aware of him being a member of the bar in, I believe it's

25

Florida, Texas, and California.

I'm

31
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So I, I conclude that there is a waiver, and

1

2

therefore I'm denying the motions.
Mr. Perry, I'll direct you to prepare a form of

3
4

order reflecting the Court's ruling.

5

pursuant to Rule 7.

Get it to Mr. Hill

And then get it filed with the court.

6

MR. PERRY:

Thank you, your Honor.

7

THE COURT:

Any clarification needed?

8

MR. PERRY:

No.

9

THE COURT:

Okay.

10

Mr. Hill, any clarification needed?

11

MR. HILL:

12

THE COURT:

No, your Honor.
Let's go to the issue of the motion for

13

summary judgment.

14

afternoon.

15

I really have read the briefing.

16

about ten minutes.

17

minutes per side.

18

And we, we are now -- I have a very full

This, this motion took longer than I'd anticipated.
I'll, I'll direct you to take

I think we can get through the i'ssues.

MR. PERRY:

Ten

I remember legal argument that I had at

19

one point in time a number of years ago before a different

20

court.

21

I said, Your Honors, it's 10 minutes to 12, why don't we break

22

early for, for lunch?

And it was 10 to 12 where I looked at the justices and

23

24
25

I will try to make it -so we can break early for
lunch here.
THE COURT:

I mean, the matters that -- see, part of
32
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1

it is the matters have been briefed and I've read all the

2

I've read the briefs.

3

cut to the chase.

Let me, let me just, let me see if I can

Ask both counsel.

I understand that in each of these cases Federated

4

5

is not a Utah resident.

6

calls for Utah law to be applied.

7

contract were, were directed to be paid to Advanta in

8

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The payments under the

says:

11

"You agree to make all payments in U.S.

12

dollars, payable through a U.S. financial

13

institution, either by.check or money

14

order, payable to us at the location and

15

in the manner specified in your periodic

16

~

There, there is a provision in the agreement that

9

10

There's a forum selection clause that

~

_billing st~tement, or in any other

17

manner, such as electronic fund transfer,

18

or that we agree and provide procedures

19

for.'-'

20

So I understand that each. of those cards has those

21

provisions.

22

credit cards was greater than four years or less than six years

23

after the last payment.

24
25

That the time period in question for each of the

So it really tees up the issue as to whether we
apply the Utah borrowing statute, Utah Code Section 78B-2-103,

33
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1

and apply the four-year limitation period from Pennsylvania as

2

being the place of payment, or whether we apply a six-year

3

limitation period pursuant to the limitation period for written

4

contracts.

5

~

6

undisputed facts that really set up the fact that I've got to

7

address the legal decision of whether, on the one hand, Utah's

8

borrowing statute 78B-2-103 -- I mean, the agreement requires

9

application of Utah law.

10
11

v,

I -- that's what I understand are essentially the

Included in Utah law is Utah Code

Section 78B-2-103, the borrowing statute.
So does that apply and require the Court to apply a

12

four-year limitation period, which would essentially bar each

13

of the suits because they were not filed within four years.

14

does the six-year limitation period apply, thus making the

15

suits timely.

16
17

Or

Let me just say; have I got the facts accurately as
to the three cases from your perspective?

18

MR. PERRY:

You're correct, your Honor.

19

THE COURT:

And Mr. Hill, do you agree or disagree

20

with the facts?

21

with the facts.

I want to make sure we'fe on the same page

22

MR. HILL:

23

that you brought up.

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. HILL:

Mostly.

I may disa~ree with one fact

Uh-huh.
An agree -- you were reading about, I

34
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1

think it's in paragraph 6 --

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. HILL:

4

payments being made to the --

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. HILL:

7

Talking about

Uh-huh.
-- address on the statements.

THE COURT:

MR. HILL:

Okay.

And let me make sure I'm there.

If you want, I can, I can wait to bring

this up later_, or I can bring it up now.
THE COURT:

12
13.

what the facts are.

14

MR. HILL:

I just --

Well, I just -- I'd like to understand

S~re.

In the fourth paragraph in

15

Section 6, your Honor.

16

mailed to the address shown on the statement.
THE COURT:

17
18

-1_.9_

Further on

And this, once again, is (inaudible.)

10
11

-- of the agreement.

in Section 6.

8

9

Uh-huh.

Again, it talks about payments being
~

Account payments are to be mailed t_o the

address for .payments shown on your pillar -- periodic b1lling
I

. statement. -

20

MR. HILL:

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. H)LL:

Correct.

Payments must be --

I

!

\

Received.
Payments must be received by us at that

23

address (~naudible) specified time (inaudible) specifi~d on the

24

statement.

25

and so on.

Must conform to any speci fie requirements, ,so on

35
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The next sentence:

1

Payments tendered to and

2

accepted by us or our agent at a location other than the

3

address stated on the billing statement are not effective until

4

received by us at that alternate location, is where it turns

5

out to be.
THE COURT:

6
7

specified.

9

10

at the address

At the address specified.

Which is the

address specified, the alternate address that they were talking
about previously in the sentence.

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. HILL:

13

THE COURT:

14
15

II

11

MR. HILL:

8

Well, it says

.MR. HILL:

So it's not
So -In your view it's not referring to -The Pennsylvania address.

It's referring

to --

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. HILL:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. HILL:

20

THE COURT:

-- the address shown
On --- on your periodic billing statement.
Correct.
And then payments accepted by -- at a

21

location other than the address stated on your periodic billing

22

statement are not effective until received at the address

23

specified.

So --

24

MR. HILL:

25

THE COURT:

Correct.
-- that sentence refers to the address
36
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1

stated in your periodic billing statement.

2

I read that, payments tendered and accepted at a location other

3

than the address stated in your periodic billing statement are

4

not effective until received by us at the address specified.
MR. HILL:

5
6

It's my interpretation, your Honor, that

"address specified" refers to, in this sentence, to that --

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. HILL:

9

You're saying, when

Alternate.
-- alternate address.

Which in two of

these three cases there were payments made electronically.

If

10

you look at the last payment statement it shows they were made

11

electronically (inaudible) SLC.

12

Lake City, they didn't go to Pennsylvania.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. HILL:

15

They came directly to Salt

Okay.
That's the only caveat I have with what

you said.

16

THE COURT:

17

Okay:

18

MR. PERRY:

~

Okay.

Go ahead, Mr. Perry.
I'm going to address that very issue

19

while it's fresh on the minds of everybody in the courtroom.

20

If the Court will look at the contract.

21

THE COURT:

Well, there's the next paragraph:

22

not authorized

23

That's, that's as to balance.

24
25

The contract states ...
We're

required to accept -- well, wait a second.

MR. PERRY:

Well.

That's not location.
At any rate, your Honor, I can't

bring up the contract as quick as I can.

Well.

Here's a
37
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1

statement of it from Judge Toomey•s decision.

2

"You agree to make all payments in U.S.

3

dollars, payable through a U.S. financial

4

institution. either by check or money

5

order, payable to us" -- meaning

6

Advanta -- "at the location and in the

7

manner specified on your periodic billing

8

statement, or in any other manner that we

9

agree to and provide procedures for.
That•s the first statement.

10

v,

11

If the Court looks at

11

the periodic billing statements. every single one of them has.

12

in the upper right-hand corner. "Make payment to," and then an

13

address in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.

14

state:
11

~

Paragraph 6:

The contract goes on to

Account payments are to be mailed to

16

the address for payments shown on your

17

periodic billing statement;

18

So what happens is these periodic billing statements

11

i .

19

go out to the customer.

They look at it.

20

payment to Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.

21

on to state in paragraph 6:

22

11

And it says:make

Then the contract goes

Payment must be received by us at that

23

address.

And must conform to any

24

specific requirements for making payment

25

which appear with or in your periodic
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1
2

3
4

billing statement."
Periodic billing statement:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

~

Make payment to

The contract goes on to say:

"Payments tendered to and accepted by

5

us or our agent at a location other than

6

the address stated on your periodic

7

billing statement are not effective until

8

received by us as the address -- at the

9

address specified."

10

Again, Philadelphia~ Pennsylvania.

11

receives the periodic billing statement.

12

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

13

So a consumer

Says make payment to

Now, the argument that is now being made by Advanta

14

is that sometimes a person who decides to make payment by a

15

telephone call will receive a subsequent statement after that

16

payment is made;

17

column, electroni.c -- .or "Telephone payment,

18.

the statement

19

II

And it has notations down in the transactions

SLC, .Utah.

.

And then it has underneath it a charge to the ·
account for the telephone payment ·o.f $12.

21

statement "SLC, Utah."

23

24
25

and then it. has

11

20

22

11

THE COURT:

And it has the
~

So the $12 is a charge for making

payment by phone?
MR. PERRY:

That's the telephone payment charge.

So

Federated's argument-appears to be that because a subsequent
39
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1

statement has that indication in the transactions column, that

2

means the payment was made to Salt Lake City.

3

admissible proof that the payment actually went, went to Salt

4

Lake City.

5
6

7

They submit no

It's only Counsel's argument.
This argument was made before Judge Toomey.

guess my ar -- my argument cannot be any better than she wrote:
11

Federated Capital argues that the

8

Pennsylvania address was only one of

9

several ways in which Ms. Chappa could

10

have made payments.

11

Ms. Chappa made payments by telephone or

12

other electronic means that were received

13

in Utah."

14

Again, that was just argument.

15
16

And in fact

There was no

admissible evidence.
"This argument is not well taken, given

17

that the agreement states that

18

Ms. Chappa's performance would be

19

recognized only when payment was received

20

in Pennsylvania.

21

And I

"Therefore, even if Ms. Chappa had made

22

electronic or telephonic payments to

23

Utah, her performance under the contract

24

would be deemed effective only when the

25

payments reached Pennsylvania.

For that
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1

reason the contract was to be performed

2

in Pennsylvania."

3

I can't make any better argument than that on a key

4

issue, your Honor.

5

the pleadings.

6

Every other single argument is made within

The cause of action arose in Pennsylvania, it's

7

clear, because that's where performance was to be made.

8

all of the other arguments or defendant

9

application of Pennsylvania law boils down to one thing.

10

mean, appli

11

statute of limitations.

12

through Utah's borrowing statute.

13

And

defense against
I

you know, application of the Pennsylvania
You get to that statute of limitations

These are procedural matters.

Statute of

14

limitations are procedural matters.

15

matters.

16

chapter on statute of limitations is 708-2-103 -- I mean 708-2,

17

and is entitled:

18

statute is contained within that chapter.

19

Utah law applies on those

And Utah law includes a statute of limitations.

"Statute of 1imitations."

The

The borrowing
It's 2-103.

Federated simply likes portions of that statute but

20

does not like the statute -- the borrowing statute, and asks

21

the Court not to apply it.

22

single argument they make.

23

That is the bottom line of every
Gw

I haven't gone through all of the arguments.

It's

24

because they're well set out in the pleadings, your Honor.

25

There's no need to.

We can save some time.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. HILL:

Mr. Hill?
I can't believe we might be done sooner

3

on the summary judgments than we were on the first one.

4

try to be brief as well.

5

set out.

I'll

I think our position is fairly well

The borrowing statute, as Mr. Perry explained,

6

7

78B-2-103, contains two prongs, really.

Cause of action which

8

arises in another jurisdiction, and which is not actionable in

9

the other jurisdiction by reason of lapse of time.

Again,

10

those two things have to be there for the borrowing statute to

11

apply.

12

In the two cases which I brought up before we were

13

talking about where electronic payments were made directly to

14

Utah, I don't believe the cause of action arose in Pennsylvania

15

on those two so I don't even think we get to that point.

16

However, even if we get past that and on the third

·17

one they were mailed to Pennsylvania, to the address stated on

18

the statement, the second part of it, cause of action which is

19

not actionable in the other juris -- jurisdiction by reason of

20

lapse of time, ·that whole thing, that whole clause needs to be

21

true in order for the borrowing statute to apply.

22

Now, in our cases it's just not.

It can't, it can't

23

be.

24

in Pennsylvania by reason of lapse of time, it's not brought in

25

Pennsylvania because it can't be by contract.

Based on the contract this cause of action is not brought

And that's what
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1

the Pingree case says.

2

you use that.

If the contract-states otherwise, then

3

In this case it does state otherwise.

4

lawsuit brought on any of these matters must be brought in

5

Utah, either federal or state courts, as we know what the

6

contract says.

7

cases in Utah and has applied the six-year statute, written

8

contract statute of limitations, because the borrowing statute

9

simply legally doesn•t apply.

10

It states any

That's why we've -- Federated has brought the

Again, we know what Judge Toomey has said on her

11

decision, and that is moving forward on appeal.

12

already been filed.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. HILL:

A notice has

Uh-huh.
And I don•t believe your Honor isi

15

required to follow that as well until we get an appell~te

16

decision.
THE COURT:

17
18

~

law.

19

MR. HILL:

20

THE COURT:

21

Well, it's certainly not binding case

Sure.
Another district court's decisioh ·1s not

binding on me.
/

MR. HILL:

22

Correct.

And that's, that's what, I meant

23

to say.

Again, your Honor, I don't -- we don't believ~ --

24

Federated doesn't believe the borrowing statute applies.

25

don•t believe cause of action arose in another jurisdiction for

I
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1
2

the two cases where electronic payments were made to Utah.
And then even if they were, I believe all of them,

3

all these three cases the borrowing statute shouldn't apply

4

based on that second prong where a cause of action was not

5

brought in Pennsylvania because of lapse of time.

6

wasn't the case.

7

It could have been a week after the default.

8

been 5 years and 364 days after the default.

~

9

vii)

vb

That simply

It could have been a day after the default.
It could have

A cause of action or a case could not have been

10

brought in Pennsylvania.

It had to be brought in Utah based on

11

the agreement of the parties.

12

six-year statute should apply, your Honor.

And based on that we think the

13

THE COURT:

Anything else?

14

MR. PERRY:

May I respond briefly, your Honor?

15

THE COURT:

Well, I just want to make sure

16

MR. HILL:

17

THE COURT:

18

Reply argument?

19

MR. PERRY:

No, I'm through.

I'm through.

Okay.
Brief, please.

Very briefly.

There was a stat~ment in

20

there that the Pingree case says:

21

otherwise."

22

You'll find out that that statement actually is:

23

"Unless the contract -states

I would request that the Court read Pingree.

"Unless the contract states otherwise,

24

the cause of action arises where

25

performance shall be made."
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That is what Pingree says.

1

2

about being able to, to shift that.

3

cause of action arose.

4

It doesn't say anything
It is addressing where the

The argument -- their main argument seems to be that

5

their -- the reason it couldn't be brought in Pennsylvania is

6

not because there was a lapse of time under Pennsylvania

7

statute but because there was a forum selection clause.
Well, certainly there was a forum selection clause

8

9

that said, We're, we're selecting the forum of the State of

10

Utah.

11

it couldn't be brought in Pennsylvania not only because of the

12

forum selection clause

13

They could -- someone could have brought it in Pennsylvania and

14

sued there, and if you responded you waived the forum selection

15

clause.

16

And that was met.

The case was brought here.

However,

which could be waived by the parties.

But there's another reason why it couldn't be

17

brought in Pennsylvania.

And that reason is the Utah borrowing

18

statute and the lapse of the four-year Pennsylvania statute of

19

limitations. •The existence of the forum selection clause does

20

not abrogate the fact that the cause -- that this case couldn't

21

have been brought in rennsylvania because of the lapse of time.

22

They both exist.

They're both reasons.

23

Thank you, your Honor.

24

THE COURT:

25

advisement.

Okay.

I'm going to- take it under

I'll direct counsel to be back in court at about
45
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1

~

12:25.

My hope is to be able to issue a ruling at that time.

2

MR. PERRY:

3

MR. HILL:

Thank you, your Honor.
Thank you, your Honor.
(A recess was taken.)

4

THE COURT:

5

Okay.

We are on the record in three

6

matters in which the Defendant has filed a motion for summary

7

judgment.

8

Mr. Perry?

9

MR. PERRY:

(Inaudible.)

10

THE COURT:

Your paper is hitting the microphone.

11

If you want to scoot the microphone away.

12

We're on the record in three matters in which

13

essentially the, the key facts related to the legal issues on

14

the three motions for summary judgment are not materially

15

different.

16

Corporation vs. Abraham, 139901843; Federated Capital vs. Neil

17

Deutsch, 139918085; and Federated Capital vs. Rebecca Nazar,

18

129909968.

19

These three cases are:

Federated Capital

The Defendant-in each of these cases has filed a

20

motion for summary judgment arguing that a four-year statute of

21

limitations applies, and thus bars each of these claims that

22

were brought outside that appl -- what is argued to be

23

applicable four-year statute of limitations period.

24
25

If a four-year limitations period applies, then each
of these cases are subject to dismissal with prejudice as not
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1

being brought within the limitation period.
The, the issue -- in each of these cases the

2
3

Defendants are persons who obtained credit cards from Advanta

4

Bank.

5

have -- are alleged not to have paid them.

6

its claims against these Defendants to Federal Capital

7

Corporation, and thus is pursuing the, the claim related to the

8

Advanta credit cards.

And are alleged to have used the credit cards and
Advanta assigned

Federated Capital Corporation is not a Utah

9

10

resident, and none of the Defendants in this action are Utah

11

residents.

12

This motion for summary judgment requires the Court

13

to analyze the credit card agreement related to the Advanta

14

credit cards, and also the Utah statute of limitations, to

15

determine whether each of these actions was brought within the

16

four-year -- within the_iappropriate limitation period.

17

The bottom line is, if a·four-year limitation period

18

applies, then each of the lawsuits are barred by _the statute of

19

limitations and should be djsmissed with prejudice.

20

six-year limit~tions period applies, as argued by the ..

21

Plaintjff, then.each of these causes of action was filed timely

22

because they a~e filed within six years -- within the six-year

23

time period.

24
25

1

l

If a

So what this, what this motion -- to start o~t on
this motion, this is a Rule 56 motion.

A motion for summary
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1

judgment is to be granted under Rule 56 if there's no genuine

2

issue as to any material fact. and the moving party is entitled

3

to judgment as a matter of law.

4

I find -- I, I conclude, after reviewing the facts,

5

that the material facts are not disputed in this case.

They

6

include the following, as I have started to articulate:

7

Federated Capital is not a Utah resident.

8

Defendants are not Utah residents.

Each of the

9

The -- each of the Defendants when they received

10

credit card statements. the credit card statement specified

11

that payment was to be made to an address in Pennsylvania.

12

The critical provisions governing the agreement and

13

for which summary judgment is argued include the following:

14

Paragraph 31 of the credit card agreement. dealing with

15

controlling law and jurisdiction; and paragraph 6 of the credit

16

card ·agreement, dealing with payment.

17

The first issue is that there's a. a controlling law

18

and jurisdiction paragraph in the credit card agreement.

19

going to read the key language:

20

"This agreement shall be governed"

21

And I apologize. this type is like 3 or 4 point

22

type. and so it's very, very small.

23

hard to read.

24

states, in relevant part:

25

I'm

And even with glasses it's

But let me take a shot at it.

Paragraph 31

"This agreement shall be governed
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1

solely by and interpreted entirely in

2

accordance with the laws of the State of

3

Utah, except as and to the degree that

4

such laws are superceded by banking and

5

other laws of the United States,

6

regardless of where you reside or where

7

the business is located.

8

"You agree that all the terms,

9

conditions, and other provisions relating

10

to the method of determining the balance

11

upon which the interest rate or finance

12

charges are applied and all other terms

13

of this agreement are material to the

14

determination of the interest rate."

15

And then in all caps it says:

16

"You consent to personal jurisdiction

17

in the state and federal courts in Utah.

18

And agree that any lawsuit pertaining to

19

the account must be brought only in such

20

courts in Utah, regardless of who files

21

the suits.

22

those courts, unless and until any party

23

elects arbitration pursuant to the

24

arbitration provision in this agreement."

25

The Court previously ruled that for these three

And may be maintained only in
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1

Defendants there was a waiver of the arbitration provision.

2

So that law -- that paragraph 31 requires the Court

3

to apply the Utah statute of limitations.

4

six-year statute of limitations in Utah for written contracts.

5

But there's also a statute of limitations under Utah Code

6

Section 78B-2-103.

7

11

Now, there is a

That's Utah's borrowing statute:

A cause of action which arises in

8

another jurisdiction, and which is not

9

actionable in the other jurisdiction by

10

reason of lapse of time, may not be

11

pursued in this state, unless the cause

12

of action is held by a citizen of this

13

state who has held the cause of action

14

from the time it accrued."

15

Right now Federated, a non-resident of Utah, holds

16

the claim.

17

Utah.

18

So it is not held by a citizen of the State of

Then the question comes up:

Does this cause of

19

action arise in another jurisdiction, or does it arise in Utah?

20

If it arises in another jurisdiction, the specific language of

21

that first phrase of 78B-2-103 applies~

22

And the answer to that question of where this cause

23

of action arose is governed by paragraph 6 of the credit card

24

agreement.

25

read.

And there's some key language that I'm going to

And again, this is small language, so hopefully I'm
50
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1

reading it correctly.

2

credit card agreement:

Paragraph 6.

This is again the Advanta

"You agree to pay all amounts due on

3

4

the account until paid in full.

You

5

agree to make all payments in U.S.

6

dollars, payable through a U.S. financial

7

institution, either by check or money

8

order, payable to us, at the location and

9

in the manner specified in your periodic

10

billing statement, or in any other

11

manner, such· as by electronic fund

12

transfer or wire transfer, that we agree

13

to and provide procedures for."

14

So you -- you've got to pay as stated in the

15

specified billing statement, or pursuant to other procedures.

16

Then going down -- skipping a couple paragraphs under Section 6

17

it says:

18

"Account statements; are to be mailed to

19

the address for payment shown on: your

20

periodic billing statement.,: Payment must

21

be received by u~ at that address on·or

22

before the specified time on the payment

23

due· date stated on your periodic billing

24

statement, and must conform to any

25

specific requirements for making payment

~
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1

which appear with or in your billing

2

statement.
"Payments tendered to and accepted by

3
4

us or our agent at a location other than

5

the address stated in your periodic

6

billing statement are not effective until

7

received at the address specified."

8

The only address specified is the address for

9

The language

10

in this agreement specifies that they have to be at that

11

location.

12

Now, even though there are alternative -- you --

13

alternatives, perhaps pay with electronic fund or wire transfer

14

that they provide procedures for, what is clear in that --

15

those last few sentences I read was that if they are accepted

16

by the bank or their agent at a location other than the address

17

stated on your periodic billing statement, are not effective

18

until received by us at the address specified.

r

~

payment shown on your periodic billing statement.

19

The only address specified.is the address on the

20

periodic billing statement.

21

that sentence really, when it says "received by us at the

22

address specified," then that is a location other than the

23

address stated in the periodic billing statement.

24

definition the, the

if it's an electronic fund transfer or

25

wire transfer, it's

well, let, let me step back and put it

Now, an argument's been made that

But by
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1

this way.

2

If it's an alternative, I think the "at the address

3

specified" language refers back to the address stated in your

4

periodic billing statement.

5

to an address in that language.

6

language were ambiguous -- and I really don't conclude that it

7

is.

8

this is a provision drafted by the credit card company.

9

Because that's the only reference
Furthermore, even if this

But even if it were ambiguous, there's no question-that

And in the event that it were determined that there

10

was some ambiguity, that ambiguity would have to be read in

11

favor of the non-drafting party, who is the debtor and

12

defendant in each of these cases.

13

is that paragraph 6 states that performance is due in

14

Pennsylvania because that's what the billing statements say is

15

the address where performance is due.

16

Either way, the bottom line

Since performance is due, then the question -- in

17

Pennsylvania, then the question is:

18

this cause of· action arises?

19

Bancorp vs~ Pingree and Dahle, 880 P.2d 14, page 16, Utah Court

20

of Appeals 1994, that unless the contract states otherwise, a

21

cause of action for breach of contract generally arises ~here

22

the contract is to be performed.

23

Does that affect where

And I'm·persuaded by Financial

It's undisputed in this case that the credit card

24

statements show payment is due in Pennsylvania.

The language

25

of paragraph 6 states that that's where performance is due.
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1

And then -- and so I conclude that the cause of action arises

2

in Pennsylvania.
Now, if we go back to the forum selection clause it

3

4

says where the lawsuit may be brought.

5

paragraph 31 does not say where the cause of action arises.

6

And with that we go to para -- Utah Code Section 78B-2-103,

7

which says:

8

jurisdiction."

9

It does not say --

"A cause of action which arises in another

I conclude that that applies in this case.

Each of

10

the -- the cause of action for nonpayment of those debts

11

arise -- arose in Pennsylvania because of paragraph 6 of the

12

agreement, and because the billing statement addresses where

13

payment due is Pennsylvania.

14

So this, for each of these claims, is a cause of

15

action which arises in another jurisdiction, and which is not

16

actionable in the other jurisdiction by the lapse of time.

17

Well, after four years it's not actionable in Pennsylvania

18

because the four-year statute of limitation at the date where

19

•performance was due had, .had run.

-20

The bottom.line is, when the payments were not ·made

21

and were not received in Pennsylvania, a cause of action arose

22

in Pennsylvania.

23

lapse of time, as in the second phrase of 78B-2-103, it was not

24

actionable in Pennsylvania after four years.

25

And once four years had gone by, due to a

Whether it may -- whether it may not have been
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1

actionable -- whether it may not have -- whether there was a

2

forum selection clause that may or may not have been waived I

3

conclude ultimately is not material to that language.

4

four years went by with the cause of action arising in

5

Pennsylvania, it was not actionable in that other jurisdiction

6

because of lack of time -- lapse of time.

7

says -- then the key language is, it may not --

Once the

And then it

8

"Then it may not be pursued in this

9

state unless the cause of action is held

10

by a citizen of this state who has held

11·

the cause of action from the time it

12

accrued."

13

And I conclude it's undisputed that Federate~ is not

14

a citizen of this state and did not hold the cause of attion

15

from the time it accrued because it received an assignment of

1~-

these debts after they were -- it's undisputed that after they

17

were in default.

18

Thus I conclude that this -- that when I apply Utah

19

law, as required under Section 31 of the Advanta credit card

20

agreement, the Utah law that I am to apply is -- includes-Utah

21

Code Section 78B-2-103.

22

Once I apply 78B-2-103 Utah law, as I am required to

23

do under paragraph 31 of the agreement, I conclude that this

24

cause of action is barred by the four-year statute of

25

limitation where this cause of action arose.

Namely in
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1

Pennsylvania.

2

And, therefore, each of these lawsuits are subject

3

to dismissal as a matter of law under the undisputed facts in

4

this case because they are barred by the four-year statute of

5

limitations incorporated by Utah Code Section 788-2-103.

6

The business card agreement with Advanta does

~

~

7

contain an attorney fee provision.

8

if Federated had won, it would be seeking its attorney fees.

9

Utah Code has a reciprocal fee statute, namely

10
11

~

VI

Section 78B-5-826.

And if Advanta had won

That provides:

"A Court may award costs and attorney

12

fees. excuse me, to either party that

13

prevails in a civil action based upon any

14

promissory note, written contract, or

15

other writing executed after April 28,

16

1986, when the provisions of the

17

promissory note, written contract, or

18

other writing allow at least one party to

19

recover attorney fees."

20

In this case there is an attorney fee provision in

21

the terms and conditions.

22

prevailed, each of them is entitled to attorney fees.

23

Because the Defendants have

I direct you, Mr. Perry, to submit -- we'll talk

24

about timing in a few moments.

But submit affidavits, separate

25

affidavits for each of the cases laying out your -- the
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1

attorney fees that you are asserting that you would be entitled

2

to.

3

we'll talk about that time period.

And then I certainly would allow time for objection.

And

So in sum, I m granting the motion for summary
1

4

5

judgment of each of these three Defendants, dismissing each of

6

the three cases with prejudice, and awarding each of the

7

Defendants their attorney fees spent in defending this action.
Is there any clarification from the moving party,

8
9

Mr. Perry?

10

MR. PERRY:

No.

11

THE COURT:

From the Plaintiff?

12

MR. HILL:

13

THE COURT:

No, your Honor.
How much time -- I'm going to also

14

direct you, Mr. Perry, to prepare a written decision form of

15

order laying out the undisputed facts and the legal reasoning

16

of the Court.
MR. PERRY:

17

I'll do -- for both of these motions

18

today I'll do a findings of fact, conclusions of law, and

19

order.

20

THE COURT:

Right, but ·- -

21

MR. PERRY:

And judgment.

22

THE COURT:

Right.

And make clear -- I, I've seen

23

it -- not from you, but from other attorneys -- they talk about

24

finding the following facts on summary judgment.

25

a holding that facts are undisputed based on the record.

It should be
So.
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MR. HILL:

1
2

Just to clarify, maybe separate ones for

each case

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. HILL:

5

THE COURT:

Yeah.
-- correct?
Yeah.

There'll be separate ones for

6

each case.

Even though the reasoning is the same, there'll be

7

separate ones for each case.

8

ought to be separate from the arbitration order.

·And my conclusion is that order

9

MR. PERRY:

It will be.

10

THE COURT:

So we're essentially going to have six

11

orders.

Or six --

12

MR. PERRY:

13

THE COURT:

I understand.
six documents:

Three for each of the

14

cases on the arbitration, three for each of the cases on the

15

summary judgment motion.

16

And then just to clarify, I want to make sure that

17

there's not -- and I, and I've seen your attorney fee

18

affidavits before, Mr. Perry, and I know you do a good job on

19

-them.

But just, just to make clear what !,-what I~m pretty

20

positive you already know is you're not to duplicate time.

21

Even though the hearing today was for all three, you'll get

22

your hourly rate divided by three.

23
24

25

MR. PERRY:

I will, I will split my -- the time I

actually spend -THE COURT:

In the hearing.
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1

MR. PERRY:

-- one-third to one, one-third to

3

THE COURT:

Right.

4

MR. PERRY:

-- one-third to another, and then just

2

5

another

keep my hourly rate.
THE COURT:

6

That's what I would anticipate.

7

Obviously when you're drafting a brief for one case, that's

8

allocated to that case.

9

allocated in the appellate case law.
MR. PERRY:

10
11

I'll, I'll put that statement in my

affidavit also on how I calculated it.
THE COURT:

12
13

So I just want to make sure it's

And how I broke it out.

And again, so you would have three

affidavits as well.

14

MR. PERRY:

Right.

15

THE COURT:

And what's, what's a reasonable amount

16

I understand that.

of time, given your schedule?
Let me just tell you how I would anticipate dealing

17
18

-with it is have- Mr. Perry submit his attorney fee affidavit.

19

Have an objection~- give;a specific amount of time for an

20

objection.

And then give him1a chance to reply.
Rule 7, there's not clarity in Rule 7 as to, as to

21
22

giving a chance to reply to an objection.

But if there's no

23

objection, then they could be immediately submitted for

24

decision.

25

chance for a reply.

And if there is an objection, then I will give·a
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1

But then that would have to be submitted for

2

decision, and certainly when it's submitted for decision you

3

can request oral argument.

4

argument on an attorney fee issue, but there have been cases

5

where I've done oral argument.

6

where I ve had an evidentiary hearing.

7

those submitted.

I don•t know that I would need oral

1

There have even been cases
But go ahead and get

8

When, when would you -- and the other thing that I

9

would direct you to do is direct -- create a form of judgment

10

in each of the cases and submit that along with the attorney

11

fee amount.

12

blank, to be filled in by the Court -- I mean the amount of the

13

judgment for fees and costs.

And you can leave the amount of the judgment

So when could you have an affidavit of fees and

14

15

costs for each case?

16

MR. PERRY:

May I direct a question to your clerk?

17

THE COURT:

Uh-huh.

18

MR. PERRY:

When can I get an audio of these two

THE CLERK:

Probably Tuesday we would be able to

MR. PERRY:

Do I need to do anything more than make

19

hearings?

20

21
22
23
24

25

make it.

this request now 'to you?
THE CLERK:
before we can make it.

You actually need to pay for it first
There•s a form you fill out, and you
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need to pay for it.
MR. PERRY:

2

We have a credit card account set up

3

with the court where they automatically charge all filing fees

4

and everything to us.

5

THE CLERK:

Is that -Okay.

I can give you the form after

6

this, and if you want to fill it out I'll be happy to submit

7

it.

8

THE COURT:

Let's say

9

MR. PERRY:

Thank you very much.

10

THE COURT:

-- assuming you get it by Wednesday,

11

when, when?

12-

MR. PERRY:

The next Monday.

13

THE COURT:

So Monday --

14

, MR. PERRY:

15

fees affidavits.

16
17

22
23

Okay.

So

The 14th?

The 21st?

20

21

Well, let's, let's do this.

N9, it'd be -- you wouldn't get it until Wednesday.

18

19

I probably need a week, your Honor.

THE COURT:
today is the 7th.

Well, that will include all the attorney

MR. PERRY:

That would probably be right, your

THE COURT:

Okay.

Honor.
So, so forms of order, attorney

fee affidavits and cost affidavits by the 21st.

24

How much time would be reasonable for objections?

25

MR. HILL:

~

A week would be fine.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. HILL:

3

THE COURT:

Okay.
Twenty-eighth.
So objections would be due by the 28th,

4

assuming that they are served by the 21st.

5

be due by April 4th.
You know what?

6

And replies would

Looking at my schedule, if they

7

arrive on the 4th I'm not going to be able -- I'll tell you

8

what.

9

is what I'm going to do.

If you get yours by, if we say the 14th -- let's -- this
I'm going to, because of my schedule

10

not being able to get to it I'll give you, Mr. Perry, till

11

March 21st.

12

and a half for a reply.

13

I'll give two weeks for opposition.

And a week

So the 21st for each of the six forms of ord~r, the

14

attorney fee and cost affidavits.

The 4th of April -- that's

15

the 21st of March, by 5:00 p.m.

16

to your opposing counsel.

And then on Friday, April 4th, any

17

objections would be due.

And then any replies and a reqtiest to

18

submit for decision would be due by April 16th.

And have those -- email those

19

MR. PERRY:

Thank you, your Honor.

20

THE COURT:

Okay.

Thank you very much for the

21

briefing on that issue.

I'll look forward to getting those

22

documents and getting this matter completed.

23

MR. PERRY:

Thank you.

24

THE COURT:

Court will be in recess.

25

(The hearing was concluded.)
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CE RT I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF UTAH

)

3

)

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

55.

)

4
5
6

This is to certify that the foregoing transcript was
prepared by me, KELLY L. BARBER-WILBURN, a Certified Shorthand
Reporter and Registered Professional Reporter in and for the
State of Utah.

7
8
9

10
11
12

That the transcript was prepared from a
previously-recorded proceeding at which I was not personally
present; therefore, the quality of said recording may affect
the quality of the transcript.
That said recording was then written in stenotype by me
and thereafter caused by me to be transcribed into typewriting.
And that a full, true, and correct transcription of said
recording so taken and transcribed to the best of my ability is
set forth in the foregoing pages, numbered 1 through 62,
inclu~ive.

13

14

I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise
associated with ~ny of the parties to said cause of action, and
that I am not interested in the event thereof.

15

SIGNED ON THIS 14th DAY OF July, 2014.
16

17
18

Kelly L. Barber-Wilburn, CSR, RPR
Utah CSR·No. 109582-7801

19
20,

21
22
23
24

25
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R. DUCKWORTH, ESQ.
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION

REGAN

Utah Bar Number 12500
IO Exchange Pl., Ste. 527
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Ph: (248) 737- I 300
Fx: (248) 406-8053
rd uckworth@fcdcap.com

Attorney.for Plaint(ff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FEDERATED CAPITAL
CORPORATION d/b/a FEDERATED
FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF
AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND
MOTION FORAN AWARD OF
ATTORNEY'S FEES

V.

CONOR LIBBY d/b/a CRITTERBOX,
Defendant(s).

Case No.: 129914062
Judge: Kate A. Toomey

COMES NOW Plaintiff FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION d/b/a FEDERATED
FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF AMERICA ("Plaintiff'), by and through undersigned
counsel, and files its MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION ("Memo") TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND MOTION FOR AN AWARD
OF ATTORNEY'S FEES ("Defendant's Motion"). A declaration of counsel in support of this
Memo ("Declaration") is filed concurrently herewith and is incorporated by reference herein.
Defendant CONOR LIBBY d/b/a CRITTERBOX ("Defendant" or collectively with
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Plaintiff as the "Parties") has moved for summary judgment in this matter arguing that this case
should be dismissed because Plaintiffs causes of action for breach of a certain agreement
between the Parties ("Agreement," which was attached both Plaintiffs Complaint and to
Defendant's Motion as Exhibit "D") were not brought within the period required by appropriate
statutes of limitations, and that the Court should award Defendant attorney's fees and costs.
Despite the arguments made by Defendant, the Court should deny the relief sought because of
the reasons discussed in detail below.

I. RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

The plaintiff alleges that the defendant had a credit card account with Advanta.

See generally~ l & 2, Complaint.
Response: The docun1ent(s) referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves.
Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits
the same.

2.

The defendant alleges that the account was assigned to it by Advanta.
a.

13, Complaint, as to fact of assignment, and Exhibit 2 of the Complaint, a

Bill of Sale dated July 11, 2007 that is attached hereto as Exhibit "A", alleged by
the plaintiff to be the bill of sale that includes the defendant's account in the
transfer of the account io the plaintiff.
Response:,·The document(s) referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves.
Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits
the same.
2
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3.

The documents produced by the plaintiff show that the account was assigned to

the plaintiff after the account was in default.
a.

Advanta monthly statement, Exhibit "B ", showing the account current

with the next payment due August 4, 2006;
Advanta monthly statements, Exhibit "C", showing that the August 4,

b.

2006 payment was not made, thus constituting a default under the terms of the Account
Agreement. See

iJ

10(a) of the Agreement which is attached to the plaintiffs complaint

and is attached hereto as Exhibit "D ";

c.

Advanta monthly statement, Exhibit "E ", showing payment on October 31,

2006 of $517. 00, an amount insufficient to cure the default.
d.

Advanta monthly statements, Exhibit "F", showing no further payments

Qr the account; .and
e.

Advanta monthly statement that is Exhibit 5 to the plaintiffs Complaint,

attached hereto
as' Exhibit "G ", that shows no further charges or payments to the
.,1
account a,nd a charge off,ofall amounts on the account on April 30, 2007.
Response: Plaint~ff denies that the October 31, 2006 payment was insufficient to

cure the default pursuant to the tenns of the Agreement. See Agreement at

iJiJ 6 and

11

("[i]f you pay in installments, you must pay at least the minimum payments shown on
your periodic billing statement.). Additionally, document(s) referenced in this paragraph
speak for themselves. Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those
documents, Plaintiff admits the same.
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4.

The plaintiff is not a citizen-of Utah, but is a Michigan corporation with its place

of business in Farmington Hills Michigan. See affidavit of Jennifer F. Ferris, Exhibit 4 to the
plaintiff's Complaint and attached hereto as Exhibit "H".
Response: Plaintiff states that it is legally licensed to do business in the state of

Utah. See Entity Details, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Additionally, the
document(s). referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves. Inasmuch as this
statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits the same.

5.

The Account Agreement attached to the plaint([{.'> Complaint as Exhibit 1, and

attached hereto as Exhibit "D ", states that the defendant is to make payment on the account at
v:J

the address indicated on the Advanta monthly statements.
a.

See

16,

"You agree to make all payments . . . to us [Advanta] at the

location and in the manner spec(fied on your periodic billing statement ... " See also,
towards the end 6, "Account payments are to be mailed to the address for payments
shown on your periodic billing statement. "
Response: the document(s) referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves.

Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits
the same.

6.

Advanta selected Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as the place that payments were-to

be sent on each and-every monthly account statement. See· monthly statements identified above.
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Response: the document(s) referenced in this paragraph speak for themselves.

Inasmuch as this statement of fact does not contradict those documents, Plaintiff admits
the same.

7.

This case was filed on October 4, 2012 and service of the Summons and

Complaint was thereafter made on the defendant in January, 2013. Judicial notice.
Response: Admit.
~

II. ADDITIONAL FACTS
1.

Advanta was a Utah Company located in Salt Lake County Utah from 1989 to

November 3, 2010. See Exhibit 1; see also Declaration.
2.

Plaintiff is an assignee of Advanta and is duly authorized and has all rights in and

to Defendant's obligation to pay sums due on the Account and has all of the rights, powers and
authority to enforce the tenns and conditions that govern or have governed the Account. See Bill
of Sale, which was attached to Defs. Mot. as Exhibit A; see also Agreement at~ 23 ("We may
sell or assign any or all of our rights and obligations in the ·Account, and/or this agreement
without notice.").
3.

,,

ii,•

An additional term of the Agreement is the choice .of law and forum selection

clause requiring any party that files a lawsuit pertaining to the Agreement to sue only in Utah
applying Utah law:
31. CONTROLLING LAW AND JURISDICTION. This Agreement shall
be governed solely by and interpreted entirely in accordance with the laws
of the State of Utah, ... regardless of where you reside or where the ·
Business is located. We process the Account application, make the
decision to open the Account and advance credit for you from our Utah

5
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offices .... YOU CONSENT TO PERSONAL JURISDICTION IN THE
STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS IN UTAH AND AGREE THAT
ANY LAWSUIT PERTAINING TO THE ACCOUNT MUST BE
BROUGHT ONLY IN SUCH COURTS IN UTAH, REGARDLESS OF
WHO FILES THE SUIT, AND MAY BE MAINTAINED ONLY IN
THOSE COURTS UNLESS AND UNTIL ANY PARTY ELECTS
ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE ARBITRATION PROVISION IN
THIS AGREEMENT.

~

See Agreement at § 31.
4.

An additional term of the Agreement, on which Defendant's Motion relies,

~

discuss terms of payment:
6. PAYMENT: We may process your payment check by electronically
debiting your account at your bank for your check amount and
transmitting check infonnation (such as check amount, routing number
and check number), or a digital image of the check, or some other
substitute instrument, rather than the actual check, to your bank, and your
bank's record of that payment may appear as an automatic debit, substitute
check or other electronic transaction rather than a negotiated paper check).
. . .. If you pay in installments, you must pay at least the minimum
payments shown on your periodic billing statement. .... Account payments
are to be mailed to the address for payment shown on your periodic billing
statement. Payment must be received by us at that address on or before the
specified time on the Payment Due Date stated on your periodic billing
statement, and must conform to any specific requirements for making
payment which appear with or in your billing statement. ....

vi

~

Id. at§ 6.
5.

An additional tenn of the Agreement deals with Plaintiffs rights· in the ·event of

default:
11. RIGHTS UPON AN EVENT OF DEFAULT: If any event of default

occurs, we may do any or all of the following, without advance notice to
you: (a) declare .the outstanding balance owing on the Account to be
immediately due and payable; (b) allow you to repay the Account subject
to the te1ms and conditions of this Agreement; (c) refuse to pay any
6
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Convenience Checks or other withdrawals or charges; (d) immediately
tenninate Account credit privileges; (e) suspend the availability of the
Account and /or any of our account support facilities (such as Website
access); (t) adjust your Account pricing and/or the fonnula we use to
calculate the minimum payment due on the Account, either as set out in
Paragraphs 6 and 8 or othe1wise; (g) consider the Account no longer in
"good standing", for purposes of participating in Account programs and
features (such as Cash Back and other reward programs), eligibility for
introductory and/or promotional rates and/or offers, or otherwise; (h)
impose the Credit Limit hold as set out in Paragraph 6; (i) cancel your
Credit Protection and/or Credit Insurance; G) offset any outstanding
balance owing on the Account with any funds from any deposit or
investment account you have with us or our affiliates (subject to _the terms
of any such account and to applicable law). . ... Upon our demand, you
will immediately pay the outstanding Account balance in full and return
all Cards and. unused Convenience Checks.
Id. at§ 11.

III. ARGUMENT
Summary judgment is only appropriate when "the pleadings, depositions, answers to
inten-ogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). Based ·on the following, Defendant has failed ·to show that he is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

1. THE UNDERLYING CAUSE OF ACTION AROSE IN UTAH, THUS THE
BORROWING STATUTE IS INAPPLICABLE
Defendant, relying on Utah law, states that Utah's statutes of limitations apply to actions
brought in Utah. Financial Bancorn. Inc. v. Pingree and Dahle. Inc., 880 P.2d 14, if7 (Ut. Ct.
App. 1994). Fmthermore, Defendant, by way of his motion, is not challenging the subject forum
selection clause. Thus, Plaintiff concurs with Defendant that the Utah statutes of limitations
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govern this lawsuit. However, where the parties disagree is in regard to the applicability of
Utah's "b01TOwing statute" and where perfonnance by Defendant actually occurred.
The "borrowing statute" applies only to causes of action that arise in another state. Pan

Energy v. Martin, 813 P.2d 1142, 1145 (Utah 1991). Defendant relies on Brown v. Bach, 53 P.
991 (Utah 1898) for the proposition that a cause of action for breach of contract arises in the state
in which the parties detem1ine that performance was due. Although the issue before the Brown

"'

court dealt with selection of venue in certain counties within the same state (Brown at 994;

holding that "the cause of action in [that] case arose in Salt Lake City and county where the note
was made payable, and that the suit was improperly brought in Tooele county."), Plaintiff agrees
with Defendant, for the sake of Defendant's Motion, that a cause of action for non-payment of a
note or breach of a contract may arise where the note was to be paid or the contract performed.

Lawson v. Tripp, 95 P. 520 (Utah 1908). "The place of payment in a promissory note, or in an
acceptance of a bill of exchange, is always matter of arrangement between the parties for their
mutual accommodation, and may be stipulated in any manner that may best suit their
convenience." Brown at 994.
Defendant argues that the Parties only stipulated to performance of the subject contract in
a Pennsylvania, and thus, the cause of action for breach of contract arose there. Certainly, the
Agreement between the Parties provides that Defendant was to perform the contract by making
payment to Advanta. See Exhibit D to Def's. Mot. at

1 6.

One way that Defendant could have

made payments was by mailing them to the address indicated on the Advanta monthly
statements. Id.
8
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However, the problem with Defendant's argument is that the Parties stipulated in
~

Agreement that it could be paid within more than one jurisdiction. Moreover, not only was
payment contemplated in a variety of manners, but Defendant in fact did not even pe1form in
Pennsylvania by making payments there, as evidenced by the statements attached to Defendant's
Motion.
Plaintiff, as assignee of Advanta, processed the Account application, made the decision to
open the Account and advanced credit to Defendant from its Utah offices. See Agreement at §

31. Regarding electronic payment, the Agreement states, in relevant part, the following:
[w]e may process your payment check by electronically debiting your
account at your bank for your check amount and transmitting check
information (sµch. as check amount, routing number and check number), or
a digital image of the check, or some other substitute instrument, rather
than the actual check, to your bank, and your bank's record of that
payment may appear as an automatic debit, substitute check or other
electronic transaction rather than a negotiated paper check).

Id. at§ 6.
Base.d on the evidence before the Court, Defendant made payments pursuant to the terms
of the Agreement by telephone or other electronic means. See Def s. Mot. at Exhibit B and E.
These payments were presumably initiated in California and, as the documentary evidence
submitted by Defendant reflects, received in Utah. Id. Thus, Defendant's performance actually
occurred in Utah, and not Pennsylvania. Accordingly, the "borrowing statute" does not apply
because the cause of action arose in Utah.
More importantly, Defendant admits that he failed to pay as he agreed and now seeks
relief from this Court to not honor his previous agreement on an invalid procedural technicality.

9
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Furthermore, and as cited by Defendant, should the Court decide that the Parties did not stipulate
to performance in a certain state, the cause of action clearly arises in the state in which the
contract was made, which by the terms of the Agreement is clearly Utah. Financial Bancorp,

Inc., 880 P.2d 14, 17.
2. THIS MATTER WAS FILED WITHIN THE APPLICABLE ST ATUTE OF
LIMITATION
Plaintiffs claims against Defendant are based upon a writing and therefore the governing
statute of limitations is six (6) years. The applicable statute is Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-309(2),
which states "[a]n action may be brought within six years: ... (2) upon any contract, obligation
or liability founded upon an instmment in writing[.]" The six years statute of limitations does
not require that a writing be signed, but only that the liability be founded upon an instrument in
writing. The Utah Supreme Court has affirmed the plain language of Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2~

309(2) in Empire Land Title, fnc., v. Weyerhaeuser Mortgage, Co., 797 P .2d 467 (Utah 1990).

See also Recent Rulings, which are attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
Here, Plaintiffs claims against Defendant arc based upon written terms and conditions;
the Advanta Business Card Agreement. The terms and conditions are a written memorialization
of the provisions governing the use of the business card. Thus, the tenns and conditions are a
writing as required by Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-309(2) and the applicable statute of limitation is
6 years. The subject complaint was filed on October 4, 2012. See Court Docket. Defendant made
her last payment on the Account on October 31, 2006. See Defs. Mot. at Exhibit E. Thus, the
Complaint was filed within the applicable statute of limitation.

vJ
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3. THERE CLEARLY EXISTS A RATIONAL NEXUS TO UTAH
Utah law, as relied on by Defendant, is applicable in this case given that the Agreement
contains a fornm selection and a choice of law provision indicating Utah law is applicable, and
the Agreement was made here. See Agreement at § 31. Moreover, forum selection clauses are
"prima facie valid and should be enforced unless enforcement is shown by the resisting party to
be 'unreasonable' under the circumstances." See MIS Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S.
1, 10, 92 S.Ct. 1907, 32 L.Ed.2d 513 (1972), citing National Equipment Rental, Ltd. v. Szukhent,
375 U.S. 311, 315-16, 84 S.Ct. 411, 11 L.Ed.2d 354 (1964) (noting it was settled law that
"parties to a contract may agree in advance to submit to the jurisdiction of a give~ court"). 1
Here, there is a rational nexus between: 1) the forum consented to by the Parties; 2) both
Plaintiff, as assignee of Defendant (where located at all relevant times) and Defendant (the state
..

where he sent payments); and 3) the transactions that are the subject matter of the contract.

Jacobsen, 2005 UT 4,

1

11. Regarding Pennsylvania, there is no rational nexus given that

Defendant did not perform there and the only fact relied on by Defendant that seems to connect
i.

,I

this case to Pennsylvania is a payment PO Box listed on the statements sent to Defendant.
More importantly in this case, there is no evidence to indicate that Plaintiff is not acting
in good faith by bringing this action in Utah. In fact, the reason why this matter was brought in
Utah was so that it could properly perfonn pursuant to the Agreement. But for the forum

1

Although the Bremen case involved an international forum selection clause, the Bremen standard also applies in
cases involving domestic forum selection clauses. See, e.g., Pelleport Investors, Inc. v. Budco Quality Theatres, Inc.,
741 F.2d 273 (9th Cir.1984) ( overruled on other grounds, Powerex Corp. v. Reliant Energy Svcs., 55 I U.S. 224,
235-36, I 27 S.ct. 24 I I, I 68 L.Ed.2d 112 (2007)).
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selection cause, Plaintiff may have been better served by its complaint elsewhere. Accordingly,
the Court should not apply Pennsylvania law.

4. BECAUSE SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS NOT APPROPRIATE, THE COURT
SHOULD NOT AW ARD ATTORNEYS' FEES OR COSTS
vJ)

Because the Court should deny Defendant's Motion, the Court should also not award
attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Utah's Reciprocal Attorney's Fee statute (the "Statute").
However, if the Court grants Defendant's Motion, the award of Attorneys' fees and cost is not
automatic or mandatory, but is discretionary.
The Statute provides that a court "may" award attorney fees and costs to prevailing party
in any action based upon a written contract if the contract allows at least one party to recover
attorney fees. Bilanzich v. Lonetti, 160 P .3d 1041, 1046 (Utah 2007), rehearing denied; Giusti v.
Sterling Wentworth Corp., 201 P.3d 966 (Utah 2009). Whether attorney fees should be awarded

v;J

under the Statute involves

a policy-driven analysis subject to the district court's

discretion. Hooban v. Unicity Intern., Inc., 220 P.3d 485, 488 (Utah App. 2009), certiorari
granted 225 P.3d 880, affirmed 285 P.3d 766.
\tiP

The Statute is applied on a case-by-case basis in order to determine which party
"prevailed" and, thus, may be entitled to an award under the Statute. Anderson & Karrenberg v.
Jerry Warnick, 289 P.3d 600, 604 (Utah App. 2012) This approach affords the trial court the
vJ

flexibility to handle circumstances where both, or neither, parties may be considered to have
prevailed. Id. In furthering the policies behind the Statute, it has been stressed that courts should
also base their decisions with equitable and common sense principles. A.K. & R. Whipple

12
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Plumbing and Heating v. Guy, 94 P.3d 270, 277 (Utah 2004); J Pochynolc Co., Inc. v. Smedsrud,

~

116 P.3d 353, 356 (Utah 2005). In fact, the courts should avoid using the Statute if its use would
result in a windfall to the other party. Bilanzich, 160 P.3d at 1047.
Here, Defendant admits that he failed to pay as he agreed and now seeks relief from this
Court on procedural grounds to not honor his previous agreement. If the Court were to award
reasonable fees and costs, Defendant would completely avoid any liability on a legitimate debt
that he incurred in the principal amount of $22,747.30. Furthermore, Plaintiff has asserted the
action on goods merits and in good faith according to the terms of the Agreement. Accordingly,
in the event that Defendant's Motion is granted, he should not also be awarded attorneys' fees
and costs.
IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that Defendant's Motion be denied
in its entirety.
DATED this 4th day of April, 2013.
~

Utah a
Attorney for

(j;.,
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Entity Details: ADVANTA BANK CORP. - Utah Business Search- Utah.gov

Utah Business Search - Details
ADVANTA BANK CORP.
Entity Number: 1039490-0142
Company Type: Corporation - Domestic - Profit
Address: 11850 ELECTION RD DRAPER, UT 84020
State of Origin: UT
Registered Agent: TOM BILLINGS
Registered Agent Address:

36 S STATE ST STE 1900
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111

Status: Expired
Status: Expired

$.

as of 11/03/2010

Status Description: Failure to File Renewal

Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah

History
Registration Date: 07/11/1989
Last Renewed: 05/12/2009

Additional Information
NAICS Code: 5221 NAICS Title: 5221-Depository Credit Intermediation

Doing Business As
COLONIAL CREDIT CORP
TRIO BANK
SHOR CORP.
VAL CORPORATION

Former Business Names
ADVANTA FINANCIAL CORP.

Refine your search by:
• Search by:
• Business Name
• Number
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.

https ://secure.utah.g ov/bes/acti on/detai Is ?entity= 1039490-0142
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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EntityOetails: FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION - Utah Business Search- Utah.gov

4/4/13

Utah Business Search - Details
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION
Entity Number: 6151822-0143
Company Type: Corporation - Foreign - Profit
Address: 30955 NORTHWESTERN HWY Farmington Hills, Ml 483342580

State of Origin: Ml
Registered Agent: CT CORPORATION SYSTEM
Registered Agent Address:

1108 E SOUTH UNION AVE
Midvale, UT 84047

viP

Status: Active
Status: Active
Renew

CJ as of03/17/2006

By: 03/31/2014

Status Description: Good Standing

The "Good Standing" status represents that a renewal has been filed, within the most recent renewal period, with the
Division of Corporations and Commercial Code.
Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah

viP

History
Registration Date: 03/17/2006
Last Renewed: 01/24/2013

'4P

Additional Information
NAICS Code: 9999 NAJCS Title: 9999-Nonclassifiable Establishment

VJ)

Doing Business As
FEDERATED FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Former Business Names
FEDERATED FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Refine your search by:

~

_.. ., .............. -......-....................................... ,_ ........................................................... ·"• .. ···•-•.s••·-············ .... ·... ·.···• ...... ., .......................... ., .... ,, ..... ,. ....... ,................. ., ............................................... _. .......... ..

~ Search by:
• Business Name
o Number
Digitized
by6151822-0143
the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
hltps ://secure .utah.g o'IA'bes/acti on/detai
Is ?entity=
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of April, 2013, I transmitted copies of the above
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES

via an approved e-filing service provider to the following:
Lester A. Perry, Esq.

HOOLE&KING
VJ

4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah

Attorney jor Defendant(s)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY,
\fib

STATE

FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION
d/b/a FEDERATED FINANCIAL

ORDER

CORPORATION.OF AMERICA,

Case No. 129908455

Plaintiff,

Judge ANTHONY B. QUINN

v.

vJ

OF UTAH

DONALD GUINARD d/b/a GUINARD'S
PC CONSULTING LLC,

DATE: March

?.-1 ,

2013

.. ,:JJ~.t~~naf~~:;··.::· ~:- ~· . __.·_;_·. ,
· ·The ,· above :matter is before the Court on Defendant
Donald
. . .

Guinard's Motion to Dismiss filed on August 8, 2012.

The Court,

,~.

having ca:,.:-efully
considered the Motion and relevant law, hereby
.
'

denies tt:i~~Motioh and rules as follows:

-Defeµdant a~gues that this matter should be dismissed
because it is time barred under Utah Code Ann. §78B-2-307. 1
Code An~. ~7-SB._2-307 establishes a four _year statute of
v;J

limitationa··for- -actions. '~upon a contract, ol;)l_igation, or.
.,._

-- ................

__

. ..

.

... __ .,, .........

··- ... •·· ···-·· .... ··- . --

.

....................

-

·-· .. .

1

n~,~~~~~t. actually argues that the correct statutory
provision fs 72B-2-307, which is-clearly in error.
,!."

vu
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Utah

liability not founded upon an instrument in writing."
Ann. §78B-2-307(1) (a).

Utah Code

However, this matter appears to have been

brought to enforce the obligations under a written contract
between Defendant and Advanta Bank Corp., which Plaintiff alleges
Defendant breached on June 9·, 2006.

As such, Plaintiff's action

is governed by Utah Code Ann. §78B-2-309(2), which establishes a
six year statute of limitations.

Because this action was filed•

on June a, 2012, it appears to be timely.

Therefore, Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is DENIED. 2
Thia is the Order of·the Court and no other ord~r is

required.
Dated this

1-7

day of

URT

2The Court's decision in this matter renders moot
Plaintiff's January 28 th Motion to Enlarge Time to File Response
to Motion to Dismiss.
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FILED DISTRICT C8URT
Third Judicial District

MAR t 1 2013

IN THE THIRD JUDI C . DI itl-1cr co LRT
SAt:r LAKE COUNTY ·c. IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAl\1.......,_ _ _ _-;i:;::::P;~,;~·alr.;tr"f~08
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT

v;J

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION
DISMISS

FEDERATED CAPITAL
CORPORATION,
Plaintiff,

vs.

ALBERT A. DITIZIO d/b/a ALLIED
OFFICE EQUIPMENT, INC.,

Case No. 0129918131
Judge Vernice S. Trease

Defendant,
~

Before the court is Defendant~s Motion to Dis~ss. Neither party has r~qµest~d oral

argument and the court finds that the issues raised in the Motion have been sufficiently briefed in
the memoranda that a decision is appropriate without further hearing. The court having reviewed
and considered Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, the parties, memoranda, exhi~its, affidavit,.
applicable statutes, rules and case law, denies Defendant's Motion for the reasons discussed
herein.

INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff, Federated Capital Corporation, has commenced a debt collection suit against
·Defendant, Albert A.. Ditizio d/b/a Allied Office Equipment, alleging that as of December 30,
2006 Defendant had a credit card balance of $29,329.29 that has not been paid. Defendant has

filed a Motion to Dismiss alleging several grounds in support thereof.- Defendant alleges that
(1) this court lacks personal jurisdiction and is an. inconvenient forum because Defendant is a .
resident of Maryland and has no contacts with the State of Utah; (2) Plaintiff has failed to name

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
I·

proper parties and/or state a claim for which relief may be granted; (3).the statute of limitations
has run as to counts 2 and 3 of the complaint; and (4) count 1 fails as well because Plaintiff has
failed to show a written contract or a signed card agreement and the statute of limitations has mn.
Plaintiff contends that Defendant consented to personal jurisdiction and venue in the

State of Utah through a forum selection/consent-to-jurisdiction clause in the Card Agreement,
that the complaint complies with Rule 8, URCP, and does state the proper parties and claims for
which relief may be granted, that under Utah law the Card Agreement did not have to be signed,
and that the statute of limitations has not expired on any of the claims alleged.. The cowt will
address each of these issues.

JURISDICTION
On the issue ofjurisdiction there are essentially two questions to address: First, is the
forum selection clause contained in the Card Agreement enforceable? And second, if the forum
selection clause enforceable, is there a'sufficient rational nexus between the forum selected
and/or consented to, and either the parties to the contract or the transactions that are the subject
matter of the contract?
· While generally personal jurisdiction is detennined by a three-part inquiry,1 the Utah
Supreme Court has detennined that in cases involving·contractual fomm selection/consent-to-

jurisdiction clauses, a different inquiry should be made. Phone Directories Co. v. Henderson,
2000 UT 64, ,r J 4. However, .before this inquiry can be made, the court must determine whether

1

Generally, the test for personal jurisdiction is "(1) the defendant's acts or contacts must

implicate Utah under the Utah long ann s1atute; (2) a "nexus', must exist between the plaintiff's claims

and the defendant's acts or contacts; and (3) application of the Utah long-ann statute must satisfy the
requirements offederal due process.'' Phone Directories Co. v. Henderson., 2000 UT 64, 112.
-2-
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the forum selection clause itself is enforceable. Jacobsen Constr. Co. v. Teton Builders, 2005
UT 4,111.

l Enforceability ofForum Selection Clause

''A prerequisite to determining whether the parties' forum selection clause is enforceable
is discerning which state's law governs the substantive validity of the contract's tenns." Id. at 1
12. Plaintiff has argued, and Defendant does not appear to dispute, that Utah law, is applicable
in this case. Defendant has argued Utah law in his Motion to Dismiss. In addition, the Card
Agreement contains a choice of law provision inaicating Utah law is applicable.
vJ

In this case, there is no evidence to indicate that Advanta Banlc Corporation ("Advanta"),
the original creditor in this case, did not act in good faith or that it was trying to evade the laws of
the State of Maryland. Furthennore, there is a substantial relationship between the transaction

and the agreement; namely, that Advanta was a Utah bank, doing business in Utah from 1989 to
2010. In addition, as discussed below, the agreement is not contrary to Utah's public policy.

In order for the forum selection clause to be enforceable, the clause must not violate Utah
law or public policy. .Jacobsen, 2005 UT 4, 1 12. Defendant appears to argue that the forum
selection clause violates Utah's long-ann statue as weff as the traditional notions offair play and
substantial justice because of his lack of contact with Utah. However, as the Utah Supreme
Court has previously held, a forum selection clause does not need to "rise to the level required
under section 78-27-24 [(recodified as section 78B-3 ..205 (2008))].,, Phone Directories Co., 2000
UT 64, 1 14. Thus, this argument is not convincing.

Consequently, because Defendant fails to point to any law or public policy violated by the
forum selection clause, the clause is enforceable. Therefore. the court must next determine
-3-
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whether there is "a sufficiently rational nexus to Utah to justify the exercise of personal
jurisdiction." Jacobsen, 2005 UT 4, ~ 11.

IL Rational Nexus
In order for a court to have personal jurisdiction pursuant to a forum selection clause

there must be a sufficient "rational nexus between the forum selected and/or consented to, and
either the parties to the contract or the transactions that are the subject matter of the contract."
Jacobsen, 2005 UT 4, 1 11. While there is a requirement for "some connection between Utah
and either the parties to or the actions contemplated by the contract, it need not rise to the level
required under section 78-27-24 [(recodified as section 78B-3-205 (2008))].,, Id.
In Jacobsen, the court held that one party's connection to Utah can be sufficient to satisfy

the rational nexus inquiry. Id at 143. Thus the court held that the trial court had personal
jurisdiction over two Wyoming residents where the plaintifrs primary place of business was in

Utah and ,the contract's forum selection clause indicated Utah as the forum for litigation. Id.

The case at h~d, is similar to Jacobsen. Advanta was a Utah bank doing business in
Utah. And, the Card Agree~ent indicates Utah as the proper jurisdiction and venue. While
Defendant argues the l)tah is an inappropriate forum because he resides in another state that does
·not negate the fact that AdvID1ta Vfas a Utah bank conducting business in Utah. Thus, because

there is a sufficien~ly rational nexus between Utah and a party, Advanta, jurisdiction and venue in

'

Utah is proper.
FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM AND IMPROPER PARTY
Defendant allege~Jhat the matter should be dismiss because the complaint fails to state a
claim for which relief may be granted. A Motion to dismiss under Rule l 2(b)(6), failure to state

-4-
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a claim upon which relief can be granted, admits the facts alleged in the complaint but challenges
the plaintiff's right to relief based on those fact. Russell v. Standard Corp., 898 P.2d263 (Utah

1995). Under this standard, and accepting the facts alleged in the complaint, Plaintiff has stated
a ciaim upon which relief may be granted.
Regarding Defendant's contention of improperly naming the parties, the Card Agreement
vJ)

by ifs terms and the later billing on the account include both Albert A. Ditizio and Allied Office

Equipment, Inc. The tenns of the Card Agreement holds accountable both the business and the
signing individual. Plaintiff asserts that Albert A. Ditizio is the card applicant and signing
individual.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
The applicable statute is UCA 78B-2-309. As discussed herein, the Card Agreement is
the written contract in this case. The six year statute of limitations began to run at the time the
last payment was made on the Account. UCA 78B:.2-l 13. The last payment was made on

December 30, 2006. The complaint was filed on December 28, 2012. At the time of the filing of
the co~plaint the statute of limitations had not expired.

FAILURE TO PRODUCE A SIGNED AGREEMENT

>pef'~~dant also contends that the forum selection clause is not valid because Plaintiff

have fai~ed to produce a signed copy of the Card Agreement. However, Utah Code Section 25-54(2)(e) provides that
[a] credit agreement is binding and enforceable without any signature

by the party to be charged if: (i) the debtor is provided with a written
copy of the terms of the agreement; (ii) the agreement provides that
any use of the credit offered shall constitute ~cceptance of those
terms; and (iii) after the debtor receives the agreement, the debtor..
vJ

-5-
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. requests funds pursuant to the credit agreement or otherwise uses the
credit offered.
Plaintiff asserts that in 2002, Defendant was approved for a card issued in the name of
Allied Office Equipment Inc., with the signing individual's name being the·Defendant. Plaintiff

asserts upon applying, receiving and using the card, Defendant agreed to the tetms and conditions
of the Card Agreement. The te1ms and conditions of the card include acceptance of liability by
the signer. For the purposes of this Motion, the Defendant is a properly named party.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Defendant's Motion to Dismiss be and hereby is
denied.
Defendant is granted fifteen (15) days from the date of this Memorandum Ruling and

Order to file an answer.
This Memorandum Ruling and Order shall stand as the order of the Court on this matter;
no further order is required.
Dated this p th day ofMarch> 2013.

-6-
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CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
FEDERATED CAPITAL CORPORATION

Utah Bar Number 9583
IO Exchange Pl., Ste. 527
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Ph: (248) 737-1300
Fx: (248) 406-8053
chill@fedcap.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FEDERATED CAPITAL
CORPORATION d/b/a FEDERATED
FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF
AMERICA,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STAY
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT AND
APPROVAL OF AMOUNT FOR
SUPERSEDEAS BOND

Plaintiff,
V.

NEAL DEUTSCH
d/b/a AONE MEDIA INC,

Case No.: 139918085
Defendant(s).

Judge: D.C.

Pursuant to Rule 62 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Federated Capital Corporation
~

("Federated") respectfully submits this memorandum in support of its Motion to Stay
Enforcement of Judgment and Approval of Amount for Supersedeas Bond.
Rule 62(i) permits a party to obtain a stay of a judgment upon the posting of a
"commercial bond having a surety authorized to transact insurance business under Title 3 lA."
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1.4}

The presumptive amount of a commercial bond under Rule 62G)(2)(A) is the amount of
compensatory damages plus costs and attorney fees and 3 years of interest at the applicable postjudgment rate.
The court entered judgment on May 12, 2014, in the amount of $12,517.71, which
includes compensatory damages plus costs and attorney fees through May 12, 2014. The
judgment includes a post-judgment interest rate of 2.13%, so three years of interest would bring
the total presumptive amount of any bond to $13,317.59.
Federated has already posted a supersedeas bond in the amount of $45,000.00 for the case
entitled Federated Capital Corporation v. Libby, Civil No. 129914062.

The case entitled

Federated Capital Corporation v. Chapa, Civil No. 129911232 and the Libby case were
consolidated, sua sponte, by the Utah Supreme Court because of the similarity of the issues.
Additionally, there are two additional cases which are being appealed, which will most
vJ

likely be consolidated with this case, the Chapa case and the Libby case because the issues are
nearly identical.

Those cases are Federated Capital Corporation v. Abraham, Civil No.

119901843; and Federated Capital Corporation v. Nazar, Civil No. 129909968.
The legal research and argument will be virtually identical in each of these cases at the
appellate level. Federated proposes that the supersedeas bond amount in this matter include the
judgment amount of $12,517.71, plus three years worth of interest at 2.13% in the amount of
$799 .88, plus $5,000, for a total amount of $18,317.59.

2
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~

Federated therefore moves this court to enter an order staying the judgment and ordering
Federated to post a commercial bond in compliance with Rule 62(i) in the amount of
$18,317.59. Federated requests that this Court enter the order on an expedited basis.
DATED this 20 th day of June, 2014.

Isl CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
Attorney for Plaintiff

3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 20 th day of June, 2014, I transmitted copies of the above

MEMORANDUM

IN

SUPPORT

ENFORCEMENT

OF

JUDGMENT

OF

PLAINTIFF'S

AND

APPROVAL

MOTION
OF

TO

STAY

AMOUNT

FOR

SUPERSEDEAS BOND via an approved e-filing service provider to the following:

v>

Lester A. Perry
HOOLE&KING
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attorney for Defendant(s)

Isl CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL

Attorney for Plaintiff
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Part VI. Actions, Proceedings and Other Matters Generally
"@1 Chapter 55. Limitation of Time (Refs & Annos)
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➔ ➔ § 5525. Four year limitation

(a) General rule. Except as provided for in subsection (b), the following actions and proceedings must be commenced within
four years:-

()) An action upon a conlrac~ under seal or otherwise, for the sale, construction or furnishing of tangible personal properly
or fixtures.

(2) Any action subject to 13 Pa.C.S. § 2725 (relating to statute of limitations in contracts for sale).

(3) An action upon an express contract not f6w1ded upon an instrwnent in writing.

(4) An action upon a contTact implied in law, except an action subject to another Iimitation specified in this subchapter.
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); upon a judgment or decree of any court of the United States or of any stale.
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:i~ti011 upon any official bond of a.public official, officer or employee .

.;
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.

such an instrwnent
,,1\,n action upon a negotiable or nonnegotiable bond, note or other similar instrnment in writing. Where
.
l(jayable upon demand, the time within which an action on it must be commenced shall be computed from the later of either .
iinand or any payment of principal of or interest on the instTwnent.
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(8) An action upon a contract, obligation or liability founded upon a writing not specified in paragraph (7), under seal or
otherwise, except an action subject to another limitation specified in this subchapter.

.(b) Special provisions. An action subject to section 8315 (relating to damages in actions for identity theft) must be
commenced within four years of the date of the offense or four years from the date of the discovery of the identity theft by the
plaintiff.
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